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Abstract
Scanning ion conductance microscopy (SICM) is becoming a multifunctional tool for
probing surfaces and interfaces. This thesis extends the capabilities of SICM,
exploiting the ability of nanopipettes to deliver ionic redox species to a substrate,
with a high degree of spatial and temporal precision. Two methodologies for
nanopipette delivery have been developed: (i) pulsed-potential SICM, i.e. the ionic
redox species can be held in the nanopipette or pulse-delivered to a defined region of
a substrate positioned beneath the nanopipette through control of the SICM bias
between a quasi-reference counter electrode (QRCE) in the nanopipette and a similar
electrode in bulk; and (ii) differential-concentration (ΔC-) SICM, i.e. the ionic
species can be delivered from the nanopipette to a surface through a small SICM bias
between the two QRCEs, purely due to different concentrations (compositions) of
solutions employed in the nanopipette and bulk.
In the single-channel setup, SICM with pulsed-potential nanopipette delivery
allows the synchronous mapping of electrode reactivity, surface charge and surface
topography in a single measurement by analysis of the tip and substrate current data.
This regime has been further applied to mimic the exocytotic release of
neurotransmitters

to

investigate

the

spatiotemporal

heterogeneity

in

the

electrochemical behavior of carbon fiber UMEs. When integrating pulsed-potential
nanopipette delivery into SICM-SECM, information about the electrochemical
reaction can be obtained from the current signal at the SECM probe as well as from
the substrate, in addition to the correlated surface topography obtained synchronously.
With ΔC-SICM, information about the local electrochemical reaction can be obtained
purely from the nanopipette response.
The studies outlined in this thesis, and the accompanying finite element method
(FEM) modeling, greatly improve understanding of mass transport in SICM, and, in
particular, provide a new platform for electrode mapping. This thesis highlights the
versatility of SICM, with considerable applications envisaged, spanning
electrochemistry, catalysis and cell biology.

xxii

Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1 Scanning Electrochemical Probe Microscopy (SEPM)
It is important to measure spatially localized electrochemical fluxes on the microscale
or nanoscale to obtain information about the phenomena occurring at interfaces. One
family of techniques used to probe these fluxes is scanning electrochemical probe
microscopy (SEPM), which includes three main electrochemical imaging-based
techniques: scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM), scanning electrochemical
cell microscopy (SECCM), and scanning ion conductance microscopy (SICM). They
have been widely used for the investigation of living cells,1-6 biomolecules,7-10
electrocatalysts,11-13 corrosion processes,14-15 energy storage,16 and energy
conversion materials.17-18 Examples of typical SEPM tip geometries are shown in
Figure 1.1.
SECM is an imaging technique that normally utilizes an ultramicroelectrode
(UME) as the tip moving near a surface of interest in a solution bath containing
electroactive species. It can be used to characterize and image the local
electrochemical environment of various materials and provide topographical
information.19-27 However, SECM lacks accurate positional feedback, due to the
convolution between the topography and SECM electrochemical signals.28 Recently,
there have been many attempts to introduce distance feedback control by plenty of
methods, e.g., shear-force SECM,29-30 intermittent contact (IC)-SECM,31-32 and
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alternating current (AC)-SECM,33-34 or integrating other scanning probe microscopy
(SPM) techniques, e.g., atomic force microscopy (AFM),35-37 and SICM.4,38-41
SECCM is a new SEPM technique that allows information about the local
functional and structural properties of surfaces and interfaces to be obtained
simultaneously.42-56 A double-barrel nanopipette is used as the tip in SECCM. When
the two barrels are filled with a solution of interest, a meniscus is formed at the end
of the nanopipette. Two quasi-reference counter electrodes (QRCEs) are inserted into
each barrel of the nanopipette. The conductance current between the two barrels,
which is induced by a bias applied between the two QRCEs, is used for the vertical
positioning of the SECCM tip. Once the tip lands on the substrate via the contact of
the meniscus with the surface, a microscale (or nanoscale) electrochemical cell is
formed, where the substrate serves as a working electrode and one of the QRCEs is
considered as the counter/reference electrode for the electrochemical measurements.
Contrary to SECM, only the region of the surface that comes into contact with the
meniscus is imaged, eliminating the influence of the surrounding areas, meaning that
there is no need to bathe the substrate in solution. The spatial resolution of SECCM
technique has recently been improved significantly by using a single barrel
nanopipette as the tip.57
SICM is a unique and promising technique capable of non-contact mapping of
surface topography and other surface properties.58-66 A single-barrel nanopipette is
normally used as the tip, which is filled with a solution of interest and the sample is
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bathed in electrolyte. When a bias is applied between two QRCEs, one in the
nanopipette and the other in bulk, an ionic current passing through the orifice of the
nanopipette is generated. Changes in the ionic current can be used to probe the
vertical position of the tip, which also provide information about the surface/interface
properties.67-68

Figure 1.1. Examples of SEPM tip geometries. Field emission scanning electron
microscopy (FE-SEM) images of (a) 25 µm Pt disk UME tip for SECM, and (c) a
dual-barrel nanopipette tip for SECCM. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
images of (b) a single-barrel nanopipette tip for SICM, and (d) an SICM-SECM tip
with a pyrolytic carbon SECM electrode and an open SICM channel. Reprinted from
Ref. [69] and [70].

1.2 Scanning Ion Conductance Microscopy (SICM)
Since its invention by Hansma et al. in 1989,60 SICM has emerged from being a
powerful topographical imaging tool, most prominently for living cells,71 to become
a multifunctional mapping technique by analyzing the ionic current-voltage
characteristics.67 Nanopipettes have also proven to be useful tools for controllably
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delivering molecules of interest to a localized region of a sample substrate surface,
particularly when combined with the use of SICM positional feedback control.72

1.2.1 Topographical Mapping with SICM
1.2.1.1 SICM Feedback Types
In a typical SICM setup, a single-barrel nanopipette is used as the tip, and two
Ag/AgCl electrodes are used as the QRCEs, one in the nanopipette tip and a second
in bulk, as shown in Figure 1.2a. When a bias is applied between the two QRCEs, an
ionic current is produced passing through the orifice of the nanopipette, which is
sensitive to the resistance of the nanopipette, mainly attributed to the narrowest part
of the nanopipette close to the orifice.59 As the tip approaches a substrate surface, the
ionic current decreases, as shown in Figure 1.2b, most notably when the distance
between the tip and the substrate is less than one tip diameter, due to the increasing
resistance resulting from the narrowing tip-substrate gap.59 Consequently, the ionic
current, often termed direct current (DC), predicts the separation between the tip and
the substrate. A topographical image can be obtained from the recorded vertical
position of the closest point of the tip to the substrate at each approach by setting a
feedback threshold in an SICM scan hopping regime (vide infra). It has been recently
shown however, that the ionic current also depends on the tip polarity and the
substrate surface charge density in some cases, which opens up the possibility for
surface charge mapping with SICM (details in section 1.2.2).2 It needs to be
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highlighted that when a small bias between the two QRCEs is applied for
topographical imaging, the effect of surface charge density on the approach distance
is minimized and thus can be normally ignored.5

Figure 1.2. (a) Schematic of a typical SICM setup. (b) An exemplar finite element
method (FEM) simulation of the change in the ionic current as the tip approaches a
substrate surface, with a ~150 nm diameter nanopipette. Adapted from Ref. [59] and
[5].

The DC mode is a popular means of feedback for vertical positioning of the tip
in an SICM topographical mapping (Figure 1.3a).59 However, the ionic current is
sometimes susceptible to drift particularly for a long-time scan, mainly due to the
thermal drift of piezoelectric positioners controlling the tip vertical position and the
chemical composition changes in the electrolytes, thus leading to a failure to track
the substrate topography precisely. To overcome this problem, an alternating current
(AC) between the two QRCEs can be produced and used as the feedback signal by
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employing distance modulation (DM-) SICM, i.e. oscillating the vertical position of
the tip with a sinusoidal motion of small amplitude, as shown in Figure 1.3b.59
Compared with DC mode, the AC amplitude responses are much more stable, which
can be measured using a lock-in amplifier at the same frequency as the tip oscillation.
When the tip is positioned in bulk (larger than one tip diameter from the substrate),
there is little difference in the recorded AC signal during the tip oscillation, as there
is no change in the resistance of the system. The AC amplitude at a particular distance
represents the absolute change in ionic current as the tip-substrate distance is
modulated, which is related to the magnitude of the slope of the DC current, with
respect to distance.2 Once the tip approaches near a surface, the AC amplitude tends
to increase due to the augmented system resistance (Figure 1.3b). As the AC
amplitude is less affected by the interfacial charge compared with AC phase, the
value of AC amplitude is normally set as a feedback threshold for SICM
topographical mapping.59,73-74 The frequency in DM-SICM is normally in the 0.1 – 1
kHz range.2 It should be noted that if the frequency is too high in DM mode,
physically oscillating the tip will induce convective fluid movement around it,
making the system more complicated.
Bias modulation (BM-) SICM is an alternative modulation technique for vertical
tip positioning, where an AC signal is produced by oscillating the bias between the
two QRCEs with a small amplitude instead of the vertical position of the tip (Figure
1.3c).3 The AC phase is monitored at the frequency of the applied bias. Compared
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Figure 1.3. Schematics of the three normally used SICM feedback types. (a) DCSICM, where the raw ionic current drops upon the tip reaches close to the surface. (b)
DM-SICM, where a physical oscillation in the vertical direction is applied to the tip,
and the substrate surface is probed via an increase in the AC amplitude. (c) BMSICM, where a bias oscillation is applied between the two QRCEs, and the AC phase
is used as the feedback signal to detect the surface. Reprinted from Ref. [70].

with DM-SICM, a zero net bias can be operated as the AC phase is used as the
feedback signal, making the SICM responses insensitive to the surface charge effects,
and consequently, SICM can be treated as a faithful tool for topographical mapping,6
particularly for imaging living cells which can be significantly influenced by the
intense electric field at the end of the tip when a strong SICM bias is applied.75 Also,
a larger range of frequencies (typically from 0.2 to 30 kHz) are permitted using BM
compared to DM, making it possible to scan faster.3,6,70 It should be noted that the
AC signal may be too noisy if the frequency is too high.59,70 In BM-SICM, the AC
phase is more sensitive to the tip-surface separation compared with AC amplitude,
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and the tip can be described as a resistor and capacitor in parallel.3,70 As the tip
approaches to the surface, the resistance of the system increases, leading to more
current flowing through the capacitive component of the system and thus the phase
increasing towards 90 degrees (Figure 1.3c).70

1.2.1.2 SICM Scanning Regimes
There are two main regimes for SICM topographical mapping: constant-distance
mode (Figure 1.4a) and hopping mode (Figure 1.4b). In the constant-distance mode,
the tip is moved across the substrate surface at a constant tip-substrate distance by
maintaining a constant value of the current signal under a given feedback threshold.
Constant-distance mode allows scanning at a relatively fast rate.76 The hopping mode
is a pixel-wise measurement, where the tip is translated towards the substrate surface
until the current signal reaches the set point, at which point the tip is then retracted to
the bulk and moved laterally to a new pixel before repeating.54-55 The hopping mode
allows surfaces with large height gradients to be probed, and also a ‘self-referencing’
measurement is permitted by comparing the current signal in bulk and near the
surface at each pixel, which makes the technique less affected by drift in the ionic
current for a long-time scan.4,45 Each scan regime can be used together with the
different feedback types discussed above.
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Figure 1.4. Schematic of the SICM scanning regimes: (a) constant-distance mode
and (b) hopping mode. Adapted from Ref. [77].

1.2.2 Surface Charge Mapping with SICM
1.2.2.1 Electric Double Layer (EDL)
Interfaces often carry a net charge in an aqueous solution, due to the adsorption of
ions or the dissociation of surface groups. This charge is compensated by ions in
solution leading to the formation of an electric double layer (EDL). The solution side
of the EDL is considered to be composed of several “layers”, as shown in Figure
1.5.78 The thickness, structure, and composition of the EDL strongly depends on the
magnitude of surface charge, the composition and concentration of the ions in the
solution.79
Helmholtz demonstrates the first notion of the double layer as a nanoscale
dielectric, and assumes the charge stored by the EDL is linearly dependent on the
applied potential so that it can be described as a fixed capacitance.78 The GouyChapman model proposes that the EDL is represented as a diffuse double layer (DDL)
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of ions close to the interface and the electric potential decays exponentially from the
charged surface into the solution.79 The relationship between the surface charge
density (σ) and surface potential (ɸ0) is given as:79

where R is the molar gas constant, T is the absolute temperature, ε is the dielectric
constant of water, ε0 is the permittivity of free space, c is the molar concentration and
z is the ionic charge of the symmetrical electrolyte. The Debye parameter (κ) can be
extracted at low surface potentials:79

where I is the ionic strength of the electrolyte solution. The inverse of κ (κ-1) is
described as the characteristic Debye length. This model is best applied in systems
with low surface potentials and low ionic strength. Stern proposed a new model that
incorporates many ideas of the Helmholtz model to accommodate for the breakdown
of the Gouy-Chapman model.78 He assumed a fixed Helmholtz layer adjacent to the
electrode with a surrounding Gouy-Chapman like diffuse layer. Grahame further
suggests that there are two layer in the Helmholtz layer, a layer with the ions adsorbed
specifically to the electrode surface (inner Helmholtz layer, IHL) and a second layer
with fully solvated ions (outer Helmholtz layer, OHL).78 As the work presented in
this thesis involves low surface charge values and low electrolyte concentrations, the
Gouy-Chapman model was considered to be accurate enough to explain the
experimental results. Understanding of surface charge is of great importance in a
10

wide range of interfacial processes, including the electrochemical behavior of
electrodes.

Figure 1.5. Proposed model of the double layer under conditions where anions are
specifically adsorbed. IHP: inner Helmholtz plane; OHP: outer Helmholtz plane.
Reprinted from Ref. [78].

1.2.2.2 Ion Current Rectification (ICR) in Nanopipettes
For a glass or quartz nanopipette used in SICM, the surface becomes charged when
it is positioned in a solution. The nanopipette is normally negatively charged in
neutral solutions as the pKa for the dissociation of silanol groups on the nanopipette
walls is about 7.5.80 Resulting from the negative surface charge of the nanopipette
with conical geometry and the asymmetric mass transport rates into and out of the
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nanopipette, the current response to the applied bias between the two QRCEs is no
longer Ohmic, a phenomenon called ion current rectification (ICR),81-83 as seen in the
simulated current-voltage profiles in Figure 1.6.

Figure 1.6. Simulated current-voltage responses for a nanopipette in bulk with
varying surface charge on the nanopipette walls. Reprinted from Ref. [77].

It can be seen that there is an enhanced current signal relative to an Ohmic
response when a negative bias is applied to the negatively charged nanopipette. This
is because the negative charge on the nanopipette walls produces a region where
positive charged cations can pass but negatively charged anions are restricted, leading
to an accumulation of cations and thus an increased conductance in the nanopipette,
as the diffusion/migration of the cations up the nanopipette is slower than the
movement to the nanopipette due to the geometry.84 However, a depletion zone forms
at the end of the nanopipette and thus a decrease in the current signal is observed
when a positive bias applied, as the cations that can be replaced from further up the
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nanopipette is slower than the movement away from the nanopipette.75,81 In the case
of a positively charged nanopipette (if it is functionalized), the effects would be
reversed.
It should be noted that the level of ICR depends on not only the polarity of the
bias applied and the surface charge,85-86 but also the shape and size of the nanopipette
(compared with the size of the DDL). For a larger nanopipette, the ICR is less
obvious,83 but the effect is more pronounced when the electrolyte concentration in
the nanopipette is low (extended DDL). At higher concentration of electrolyte, there
is less ICR from the charge due to the compression of the DDL thickness.81

1.2.2.3 Surface Induced Rectification (SIR)
The ionic current is similarly affected by the DDL at the substrate surface when the
nanopipette approaches close to it, which is called surface induced rectification
(SIR).2,87 For example, the ionic current can increase as the tip approaches a
negatively charged surface when a negative SICM bias is applied, in contrast to what
would be expected due to the increased tip-substrate gap resistance.2 When the
nanopipette tip approaches a surface, the surface DDL changes the behavior of ICR
compared with that seen when the nanopipette is in bulk, as shown in Figure 1.7,
particularly in low electrolyte solutions (where the DDL is extended).88 Consequently,
the SIR phenomenon provides a new possibility to probe the surface charge of a
substrate.
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Figure 1.7. (a) Tip approaches the interface with BM-SICM mode at Vdc = 0 V. (b)
A voltammogram recorded with tip near the surface (solid line). (c) Retracting the tip
to bulk with a voltammogram data obtained (dashed line). Reprinted from Ref. [75].

1.2.2.4 SICM Surface Charge Mapping
McKelvey et al. demonstrated a DM-SICM mode for surface charge mapping.2 They
found that the shift of AC phase was highly sensitive to interfacial charge and
provided the basis for mapping surface charge simultaneously with topography, as
the AC could be also used as a feedback signal for the vertical positioning of the tip.
To overcome the convolution of topographical and surface charge data seen with a
large applied bias, Perry et al. mapped surface charge in a BM-SICM format with a
small harmonic oscillation of the SICM bias around 0 V.6 The bias was swept
between two extreme values after the tip reached the surface. The surface charge was
elucidated by analyzing SIR of the voltammogram near the surface with respect to
the one measured in bulk at each pixel during scanning, as shown in Figure 1.7.
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Figure 1.8. Simultaneously obtained maps of topography and surface charge of a
PC12 cell on a glass substrate. (a) Optical image of the scan area. (b) Topography. (c)
Normalized ionic current map (surface current divided by bulk current at the pulse
time of t = 50 ms) across the cell, obtained concurrently with the topography. (d)
Simulated working curve of the normalized current against the surface charge to
produce the quantified surface charge map in (e). (f) Experimental current-time
curves at the points shown in (b), along with a bulk current-time curve for comparison.
Adapted from Page et al.5

Subsequently, Page et al. introduced a new regime that used a minimal fixed bias
for topographical imaging instead of modulating the bias.5 A pulsed-potential,
chronoamperometric approach was utilized with 50 mM KCl in both nanopipette and
bulk for surface charge mapping in a self-referencing format at each pixel.5 Briefly,
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when the tip reached the surface, a 50 ms pulse of the tip potential was changed from
20 mV to -400 mV. After the pulse, the tip was retracted to the bulk and the tip
potential was returned to 20 mV at the same time, and then a second identical pulse
was performed in bulk. They found that the current-time response near the surface is
different compared with that in bulk, with the change in current assigned to the charge
of the surface being imaged (Figure 1.8f). This work increased the pixel acquisition
rate significantly. This protocol was used to obtain the surface charge information for
the work presented in this thesis, unless noted otherwise.

1.2.3 Electrochemical Reaction (Flux) Mapping with SICM
SICM can be used to probe the local reactivity of a substrate electrode, as the ionic
current is sensitive to the variations of local ion conductivity in the solution region
between the SICM orifice and the probed surface when the interfacial reactions take
place.68 It opens up the possibility for reactivity mapping together with the surface
topography obtained using SICM.68
Momotenko et al. used a single-barrel nanopipette to probe hydrazine oxidation
and proton reduction at a Pt UME (Figure 1.9).68 These reactions changed the solution
composition at the electrode surface with consumption of protons during the proton
reduction and release of protons during the hydrazine oxidation, and consequently, a
change of the ion conductance was measured when the tip approached from the bulk
to the surface of the electrode, which was assigned to sense the electrochemical
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reactions. BM-mode SICM allowed a faithful topographical image to be obtained.
This idea has been extended for the simultaneous mapping of topography and reaction
flux at and around electrocatalytic nanoparticles.67

Figure 1.9. Simultaneously topography and dynamic reaction mapping with SICM.
(a) Schematic of the experimental setup. (b) Topography map obtained with a
hopping mode. (c) Voltammogram at the substrate electrode and the corresponding
tip current change with the tip positioned at the center of Pt UME. (d) Electrochemical
images (normalized tip currents) extracted from a voltammetric data resolved at each
pixel. Reprinted from Ref. [68].

1.2.4 Local Delivery with SICM
Nanopipettes have proven to be useful tools to control the delivery of molecules to a
defined local region on a sample surface by carefully controlling the bias of the
QRCE in the nanopipette, relative to a second QRCE in bulk.44,72,89 There are many
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potential applications in the delivery of particular molecules, including surface
patterning,44,90 deposition of biomolecules,72,89,91-92 drug delivery,93 and injection into
single cells.93-96 The amount of molecules to be delivered can be controlled by
different parameters,97 including the nanopipette opening size, the concentration of
the molecules inside the nanopipette, the applied potential for delivery, and the
nanopipette-substrate distance.

Figure 1.10. (a) Schematic of the experimental setup. (b) SEM images of the
fabricated 3D Cu features on a gold electrode surface. Adapted from Momotenko et
al.44

Klenerman et al. employed a nanopipette as a nanopen to deposit biomolecules,
such as DNA and antibodies, at defined and localized regions of a surface via the
molecular recognition for self-assembly.89 Momotenko et al. introduced a new
method for the patterning of 3D nanostructures with dual-barrel nanopipettes, as
shown in Figure 1.10.44 Local delivery of precursor species (Cu2+) from one barrel
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was enabled by electrochemical control of the ionic fluxes by a positive bias of 0.2
V applied in the barrel, and the tip-to-substrate distance was regulated via the ion
conductance of the other barrel simultaneously. Subsequent topographical mapping
of the patterned features was allowed by using the same nanopipette tip. Korchev et
al. extended the capability of nanopipette delivery of molecules to the living cells,
opening up the studies of biological systems down to single molecules level.96

Figure 1.11. Schematic of a combined resistive pulse sensing and particle collision
experiment. The convective flow of the solution/nanoparticles from the nanopipette
was driven by the pressure applied to the nanopipette, which contained polystyrene
nanoparticles and redox mediator (FcMeOH) in buffer. The external solution
contained only buffer. Reprinted from Ref. [98].
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White et al. demonstrated that individual nanoparticles could be delivered by
nanopipettes, via pressure-driven solution flow, to an underlying Pt UME (Figure
1.11).98 The combined resistive pulse sensing and particle collision methods provide
complementary measurements of the single nanoparticles. Vertical positioning of the
nanopipette allowed the time between the particle delivery from the nanopipette and
collision at the electrode to be explored as a function of nanopipette-electrode
distance. This method can be extended to the studies of disperse metal nanoparticles
to allow the measurements of single nanoparticle size and electrocatalytic activity.

1.3 Finite Element Method (FEM) Simulations
In the work presented in this thesis, finite element method (FEM) simulations by
COMSOL Multiphysics were used to understand and investigate further the observed
experimental results theoretically and quantitatively. The geometry of the
nanopipette used in an experiment was obtained from the scanning transmission
electron microscopy (STEM) image. The FEM model can be two-dimensional
(Chapter 2, 3, and 5) or three-dimensional (Chapter 4) domain with steady-state or
time-dependent conditions applied to closely match the experimental system.
Boundary and initial conditions need to be applied, and different physical equations
need to be included in the simulations.
In the studies herein, the Nernst-Plank equation was included to describe the flux
of ions in the solution:
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where Di, zi, and ci are the diffusion coefficients, charge number and concentrations
of species i, respectively. F, R and T are the Faraday constant, gas constant and
absolute temperature, respectively. u is the solution velocity described below (eq.
1.5). The Poisson equation was used to describe the electric field gradient (f):

where e is the dielectric constant of the solution and e0 is the vacuum permittivity.
The incompressible Navier-Stokes equation with electroosmotic flow (EOF)
incorporated was included when the solution velocity was described:

where ρ is the solution density, u is the solution velocity and p is the pressure. With
FEM simulations, a theoretical understanding of the system was given, e.g.,
determining the probe-substrate separations and quantifying the surface charge
values by analyzing the SICM responses.

1.4 Kinetics of Electrode Reactions
There are two types of electrode processes, faradaic processes and nonfaradaic
processes. In the faradaic processes, charges (e.g., electrons) are transferred across
the electrode/solution interface, which is governed by Faraday’s law, i.e. the amount
of the electrode reaction is proportional to the amount of electricity passed. In some
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cases, no charge-transfer reactions occur at the electrode in a range of potentials, but
adsorption or desorption can occur, which are called nonfaradaic processes. In the
investigation of an electrode reaction, we are most often concerned with the faradaic
processes. For a given electrode reaction:

where i is the measured current at the external circuit, Q is the amount of electricity
passed, n is the stoichiometric number of electrons transferred in the electrode
reaction, F is the Faraday’s constant, and N is the amount of the chemical reactions.
Thus, the correlation between the faradaic current and the rate of an electrode reaction
(ν) can be demonstrated as:

It is noted that the electrode reaction is heterogeneous occurring at the
electrode/solution interface, and the rate of electrode reaction is dependent on the
mass transfer to the electrode and various surface effects. For a heterogeneous
electrode reaction, the reaction rate is usually described in units of mol/s per unit area,
as the interface can only respond to its immediate surroundings, and the
concentrations involved are always surface concentrations, different from the bulk
solution:
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where A is the electrode area (cm2), and j is the current density (A/cm2).
For an outer-sphere electrode reaction, e.g., the heterogeneous reduction of
Ru(NH3)63+ presented in the thesis, there is no strong interaction of the reactant and
product with the electrode surface, at least at a distance of a solvent layer from the
electrode. For an inner-sphere electrode reaction, the reactant, intermediates, or
products has a strong interaction with the electrode surface; that is, specific
adsorption of species is involved in such reactions, e.g., the oxidation of dopamine
presented in the thesis.
The evolution of mass flow throughout a system can be described by kinetics,
including the approach to the equilibrium and the dynamics of maintenance of the
state, while thermodynamics can describe only equilibrium. The equilibrium limit of
any dynamic process can be described by an equation of the thermodynamic form. In
an electrode reaction, the Nernst equation is employed to characterize the equilibrium,
correlating the electrode potential (E) with the bulk concentrations of the participants.
For a given reaction:

the Nernst equation is:
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where 𝐸 3 is the formal potential, T is the absolute temperature, and 𝑐6∗ and 𝑐8∗ are
the bulk concentrations. The rate of the forward process in eq. 1.10 is
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where kf is the rate constant of the forward reaction, cO is the surface concentration
of the species O, and ic is the cathodic current, as the forward reaction is a reduction.
Whereas the rate of the reverse reaction is

where kb is the rate constant of the backward reaction, cR is the surface concentration
of the species R, and ia is the anodic current, as the backward reaction is an oxidation.
Thus, the net reaction rate is

The Butler-Volmer model of electrode reactions predicts the precise way in
which kf and kb depend on potential. For a one-step, one-electron process,

the rate constants can be expressed in terms of k0 at potential E if assuming that the
rate constants kf and kb have Arrhenius forms:

Thus, complete current-potential characteristic can be obtained by combing eq. 1.16
and eq. 1.17 with eq. 1.14:
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where k0 is the standard rate constant, a measure of the kinetic facility of a redox
couple. Equilibrium of a system will be achieved on a short time scale with a large
k0. 𝛼 is the transfer coefficient, ranging from zero to unity, and is usually taken to be
0.5 in the absence of actual measurement. The eq. 1.18 is known broadly as the
Butler-Volmer formulation, which is used widely to understand the kinetics of the
electrode reactions.

1.5 Scanning Electrochemical Microscopy (SECM)
Since its inception by the Bard and Engstrom research groups in 1989,99-100 SECM
has been a powerful electroanalytical tool for mapping surface topography and local
reactivity, by using small-scale probes (e.g., UME) to monitor the electrochemical
signal of the probe scanning near a substrate electrode immersed in a solution bath
containing electroactive species.7,101-112 Figure 1.12 illustrates a typical SECM
electrochemical setup. Most recently, the resolution of SECM mapping has been
improved from microscale to nanoscale by employing a nanoelectrode as the
probe.12,113
The principles of the most commonly used SECM modes are discussed below.
For demonstration, we assume the redox species in bulk is in the reduced form, R,
which can be oxidized to O according to the following reaction:
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Figure 1.12. A typical SECM electrochemical setup. Reprinted from Ref. [114].

1.5.1 Feedback Modes
Feedback mode is a common operational mode used in SECM. When the tip is in
bulk (the tip-substrate separation, d, is greater than 10 times the tip radius, r), the tip
current, iT, equals the diffusion-limited current, iT,∞ (Figure 1.13a). For a tip with
disk-shaped geometry, the diffusion-limited current can be defined as:115

where n is the number of electrons transferred in the electrode reaction, F is the
Faraday’s constant, D is the diffusion coefficient of the redox species in bulk, c* is
the bulk concentration of the redox species, r is the radius of the tip, and β is the
geometric coefficient.116
An approach curve can be obtained by monitoring the tip current signal with
decreasing tip-substrate distance. When the tip is brought close to an inert substrate
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surface, a diminished oxidation current at the tip is produced relative to the measured
current in bulk (iT < iT,∞), as the diffusion of R towards tip surface is hindered by the
substrate surface, which is called negative feedback (Figure 1.13b). In contrast, a
conducting substrate (externally biased or unbiased) allows the reduction of O back
to R, enhancing the local concentration of R and thus an increased oxidation current
observed at the tip relative to the current measured in bulk (iT > iT,∞), referred to as
positive feedback (Figure 1.13c).

1.5.2 Generation/Collection Modes
There are two main types of generation/collection modes: tip generation/substrate
collection (TG/SC) mode and substrate generation/tip collection (SG/TC) mode.
In TG/SC mode (Figure 1.13d), the redox species O is produced at a tip and
collected at a substrate electrode. The size of the substrate electrode is normally
significantly larger than the tip size. When the tip-substrate distance is small (d/r ≤
2), the O generated at the tip will mainly diffuse to the substrate electrode and thus a
high collection efficiency (substrate current divided by tip current) can be obtained
(> 99%).117 The TG/SC is applicable for the kinetic study of electrode reactions.
In SG/TC mode (Figure 1.13e), the redox species O is generated at a substrate
electrode and collected at a tip. As the tip is normally much smaller than the substrate
electrode, a large amount of the O generated at the substrate electrode cannot diffuse
to the tip even when the tip is near the substrate, resulting in a low collection
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efficiency (tip current divided by substrate current). The SG/TC mode is applicable
for the measurements of concentration profile or chemical flux from a substrate.

Figure 1.13. Schematic of SECM feedback modes. (a) Diffusion-limited behavior in
bulk. (b) Negative feedback over an inert surface. (c) Positive feedback over a
conducting surface. (d) TG/SC mode. (e) SG/TC mode. (f) Competition mode.
Adapted from Mauzeroll et al.114

1.5.3 Competition Mode
This mode was introduced by Unwin et al.118 In this mode, the tip and substrate
electrode are both biased at the oxidation potential, leading to their competition for
the same redox species when the tip is close to the substrate surface (Figure 1.13f).
When the tip scans over an inactive region of the substrate, the tip current remains
constant, while when the tip scans over an active region of the substrate, the oxidation
current measured at the tip decreases as part of the redox species is consumed at the
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substrate. The decrease in the magnitude of tip current is correlated with the substrate
activity.

1.6 Hybrid SICM-SECM
Typical SECM measurements, however, suffer from a lack of reliable distance
feedback control as a result of the utilization of SECM current for probe positioning,
leading to the convolution of topography and electrochemical responses. There have
been various attempts to introduce accurate distance control into SECM,119-124 and a
range of approaches have been reported, e.g., SICM-SECM.4,41,94,125-129 This
technique combines the non-contact topographical information obtained from SICM
with the spatial electrochemical information provided by SECM, allowing for a
correlation of structure and interfacial processes to be attained.

Figure 1.14. (a) Schematic of the SICM-SECM probe fabrication. (b) Optical
microscopy image of the side view of a typical SICM-SECM probe. (c) FE-SEM
image of a typical SICM-SECM probe apex. Adapted from Ref. [94] and [125].
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A commonly used method to fabricate the SICM-SECM probe was introduced
by Korchev et al.94 The probe was fabricated by using dual-barrel theta capillaries
with one barrel filled with carbon via pyrolytic deposition and the other barrel left
open, as shown in Figure 1.14. The process is simple, quick and affordable, with
controllable probe sizes from microscale to nanoscale. Page et al. demonstrated the
capability of this novel probe to map the uptake of molecules of interest at living
cells.4 The SICM barrel was filled with molecules of interest, 10 mM Ru(NH3)6Cl3
with 10 mM KCl, for both distance feedback and local molecular delivery to a target
surface, while the SECM channel was used to measure the local concentration and
flux of the delivered molecules. At each pixel in the hopping mode, the response of
SECM was calibrated in bulk to compare with the measurement near surface. This
work provides a platform for the applications from drug delivery to screening
catalysts.
Connell et al. modified the carbon SECM probe with Pt nanoparticles to extend
the systems that can be investigated with the SICM-SECM probes.125-126 With the Pt
modified probes, they mapped the electroactivity at individual catalytic Pt
nanospheres by detecting oxygen reduction signal in a competition mode (Figure
1.15),125 and then, they further demonstrated the application for electrochemical
mapping in a SG/TC mode to detect hydrogen peroxide generated during the oxygen
reduction reaction (ORR) at individual gold nanoparticles within electrocatalyst
ensembles.126 High-resolution images were obtained by using nanoscale probes,
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which clearly holds the potential for quantitative measurements of electrochemical
kinetics at single particles combined with modelling.

Figure 1.15. (a) Schematic of the SICM-SECM electrochemical experiments. Images
of the ORR at Pt nanospheres using the Pt modified SECM-SICM probe in 0.1 M
NaOH: (b) topography, (c) SECM electrochemical image of the competitive ORR
signal. Adapted from Ref. [125].

1.7 Bipolar Electrochemistry
Electrochemists are increasingly interested in the studies of bipolar electrochemistry.
The wireless capabilities of bipolar electrodes allow large arrays of electrodes to be
powered only with a single DC power supply, which can be used for a variety of
sensing and screening in analytical applications130-139 and materials science.140-148
Figure 1.16a illustrates a schematic of a typical open bipolar cell. Two driving
electrodes are used to supply a voltage along the microchannel, polarizing the bipolar
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electrode with two ends allowing for direct coupling of two electrochemical redox
reactions. However, the electrochemical reaction rate cannot be measured by the
current in the external circuit, as the ionic current between the two driving electrodes
carries a large part of the total current. For a closed bipolar electrode, the two poles
are completely separated in two different compartments, as illustrated in Figure 1.16b.
Redox reactions at the two poles are driven by the voltage across the two separated
solutions. As there is a lack of ionic current path, the entire current passes through
the bipolar electrode, which can be measured to report the faradaic process.

Figure 1.16. Typical configurations of (a) an open bipolar cell and (b) a closed
bipolar cell. (c) CV of a closed bipolar microelectrode with 5 mM Fe(CN)63- and 3
M KCl as the internal solution and varying Fc concentrations in the external solution.
Adapted from Ref. [148] and [149].

Two electrochemical reactions are coupled at the two poles of a closed bipolar
electrode such that the faradaic currents on the two poles have the same magnitude
but opposite sign due to electroneutrality. For a planar micro/nanoelectrode in a
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closed bipolar cell, the relationship between the total current i and the voltage across
the two poles E can be described as:150

where 𝐸$# ′ and 𝐸)# ′ are the formal potentials for the reactions on the anodic and
cathodic poles, respectively. F, R and T are the Faraday constant, gas constant and
$
)
absolute temperature, respectively. 𝑖<<
and 𝑖<<
are the limiting currents on the

anodic pole and the cathodic pole, respectively. The overall voltammetric behavior
of a close bipolar micro/nanoelectrode is dominated by the pole with a smaller
predicted limiting current, as indicated in Figure 1.16c.149 Furthermore, E1/2 can be
derived from eq. 1.21:150

Eq. 1.22 indicates that the E1/2 depends on both the difference of the formal potentials
and the ratio of the limiting currents.
Gao et al. reported an approach to fabricate nanoscale closed bipolar electrodes
quickly and reproducibly.151 10 mM HAuCl4 with 10 mM KCl was put inside the
nanopipette and 10 mM NaBH4 in ethanol was used as the bulk solution. Nanometersized gold at the orifice of the nanopipette was formed by a driving potential applied
between the two QRCEs, one in the nanopipette and the other in bulk, as shown in
Figure 1.17, and the resulting structure can behave as a closed bipolar electrode. This
electrode holds a great potential to be utilized as an alternative SECM probe for
various applications, e.g., SICM-SECM (as demonstrated in Chapter 4).
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Figure 1.17. (a) The fabrication process of a nanoscale closed bipolar electrode. (b)
The side view FE-SEM image of the bipolar electrode after FIB milling along its
length. (c) The top view FE-SEM image of the bipolar electrode with a diameter of
30 nm. Adapted from Ref. [151].

1.8 Aims of Thesis
Scanning ion conductance microscopy (SICM) has emerged in recent years, from
being a topographical imaging tool in the cell-biologist toolkit, to become a multifaceted technique capable of mapping a range of different properties at
substrate/solution interfaces. This thesis aims to extend SICM as a multifunctional
technique, exploiting the ability of nanopipettes to deliver ionic redox species to a
substrate, with a high degree of spatial and temporal precision. FEM simulations help
to further investigate and understand the experimental results.
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Chapter 2 demonstrates a methodology for the quantitative controlled delivery
of ionic redox species from a nanopipette to a substrate UME electrode via SICM
potential pulse. A self-referencing hopping mode mapping protocol is implemented,
where the reagent is released in bulk (for reference) and near the substrate surface at
each pixel in an image. Analysis of the tip and substrate current allows the
synchronous mapping of topography, surface reactivity and surface charge in a single
measurement.
Chapter 3 investigates the spatiotemporal heterogeneity in the electrochemical
behavior of carbon fiber UMEs using SICM hopping-potential pulse mode to mimic
the exocytotic release of neurotransmitters, i.e. to deliver a rapid pulse of dopamine
transiently and locally at thousands of different locations at a CF UME. The
electrochemical signature is analyzed and related to the local electrode surface
properties. The studies are crucial for correctly interpreting amperometric
measurements of exocytosis mechanism with carbon fiber UMEs.
Chapter 4 extends the capabilities of SICM-SECM by implementing pixel-bypixel local delivery in SICM channel. Rich data sets in a single scan allow the
production of electrochemical reaction maps collected from the current signal at the
SECM probe apart from the substrate, as well as the correlated surface topography
obtained synchronously. As a proof of concept, a closed bipolar cell has been
demonstrated to be used as an SECM electrode in SICM-SECM.
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Chapter 5 demonstrates another methodology for nanopipette delivery to a
substrate electrode, using ∆C-SICM where the concentration (composition) of the
solutions in the nanopipette and in bulk are different. Information about the local
electrochemical reaction can be obtained purely from the nanopipette response. ∆CSICM is also capable of mapping surface charge, with a greatly reduced electric field
strength at the end of the nanopipette, particularly beneficial for live cell imaging.
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2.1 Abstract
Scanning ion conductance microscopy (SICM) is becoming a powerful
multifunctional tool for probing and analyzing surfaces and interfaces. This work
outlines methodology for the quantitative controlled delivery of ionic redox-active
molecules from a nanopipette to a substrate electrode, with a high degree of spatial
and temporal precision. Through control of the SICM bias applied between a quasireference counter electrode (QRCE) in the SICM nanopipette probe and a similar
electrode in bulk solution, it is shown that ionic redox species can be held inside the
nanopipette and then pulse-delivered to a defined region of a substrate positioned
beneath the nanopipette. A self-referencing hopping mode imaging protocol is
implemented, where reagent is released in bulk solution (reference measurement) and
near the substrate surface at each pixel in an image, with the tip and substrate currents
measured throughout. Analysis of the tip and substrate current data provides an
improved understanding of mass transport and nanoscale delivery in SICM, and a
new means of synchronously mapping electrode reactivity, surface topography and
charge. Experiments on Ru(NH3)63+ reduction to Ru(NH3)62+ and dopamine electrooxidation in aqueous solution at a carbon fiber ultramicroelectrode (UME), used as
the substrate, illustrate these aspects and finite element method (FEM) modeling
provides quantitative understanding of molecular delivery in SICM. The approach
outlined constitutes a new methodology for electrode mapping and provides
improved insights on the use of SICM for controlled delivery to interfaces generally.
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2.2 Introduction
Since its invention by Hansma and co-workers,1 scanning ion conductance
microscopy (SICM) has become a powerful technique for the non-contact imaging of
surface topography, most prominently of living cells.2-7 A single-barreled glass or
quartz nanopipette, filled with electrolyte solution, usually serves as the SICM probe.
An ionic current through the orifice of the nanopipette is generated by an applied bias
between two quasi-reference counter electrodes (QRCEs), one in the nanopipette and
a second in the bulk electrolyte solution. Away from the substrate of interest, the
ionic current between the two electrodes, mainly depends on the nanopipette
dimensions in the region of the orifice, but when the nanopipette is positioned near a
surface, the conductance of the gap between the nanopipette and substrate surface
influences the ionic current.2 Usually, when the nanopipette approaches a surface
within the order of one tip diameter, the ionic current decreases as a result of the
increased gap resistance. In this situation, the ionic current can be used as a reliable
feedback signal for vertical positioning of the probe, which is the basic principle of
SICM topographical imaging.2
It is becoming increasingly apparent that SICM can be extended beyond surface
topographical imaging towards multifunctional imaging, by analyzing the ionic
current-voltage characterics.8-16 The ionic current is sensitive to variations in local
conductivity and compositional changes in the solution region between the
nanopipette opening and the probed surface.8-11,14,15 These changes can result from
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surface properties, such as surface charge, or from interfacial reactions and other
processes.9,11,13,14 By careful control of the applied potential, images of both
topography and ionic current (and, with modeling, surface functionality) can be
obtained.
Nanopipettes have also proven useful as tools for controllably delivering
molecules to a confined local area on a sample surface, with applications that include
surface patterning,17-20 the deposition of biomolecules,21,22 drug delivery23 and
injection into single cells.24,25 These capabilities of nanopipettes can be greatly
enhanced through the use of SICM positional control.20-22 As mentioned above,
SICM provides precise nanopipette–surface distance control based on the ionic
current between the two QRCEs, the typical resolution for which is ~10 nm
vertically.2 Then, the amount of (charged) molecules (or ions) delivered can be
controlled by judicious selection between different parameters,20,25,26 including the
concentration of the species inside the nanopipette with respect to the bulk solution,
the size of the nanopipette opening, the applied delivery potential and the distance
from the end of the nanopipette to the underlying surface.
Herein, we both build on previous attempts to perform electrode reaction
mapping with SICM13,14 and describe the use of SICM for controlled delivery using
a collector electrode to assess and quantify the response. The protocol involves the
use of charged molecules of interest contained in the SICM tip. At each pixel the tip
bias is pulsed between two values, one where the molecules are held in the tip and
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one where they are released, and the substrate and tip currents are measured
synchronously throughout. Through finite element method (FEM) modeling, the rich
datasets that result allow for dynamic imaging of electrochemical reactivity and
electrode surface charge, correlated with synchronous surface topography. Validation
is provided by using a carbon fiber (CF) ultramicroelectrode (UME) as the substrate
electrode with two different types of redox molecules studied: Ru(NH3)63+, which
undergoes a simple one-electron transfer reduction to Ru(NH3)62+;27 and dopamine
(Dop+), which undergoes a more complex two-electron, two-proton transfer
oxidation.28-31 These illustrative cases demonstrate that SICM can be used for highly
quantitative local delivery and the work provides a framework for the use of SICM
delivery-electrode detection as a new method for mapping electrode activity,
topography and surface charge.

2.3 Experimental Section
2.3.1 Solutions
20 mM KCl solution was used as the bulk electrolyte in all experiments, whilst the
nanopipette was filled either with 8 mM hexaammineruthenium(III) chloride or
dopamine hydrochloride aqueous solutions. All chemicals were purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich and used as received. All solutions were prepared with Milli-Q
reagent grade water (resistivity ca. 18.2 MΩ cm at 25 oC) and filtered through a 0.2
µm filter prior to use.
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2.3.2 Nanopipettes and Electrodes
~200 nm diameter nanopipettes were used for SICM mapping experiments, which
were pulled from borosilicate glass capillaries (o.d. 1.2 mm, i.d. 0.69 mm, Harvard
Apparatus) using a laser puller (P-2000, Sutter Instruments). The pulling parameters
were listed as follows: Line 1: Heat 330, Fil 3, Vel 30, Del 220, Pul -; Line 2: Heat
300, Fil 3, Vel 40, Del 180, Pul 120. Geometric characterization of the nanopipettes
was performed using a Jeol ARM 200F scanning transmission electron microscope
(STEM). A representative STEM image of a nanopipette is shown in Figure 2.7.
Syringes with Microfill capillaries MF34G-5 (World Precision Instruments) were
used to fill the nanopipettes with electrolyte solutions. Two chloridized silver wires
(Ag/AgCl) were used as the QRCEs, one placed in the nanopipette and the other in
the bulk electrolyte. The latter was also used as the QRCE (Ag/AgCl in 20 mM KCl)
for UME (substrate) voltammetric measurements in a simple 2-electrode cell
arrangement. All potentials quoted in this paper are with respect to the bulk QRCE
(Ag/AgCl/20 mM KCl). The equilibrium potential of the QRCE electrode versus a
saturated calomel electrode in the different electrolyte solutions were measured and
were found to be 69 mV in 20 mM KCl, 65 mV in 8 mM Ru(NH3)63+ (as the chloride
salt) and 57 mV in 8 mM dopamine solution (chloride salt). A CF UME was used as
a substrate, which was fabricated according to established procedures with some
modifications (see section 2.7.2 for more details).32 Figure 2.8 has some results of
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bulk voltammetry of the CF UME in 8 mM Ru(NH3)63+. Details of the
electrochemical set up, including a schematic in Figure 2.1, are provided below.

2.3.3 Instrumentation
The instrumentation used for SICM and related measurements has been described
previously.13,14 Nanopipettes were mounted on a custom-designed holder and
positioned over the area of interest of the substrate with a mechanical micropositioner
(Newport, M-461-XYZ-M). The positioning of the nanopipette in the vicinity of the
CF UME substrate was aided by optical visualization using a 3MP digital camera
(PixelLink, PL-B776U) with a 6× magnification lens. A picomotor (Newport, 8303
Picomotor Actuator) and a 38-µm-range single-axis piezoelectric positioner (Physik
Instruments, P-753.3CD) were used for coarse and precise nanopipette movement
normal to the substrate, respectively, while precise lateral movement of the substrate
was achieved by using a two-axis piezoelectric positioner system (NanoBioS300,
Mad City Labs Inc) with a range of 300 µm on each axis. The SICM system was
installed on a vibration isolation platform (BM-8 Bench Top, Minus K Technology).
Currents were measured using home-built current–voltage converters and
electrometers. Instrumentation control and data collection were conducted using
custom-written LabVIEW (2017, National Instruments) code through a FPGA card
(7852R, National Instruments). Data were acquired at a rate of ca. 516 µs per point
for SICM mapping with Ru(NH3)63+ (4 µs sampling time and averaging of 129 sample
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points) and at a rate of ca. 1028 µs per point for SICM mapping with Dop+ (4 µs
sampling time and averaging of 257 sample points).

2.3.4 FEM Simulations
All FEM models were constructed in COMSOL Multiphysics (v5.3a). Details of the
FEM simulations are presented in section 2.7.5 with a schematic of the simulation
domain in Figure 2.10.

2.4 Operational Principles
A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 2.1a. Briefly, the QRCE in
the bulk solution, denoted QRCE1, was biased at a potential of -Vsub with respect to
ground, to achieve electrochemical control of the substrate (at ground). The resulting
current through the substrate is denoted Isub. An ionic current (Itip) between two
QRCEs was generated by a bias of Vtip applied to QRCE2 inside the nanopipette with
respect to QRCE1.
The scanning protocol utilized hopping mode, with the z-position and Vtip
controlled synchronously at each pixel (Figure 2.1b) with the tip and substrate
electrode currents measured throughout. (I) The tip was translated toward the surface
at 3 µm/s with the QRCE2 biased at -60 mV (for Ru(NH3)63+) or -80 mV (for Dop+).
At these tip biases, Ru(NH3)63+ or Dop+ was held in the tip during the approach (vide
infra). At each pixel, the nanopipette stopped approaching when Itip had decreased to
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a specified threshold value compared to the bulk current, resulting in an estimated
working distance, which was ca. 17 nm corresponding to the feedback percentage of
2.6% for the Ru(NH3)63+ experiments or ca. 55 nm corresponding to the feedback
percentage of 3.1% for the Dop+ case, (vide infra), based on FEM simulated approach
curves. As self-referencing hopping mode was utilized, the effect of these estimated
working distances on understanding the experimental results can be negligible,
although these distances have not been verified by experiments. (II) When the tip was
in close proximity to the substrate, a 150 ms pulse of the tip bias from -60 mV to 200
mV (for Ru(NH3)63+) or from -80 mV to 250 mV (for Dop+) was applied to create an
efflux of Ru(NH3)63+ or Dop+ from the nanopipette. The parameters for holding and
delivering molecules were selected randomly as an example to verify the
methodology. (III) The tip potential was then jumped back to -60 mV (for Ru(NH3)63+)
or -80 mV (for Dop+), while quickly retracting the tip by 10 µm to the bulk at 20 µm/s.
After an identical potential pulse performed in the bulk solution (IV), the tip was
moved to the next pixel (V). The period of time at Vhold between the two Vefflux pulses
in bulk and near the surface ensured they were carried out with similar tip
compositions, enabling quantitative comparison of the responses in bulk and near
surface at each and every pixel. Note that with this arrangement QRCE1 is essentially
the sole QRCE for the substrate electrode reaction because the substrate electrode is
poised at a more driving potential with respect to QRCE1 during the efflux of the
redox-active species, and also the current path to QRCE2 is much more resistive than
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to QRCE1. This behavior is confirmed by considering scanning data obtained with
different values of Vsub applied, as shown Figure 2.9, which reveals that Isub behaves
predictably as Vsub is changed, in accordance with the bulk voltammetry of Figure 2.8.

Figure 2.1. (a) Schematic of the experimental setup used for pulse-controlled
delivery and simultaneous surface topography, charge and electrochemical reaction
mapping with SICM of a carbon fiber UME. QRCE1 is held at -Vsub to drive the
reaction at the CF UME substrate and the potential at QRCE2 is either poised to hold
the species of interest or pulsed to deliver it. (b) A trace of z-position and Vtip at each
pixel in the scan hopping regime, with a potential pulse performed with the tip near
the surface and in bulk solution. See main text for full details.
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Topographical images were obtained from the recorded z-position of closest
approach of the nanopipette to the surface at each pixel. Throughout the entire
procedure, the potential applied to the substrate electrode was kept at a fixed value
(Vsub). Provided the overall background current at the substrate was sufficiently small,
the substrate current could also be used to map out the electrochemical rate across the
surface (vide infra).

2.5 Results and Discussion
2.5.1 SICM Electrochemical Mapping with Ru(NH3)63+
We first consider experiments where the nanopipette was filled with 8 mM
Ru(NH3)63+ (as the chloride salt) using a syringe with a Microfill capillary, as an
example of a commonly studied electrochemical reaction (outer-sphere, one-electron
reduction to Ru(NH3)62+). To stop Ru(NH3)63+ from empting into the bulk electrolyte
solution, QRCE2 was biased at -60 mV (relative to QRCE1) to hold Ru(NH3)63+
inside the nanopipette except when delivery was implemented. The CF UME, used
as the substrate electrode, was immersed in 20 mM KCl bulk solution. A constant
bias of -0.4 V (diffusion-limited) was applied to the UME, relative to QRCE 1, during
scanning to drive the reduction of Ru(NH3)63+ to Ru(NH3)62+. Note that under these
conditions, the equilibrium potentials of the QRCEs are closely similar (difference of
4 mV), with the values given in the experimental section. Further, see Figure 2.8 for
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the cyclic voltammogram of a CF UME in 8 mM Ru(NH3)63+ as the chloride salt with
20 mM KCl, which was used to select the UME potential for the SICM experiments.
Topographical images were obtained using a feedback threshold of ~2.6% with
a typical map presented in Figure 2.2a along with the substrate current (Figure 2.2b)
and tip current (Figure 2.2c) maps obtained synchronously. The height of the
substrate surface at each pixel was extracted from the z-position at the point of closest
approach (see Operational Principle). As a result of the polishing process, the CF
surface is observed to protrude from the surrounding glass sheath by several hundred
nanometers.
To illustrate the transient substrate current and tip current response during the
potential pulse, individual Isub-t and Itip-t curves recorded synchronously at a single
pixel of the scan (specific pixel marked in white in Figure 2.2a) are shown in Figure
2.2d (tip near the surface) and 2.2e (tip in bulk solution). It can be seen that the
delivery of Ru(NH3)63+ to the substrate electrode surface, by pulsing Vtip from -60
mV to 200 mV, resulted in an Isub reduction current response when the tip was
positioned near the surface, with the substrate current changing in magnitude by
about 80 pA. In contrast, a relatively small response was detectable when the tip had
been retracted by 10 µm towards the bulk solution and the same potential pulse
protocol was applied. It is also apparent that the substrate electrode current for
Ru(NH3)63+ reduction was observed only when Ru(NH3)63+ was pulsed from the
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nanopipette, proving that controllable delivery of charged species was achievable
through this protocol.

Figure 2.2. Simultaneously obtained (a) topography, (b) Isub, and (c) normalized Itip
maps (taken 150 ms into the delivery potential pulse) of a 7 µm diameter CF UME at
the Vsub of -0.4 V for the reduction of Ru(NH3)63+. Individual Isub-t and Itip-t curves,
recorded simultaneously, during a single pixel measurement from the scan when the
tip was positioned near the surface are shown in (d) at the position marked with white.
(e) The simultaneous Itip-t and Isub-t responses during the pulsing period when the tip
was in bulk solution.

The spatially resolved Isub image in Figure 2.2b was produced from the change
of the absolute value of the surface Isub-t curve at each pixel at a time of t = 150 ms.
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This shows that Ru(NH3)63+ delivered to the CF surface was reduced to Ru(NH3)62+,
while no reduction occurred when Ru(NH3)63+ was delivered to the glass surface. As
seen in Figure 2.2b, a very clear contrast between the CF and glass surfaces was
obtained, which agrees well with the topographical map obtained synchronously
(Figure 2.2a), but with some diffusional broadening at the electrode edge.
Turning to the Itip-t response, the absolute value of Itip increased in magnitude
during the delivery potential pulse, when the tip was positioned both near the
substrate surface (Figure 2.2d) and in bulk solution (Figure 2.2e). However, the
change in Itip with time during the potential pulse depended on whether the tip was in
bulk, near the glass surface or over the CF surface. In bulk solution, the shape of the
transient depends only on the efflux rate of Ru(NH3)63+ from the nanopipette, which,
for a given electrolyte composition, is controlled by the charge on the pipette, pulse
bias and the mobility and charge of the chemical species delivered.33,34 When the
nanopipette tip is positioned near a surface, the Itip-t response also depends on the
surface properties, most prominently the rate of any redox processes (for an electrode
substrate), but also surface charge8,10,15,26,35 and in some cases adsorption of the
delivered species (vide infra). The normalized tip current map in Figure 2.2c (Itip at
the surface 150 ms into the pulse divided by the Itip response with the tip in bulk
solution, 150 ms into the efflux pulse) exhibits a very clear distinction between the
CF and glass surface with a strong correlation with the topography map in Figure
2.2a. Figure 2.2c shows that the normalized Itip over the CF surface is smaller
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compared to that recorded over the glass surface. This indicates a decrease in the local
ionic conductivity near the electrode that is due to the conversion of Ru(NH3)63+ to
Ru(NH3)62+.
FEM simulations were employed to understand and investigate further the
experimental observations. First, steady-state simulations performed with the
nanopipette positioned at varying heights above the UME were used to estimate the
experimental working distance that corresponded to a 2.6 % setpoint. The generated
approach curve is shown in Figure 2.11a and reveals an approximate working
distance of 17 nm. It is important to note that differences between the approach
distance over the glass and carbon substrates due to surface charge differences are
minimized by the small approach bias applied for topography mapping.10,11
Steady-state simulations were next performed at this working distance, at the
experimental tip hold potential, to create an initial condition for time-dependent
simulations, where the tip potential was switched to release the Ru(NH3)63+ for 150
ms, as in the experimental protocol. Simulations with the same protocol were also
performed with the nanopipette positioned in bulk solution (10 µm away from the
substrate with the same tip potential-time protocol). Simulations were first performed
with diffusion-limited boundary conditions (k0 = 100 cm/s, Esub – Eeq = -0.2 V in the
Butler-Volmer equation, eq 2.5) at the electrode boundary for the reduction of
Ru(NH3)63+ to Ru(NH3)62+.
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Figure 2.3. Typical substrate (a) and tip (b) current-time transients with the
nanopipette positioned near the carbon fiber UME surface (blue, tip-substrate
separation 17 nm) and in bulk solution (orange), with diffusion-limited Ru(NH3)63+
reduction at the UME substrate. Simulated concentration profiles of (c) Ru(NH3)63+
delivered from the nanopipette and (d) the reaction product, Ru(NH3)62+ at a time of
150 ms after pulsing Ru(NH3)63+ from the nanopipette, assuming that the released
Ru(NH3)63+ was immediately reduced on the substrate.

Simulated current-time transients for the nanopipette tip (generator) and
substrate electrode (collector) are shown in Figure 2.3a and b, respectively. The
shapes of the tip current transients are similar to those recorded experimentally
(Figure 2.2d and e), each with a characteristic trough before a gradual increase in the
magnitude of the ionic current with progressive times, with the trough more
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pronounced when the tip was near the surface. The substrate current, when the SICM
tip is positioned close, is seen to increase in magnitude gradually to a value of around
80 pA, similar to the experimental Isub-t traces. In contrast, much less Ru(NH3)63+
reaches the electrode and so a smaller current flows with the nanopipette tip far from
the surface. The ratio of the ionic current with the tip positioned near the surface (17
nm), to that with the tip in bulk, at a time of 150 ms after the potential pulse, gave a
value of 0.95, similar to the highest values observed over the UME in the SICM
mapping experiments. In Figure 2.2c, values of between 0.92 and 0.95 are observed
over the CF surface and the reasons for the heterogeneity in values are discussed
below.
We now consider concentration profiles from FEM modeling to aid
understanding of the tip and substrate current transient responses. First, Figure 2.12
shows the profile for Ru(NH3)63+ at the holding potential, with the tip positioned
above an inert surface and a substrate surface where the boundary condition was the
diffusion-limited reduction of Ru(NH3)63+. The concentration profiles are near
identical and, in the case of the active electrode boundary, the substrate current was
negligible (~0.4 pA). This indicated that the charged redox species would be retained
in the nanopipette, both over glass and over the UME at a driving potential for
Ru(NH3)63+ reduction.
Figure 2.3c and d shows example concentration profiles for Ru(NH3)63+ and
Ru(NH3)62+, at the end of the 150 ms pulse delivery when the tip is close to the
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substrate electrode surface. These concentration profiles highlight the delivery of
Ru(NH3)63+ to the substrate, and the transport path of the product of the
electrochemical reaction. From Figure 2.3c, it can be seen that the delivery of
Ru(NH3)63+ is confined to the region beneath the nanopipette opening, highlighting
the excellent spatial resolution of this technique. In Figure 2.3d, it can be seen the
Ru(NH3)62+ is transported away from the region under the nanopipette, but a portion
of it (like the Ru(NH3)63+ present inside the nanopipette), forms part of the double
layer of the negatively charged nanopipette wall, indicated by the thin dark red color
at the glass/solution boundary. Some Ru(NH3)62+ is also transported to a small extent
into the end of the nanopipette, but confined by the applied field from the tip QRCE
and the QRCE in bulk solution.
From Figure 2.2c it was seen that, at the experimental bias (Vsub = -0.4 V), there
was a relatively uniform response in Isub across the UME surface, whereas normalized
Itip had values between 0.92 and 0.95. The variations in normalized Itip over CF
surface were observed to be more significant compared to that over glass, which
should be real, as the noise in the same scan maintained constant. Since the
electrochemical reaction flux is uniform (diffusion-limited), we can reasonably
attribute this variation in Itip to heterogeneities in surface charge across the UME
substrate. At the small tip-substrate separations employed, surface charge variations
influence the ionic current response, especially at low to moderate electrolyte
concentrations.8-11,15,35,36 To demonstrate the effect of surface charge on Itip, FEM
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simulations were performed for the transport-limited reduction of Ru(NH3)63+ with
different surface charge applied to the active substrate with key results shown in
Figure 2.4. The data in Figure 2.4a show that over a moderate range of negative
surface charges (0 – -30 mC/m2) there is a detectable change in the Itip-t response,
with Itip deviating most strongly from the bulk response when the surface charge was
more negative. In contrast, the corresponding Isub-t response (Figure 2.4b) is
relatively insensitive to surface charge under these transport-limited conditions. This
result indicates that electrochemical fluxes and surface charge can be probed
concurrently by monitoring both the tip ionic current response and surface current.
At the diffusion limit, the ionic current is sensitive to both the electrochemical flux
at the substrate electrode surface as well as the substrate charge, whereas the surface
current is only sensitive to the electrochemical flux. Thus, a calibration curve of
normalized (to bulk) tip current versus electrode surface charge can be generated
(Figure 2.4c) which can be used to convert data such as that in Figure 2.2c to surface
charge densities, as seen in Figure 2.13.
The discussion above considered the impact of surface charge on electrochemical
measurements with a diffusion-limited electrochemical reaction at the substrate.
Figures 2.4d and e show exemplar summary simulation results to demonstrate how
both the ionic current and substrate current vary with both the surface charge and k0
(with Esub - Eeq= -0.2 V), i.e. for kinetically-controlled conditions at the substrate
electrode. With an increasingly negative surface charge on the substrate electrode,
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Figure 2.4. Simulated tip (a) and substrate (b) current-time curves obtained with the
diffusion-limited one-electron reduction of Ru(NH3)63+ at the substrate (k0 = 100 cm/s,
Esub – Eeq = -0.2 V), with a range of surface charge densities applied to the substrate
electrode surface (see inset key). The nanopipette aperture diameter was 200 nm and
was positioned 17 nm from the substrate electrode surface. (c) Calibration curve of
normalized tip ionic current versus surface charge density. Working surfaces of
normalized current (d) and substrate current (e) as a function of both surface charge
and log(k0 / (cm s-1)). For c-e, all current values are at 150 ms (at the end of the efflux
pulse).

there is an enhanced substrate current as more Ru(NH3)63+ is driven to the surface
from the tip,37 but an enhanced surface current could also be obtained with a faster
reaction rate at the substrate electrode. Considering Figures 2.4d and e, it is apparent
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that there are different functional dependences of the substrate current and tip ionic
current responses to surface charge and the electrochemical flux at the surface. These
data suggest that it may be possible to synchronously obtain quantifiable surface
charge and reaction rate data across an electrode surface, in the same scan, although
such multi-parameter measurements would require highly accurate values and
knowledge of the tip-substrate separation, tip geometry and charge on the glass or
quartz of the nanopipette.

2.5.2 SICM Electrochemical Mapping with Dop+
To further exemplify the SICM reaction mapping protocol, studies were carried out
on the electro-oxidation Dop+ at a 7 µm diameter CF UME. 8 mM Dop+, as the
chloride salt, was present inside the nanopipette, and there was 20 mM KCl bulk
electrolyte. Note that under these conditions there was a 12 mV difference between
the equilibrium potentials of the two QRCEs. On the scale of the applied potentials
in the experiments this was found to be negligible in FEM models and so we
considered the equilibrium potentials of the two electrodes to be equal. The
topographical map (Figure 2.5a) was collected with a feedback threshold of ~3.1%
corresponding to a working distance of ca. 55 nm estimated from the FEM simulation
(see Figure 2.11). During the tip approach, Dop+ was held (see Figure 2.12b) in the
nanopipette by applying Vhold = -80 mV, and upon detection of the substrate surface
by the tip current, Dop+ was delivered from the nanopipette by stepping Vtip to 250
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mV (Vefflux) for 150 ms. 0.9 V was applied to the substrate to drive the oxidation of
Dop+ on the CF surface. This value was selected by measuring substrate voltammetry
with the CF UME in a bulk solution of 8 mM Dop+ and 20 mM KCl with a typical
example response shown in Figure 2.14. A scheme of the electro-oxidation pathway
is shown in Schematic 2.1.

Electrochemical
oxidation
HO
HO

NH3+

- 2H+ - 2e-

O

NH3+

O

Schematic 2.1. Dopamine oxidation.

Example Isub-t and Itip-t curves, extracted from the scan in Figure 2.5a, at the pixel
(marked with white) on the CF surface, are presented in Figure 2.5d. There was a
notable oxidation response of Isub when the tip was near the CF surface during the
period of Dop+ efflux from the tip, compared with the much smaller substrate current
response when the tip was in bulk solution. In contrast to where Ru(NH3)63+ was
delivered (see Figure 2.2d), the magnitude of Itip decreases with time during the pulse
period, when the tip is near the surface (Figure 2.5d) and in bulk (Figure 2.5e).
As already highlighted, at the hold potential the species that is to be delivered
(Ru(NH3)63+ or Dop+ for the studies herein) migrates into the nanopipette depleting
the lowest portion of the nanopipette of the redox ion (see Figure 2.12 for example),
and being replaced by the K+ ions from bulk solution that move into the pipette. This
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has consequences for the morphology of the Itip-t curve during nanopipette delivery.
In the case of a 3+ charged-species, each ion carries more charge than the K+ ions
and hence the conductivity of the narrowest part of the tip increases with time during
the release, causing an increase in the ionic current during the transient. Dop+
however, has a smaller mobility than K+ ions because of their lower diffusion
coefficient (approximately 0.6 × 10-5 cm2/s compared with 1.96 × 10-5 cm2/s),38,39 and
consequently the ionic current decreases slightly during the release of Dop+.
Obviously, this phenomenon depends on the relative concentrations of the species to
be delivered compared to that in bulk solution, as well as the relative charges. Further
details on this phenomenon including simulated tip current-time transients with
different charged species in the nanopipette are presented in section 2.7.8, Figure 2.15,
together with corresponding concentration profiles, which show how the
concentration of the different ions (K+ from bulk and the target ion to be released)
change within the tip during the release, as presented in Figure 2.16.
Maps of the Isub and normalized Itip from responses at t = 150 ms (end of the
release), are shown in Figure 2.5b and c, respectively. A sharp contrast can be seen
in both maps between the UME and the glass support. Further, where the
electrochemical oxidation of Dop+ took place (positive substrate electrode current in
Figure 2.5b), there was a corresponding larger normalized Itip value (compared to
over the glass part of the substrate). In part, this is due to the release of protons (of
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high mobility) from the Dop+ oxidation process (Schematic 2.1),28-31 which would
lead to an enhanced local solution conductivity.

Figure 2.5. (a) Substrate topography, (b) Isub, and (c) normalized Itip maps of part of
a 7 µm diameter CF UME at Vsub = 0.9 V for the oxidation of Dop+ after 150 ms of
an efflux pulse from the nanopipette tip at each pixel. Step size (pixel separation) was
300 nm. Individual Isub-t and Itip-t curves during a single pixel measurement from the
scan when the tip is near the substrate surface (d) at the position marked with white
and when the probe is in bulk solution (e).

Figure 2.6 shows example simulated FEM transients of the substrate current (a)
and ionic current (b) for the oxidation of Dop+ delivered from the nanopipette. It can
be seen that the shape of the transients qualitatively matches those seen
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experimentally, with a decrease in the magnitude of the ionic current throughout the
duration of the nanopipette transient as Dop+ is expelled from the nanopipette domain.
Because the electrochemical reaction was driven at the carbon fiber UME, we
considered Dop+ electro-oxidation to be irreversible and applied the following simple
substrate electrode boundary conditions:

where the concentration, cDop+ , pertains to the near electrode value of the delivered
form, Dop+, and DOQ+ refers to the oxidized form. The transients presented in Figure
2.6 and the corresponding concentration profiles of Dop+ and DOQ+ were for a value
of kox = 8.7 × 10-5 m/s, found by varying kox in eqs. 2.1a-c until the simulation
resembled the experimental transients. It is clear from Figure 2.6 that although the
oxidation of Dop+ at the substrate electrode is driven at the applied potential, the near
electrode concentration (at the end of the efflux period) is not zero, indicating that
the reaction is not completely transport-controlled. This is likely to be because the
oxidation of dopamine at carbon electrodes is compromised by the formation of
oligomeric side products which block the electrode surface and inhibit electron
transfer.40
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Figure 2.6. Typical simulated substrate (a) and tip (b) current transients generated
with the nanopipette positioned near a substrate surface (d = 55 nm) where the
oxidation of Dop+ to DOQ+ occurred (model and kinetics described in the text).
Simulated concentration profiles of (c) Dop+ delivered from the nanopipette and (d)
the oxidation product, DOQ+, at a time of 150 ms after pulsing Dop+ from the
nanopipette.

There are further factors that could influence the tip and substrate currents. In
addition to surface charge effects from the UME substrate, which was discussed for
the case of Ru(NH3)63+ reduction, Dop+ is known to strongly adsorb onto a range of
electrode materials.30,41,42 Thus, the effect of adsorption on the Itip-t signature was
explored by simulating the nanopipette Dop+ efflux transient with a flux of kads[Dop+]
applied to the substrate. To see the greatest possible effect, kads was set to either 1 m/s,
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effectively making the substrate a rapid sink for Dop+ ions, or 0 m/s, which is the
case where there is no adsorption. The simulated transients are shown in Figure 2.17a,
along with relevant concentration profiles in Figures 2.17b-d. Adsorption reduced the
predicted values of Itip in the transient by around 1.5 %. As seen in the concentration
profiles, whilst the Dop+ concentration becomes depleted at the end of the nanopipette,
due to the sink in the region below, K+ ions compensate for the charge loss in solution,
and so there is little change in the Dop+ transient with and without adsorption, under
the conditions herein. In the future, it might be possible to enhance the sensitivity of
SICM to interfacial adsorption by optimization of the tip and bath compositions.

2.6 Conclusions
This work has sought to provide an improved understanding of molecular delivery
from nanopipette tips used in SICM, through experimental studies and simulations of
the release of charged redox-active molecules from the nanopipette tip. We have
considered the tip in bulk, near an inert but charged glass surface, and near an
electrode substrate where the redox molecule undergoes an electrochemical reaction.
Considering the specific cases of (i) Ru(NH3)63+ delivery and diffusion-limited
reduction to Ru(NH3)62+ at a carbon fiber electrode and (ii) dopamine delivery and
oxidation, we have elucidated key factors affecting both the tip ionic current and the
substrate electrode current, including the substrate redox reaction and substrate
surface charge. We have also considered whether adsorption at the substrate surface
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affects the nanopipette current response. Taken together, these studies provide a more
thorough understanding of how multiple factors affect both the SICM nanopipette
current and substrate electrochemical current, and also the extent to which these
different effects can be separated and identified independently.
The nanopipette tip-potential pulse program utilized herein allows the redox
species to be held in the tip and released on demand (near the surface), in a manner
whereby substrate topography and activity can be mapped from the tip and substrate
current-time responses. The effect of surface charge can also be discerned
simultaneously in the tip current response.
The high degree of potential control that is possible in SICM, and sensitivity of
the SICM tip current to reactivity and interfacial properties, opens up a myriad of
applications. However, this work has shown that this sensitivity to multiple
phenomena also means that complete models of the system being studied become
essential, and the studies herein demonstrate the type of analysis and consideration
that is required. More generally, this work adds to the growing literature showing the
versatility of SICM, which has considerable potential for addressing electrochemical
processes, beyond the usual biological applications of SICM.
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2.7 Supporting Information
2.7.1 Nanopipette Characterization

Figure 2.7. Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) image of a
representative nanopipette with an end tip diameter of approximately 200 nm.

2.7.2 Preparation of Substrates
Carbon fiber (CF) UMEs were fabricated according to established procedures with
some modifications.32 Briefly, a ~7 µm diameter CF (XAS grade, Goodfellow) was
connected from the back to a thin copper wire using conductive silver paint and
inserted into the end of a pulled borosilicate glass capillary. A seal between the glass
capillary and the CF was achieved by heating at approximately 85 oC, with the
interior of the capillary-wire assembly under moderate vacuum using a vacuum pump
(GLD-136C, ULVAC). After sealing, a larger copper wire was inserted into the
capillary and connected to the thin copper wire with solder to make an electrical
contact. Prior to use, the UME surface was polished using a micropipette polishing
wheel with a pad with diamond particles (diameter 0.1 µm, Buehler) and then by hand
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with an alumina slurry (diameter 0.05 µm, Buehler) on a soft microfiber polishing
pad (Buehler) to produce the finished substrate surface.

2.7.3 Voltammetric Behavior of Ru(NH3)63+ at a Typical CF UME

Figure 2.8. Voltammetry of the CF UME in 8 mM Ru(NH3)6Cl3 with 20 mM KCl
supporting electrolyte. The scan rate was 100 mV/s.

2.7.4 Effect of Vsub on Isub and Itip
To show that Vsub (controlled by QRCE1, see Figure 2.1) controlled the reaction rate
in the SICM-dynamic electrochemistry set up, experiments on Ru(NH3)63+ delivery
and reduction at the CF UME substrate were performed at 3 different substrate
potentials, with the substrate topography (a), substrate current (b) and tip ionic current
(c) recorded synchronously in each case. The substrate current maps shown in Figure
2.9 reveal a diffusion-limited reduction reaction at a bias of Vsub = - 0.4 V between
QRCE1 and the substrate, whereas at the half-wave potential (Vsub = - 0.25 V), the
substrate current attains about half the limiting value, as expected and there is no
detectable substrate current when the applied potential, Vsub = - 0.05 V, is in the region
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of the foot of wave (see Figure 2.8). These data were obtained under the same
conditions as those shown in Figure 2.2, but there was no potential pulse when the
tip was positioned in bulk solution. Note also that in this case, the tip current maps
show the difference between the tip current at the end of the efflux pulse compared
to just before the efflux pulse.

Figure 2.9. Synchronous (a) topography, (b) Isub, and (c) ΔItip (difference between
the ionic current at the start and end of the efflux pulse) maps of a 7 µm diameter CF
UME and surrounding glass sheath with three different values of Vsub for the
reduction of Ru(NH3)63+: (i) -0.4 V, (ii) -0.25 V, (iii) -0.05 V. During imaging,
Ru(NH3)63+ was held in the nanopipette with the Vtip biased at -60 mV and ejected
from the nanopipette when Vtip was pulsed to 200 mV for 150 ms at each pixel. The
nanopipette was filled with 8 mM Ru(NH3)63+, and 20 mM KCl was used as the bulk
electrolyte. The separation between each pixel was 250 nm.
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2.7.5 FEM Simulations
Finite element method (FEM) simulations were constructed in COMSOL
Multiphysics (v5.3a). A schematic of the FEM simulation domain is shown in Figure
2.10.

Figure 2.10. Schematic (not to scale) of FEM simulation domain with the main
boundaries labelled.

All potentials, stated herein, were applied to the upper nanopipette boundary,
labelled B1, positioned 1 mm above the base of the nanopipette. All conditions
relating to electrochemical fluxes were applied to B2 and, in some simulations (vide
infra), a surface charge or adsorption flux was applied at this locale. B3 was held at
ground in all simulations whilst B4 had a surface charge density of -30 mC/m2 applied
in all simulations, reasonable for borosilicate glass in aqueous solution under the
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conditions of our experiments.43 The concentration at B1 was maintained at either (8
mM Ru(NH3)63+ and 24 mM Cl-) or (8 mM Dop+ and 8 mM Cl-), representing bulk
solution in the nanopipette for the two different sets of experiments discussed in the
manuscript. At B4 a concentration of (20 mM K+ + 20 mM Cl-) was maintained in all
simulations with the boundary positioned 1 mm away from the nanopipette opening,
sufficiently far to be considered bulk.
Dimensions of the nanopipettes used were extracted from STEM images and
used to faithfully construct the nanopipette simulation domain. The electrostatics,
transport of diluted species and laminar flow modules were used to model the
experimental system. In all simulations, the Nernst-Planck equation for ion transport
was solved:

where Di, zi and ci are the diffusion coefficients, charge number and concentrations
of species i, and u is the solution velocity described below (eq. 2.4). Ion diffusion
coefficients were taken from the CRC handbook.39 The infinite dilution values of K+
(1.96 × 10-5 cm2/s) and Cl- (2.05 ×10-5 cm2/s) were used and are reasonable because
of the sufficiently dilute concentrations used and the self-referencing nature of
experiments, i.e. where near surface measurements are referred to (normalized by)
the bulk response at each and every pixel.12 The diffusion coefficients for Ru(NH3)63+,
Ru(NH3)62+ and Dop+ were taken from literature values to be 0.85 × 10-5 cm2/s, 1.2 ×
10-5 cm2/s and 0.6 × 10-5 cm2/s.38,44 F, R and T are the Faraday constant, gas constant
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and absolute temperature (298 K used). f is the electric potential described by the
Poisson equation (eq. 2.3):

where e is the dielectric constant of the solution (78) and e0 (8.85 x 10-12 F/m) is the
vacuum permittivity. The solution velocity was described by the incompressible
Navier-Stokes equation with electroosmotic flow (EOF) incorporated (eq. 2.4):

where ρ is the solution density, µ is the solution viscosity, and p is the pressure.
FEM simulations were employed to estimate the experimental working distance
between the nanopipette end and the surface. Figure 2.11 shows the simulated
approach curves at the hold potentials (tip current normalized by the bulk current, as
a function of tip-substrate separation), generated for the Ru(NH3)63+ case (a) and
Dop+ case (b). From these, working distances of 17 nm (Ru(NH3)63+, 2.6% set point)
and 55 nm (Dop+, 3.1% set point) were estimated and used for further simulations.
The small approach bias (hold potential) used ensures that these measurements are
relatively immune to surface charge effects.11
In order to model the reduction of Ru(NH3)63+, a Butler-Volmer flux condition
was applied to the UME surface beneath the nanopipette domain (Figure 2.10,
boundary B2), as in eq. 2.5a and 2.5b.
F
F
é
ù
é
ù
J Ru 2+ = -k0cRu 2+ exp ê(1 - a )
Esub - Eeq ) ú + k0cRu3+ exp ê( -a )
Esub - Eeq )ú (eq. 2.5a)
(
(
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ë
û
ë
û
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where k0 is the rate constant, taken to be 1 m/s for most simulations except in Figures
2.4d-e where it was varied. cRu 3+ and cRu 2+ are the local concentrations of Ru(NH3)63+
and Ru(NH3)62+, respectively. Esub - Eeq for the simulations herein was taken to be
-0.2 V and α is the charge transfer coefficient, taken to be 0.5. The boundary
conditions for all simulations involving Dop+ are given in the main text.

Figure 2.11. Simulated nanopipette approach curves for the two experimental cases
(a) Ru(NH3)63+ reduction and (b) Dop+ electro-oxidation (tip and bulk solution
compositions defined in the text), yielding separations of 17 nm (corresponding to a
2.6% threshold) and 55 nm (corresponding to a 3.1% threshold) corresponding to the
experimental feedback thresholds.
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For time-dependent simulations, a steady-state simulation was initially run with
the holding potential applied (either -60 mV or -80 mV to the upper pipette boundary,
Figure 2.10, B1). The results of this simulation were used as the initial condition for
the subsequent time-dependent study. Concentration profiles at the hold potential,
above an insulating surface (no flux applied at B2) are shown in Figure 2.12 and
confirm that at the two applied potentials, the redox species to be delivered were held
further up the nanopipette domain. Further, the concentration profile of Ru(NH3)63+
from simulations where a diffusion-limited flux was applied at B2 is shown in Figure
2.12c and it can be again seen that the Ru(NH3)63+ is still held in the tip and a
negligible surface current of 0.47 pA is predicted.

Figure 2.12. Simulated steady-state concentration profiles of (a) Ru(NH3)63+ and (b)
Dop+ at the experimental hold (approach) potentials, near an insulating (no flux
boundary) surface. (c) Simulated steady-state concentration profiles of Ru(NH3)63+
near a boundary where a transport-limited reduction boundary condition was applied.
See text for further details.
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For the simulated data presented in Figures 2.3 and 2.4 of the manuscript,
diffusion-limited conditions were ensured by setting k0 in equation 2.5 to be
sufficiently large (1 m/s) that all Ru(NH3)63+ at the surface was instantly reduced at
the applied potential. Figure 2.4 of the manuscript, however, explores the effect of
both the rate of the substrate electrode reaction, by adjusting k0 and surface charge,
on both the tip and substrate currents. In these simulations, a surface charge density
in the range 0 mC/m2 – -30 mC/m2, and specified in the manuscript, was also applied
to the boundary beneath the nanopipette domain and the value of k0 was varied in
order to explore the sensitive range of the tip current.

2.7.6 Surface Charge Map of UME

Figure 2.13. Surface charge map of the CF UME constructed from the experimental
map in Figure 2.2c using the simulated calibration curve of normalized ionic current
against surface charge presented in Figure 2.4c of the main manuscript. The glass
surface charge is not calculated for this image.
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2.7.7 Voltammetric Electro-oxidation of Dop+ at CF UME

Figure 2.14. Substrate voltammetry of the CF UME in 8 mM Dop+ as the chloride
salt with 20 mM KCl supporting electrolyte. The scan rate was 100 mV/s.

2.7.8 Effect of Ion Charges on Tip Current Transients
It was noticed in this work how the shape of the Itip-t transients in the case of
Ru(NH3)63+ reduction and Dop+ electro-oxidation differed qualitatively, with the
Ru(NH3)63+ tip current seen to increase in magnitude throughout the transient, whilst
for Dop+ electro-oxidation, a decrease in tip current magnitude with time was
recorded. This behavior was generally seen near the electrode surface, glass and also
in bulk solution. To examine the origin of this behavior, simulations were performed
with hypothetical redox species of different charge (8 mM concentration) pulsed from
the nanopipette domain, with all other variables (except the balancing counter ion
concentration which was adjusted to maintain electroneutrality) kept constant. The
diffusion coefficient used for the redox species was set to be 0.85 × 10-5 cm2/s (same
as Ru(NH3)63+). Figure 2.15 shows simulated transients for a redox species, A, with
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a charge of either 1+, 2+ or 3+ being pulsed from the nanopipette at a bias of 250 mV
(applied to boundary B1 in Figure 2.10) from a holding potential of -80 mV.

Figure 2.15. Predicted Itip-t transients for the release of 8 mM of a hypothetical redox
species, A, with a charge of either 1+, 2+ or 3+. The potential at boundary B1 in
Figure 2.10 was stepped from -80 mV to 250 mV to drive the efflux of the species.

Comparing the 1+ and 3+ cases reveals similar differences to those between
Dop+ and Ru(NH3)63+ seen experimentally. The reason for this behavior is that at the
holding tip potential, the positively charged species inside the nanopipette migrates
further up the nanopipette and the lowest portion of the pipette, which largely
determines the nanopipette resistance, becomes dominated by K+ ions from the bulk
solution. When the efflux positive tip potential is applied, the positive species A to
be delivered is transported back down the nanopipette and enters the narrowest part
of the nanopipette, displacing the K+ ions, and thus these ions change the resistance.
Concentration profiles showing the transport behavior for the 3+ and 1+ cases
considered are shown in Figure 2.16 together with the corresponding concentration
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profiles for the K+ ions. In the case of 3+ ions, the conductivity at the end of the
nanopipette increases with time and leading to an increase in the ionic current with
time. In contrast, for the delivered ion of 1+ which has the same charge, but lower
mobility than K+ the conductivity decreases slightly throughout the efflux pulse.

Figure 2.16. Simulated concentration profiles of the delivered hypothetical 1+ or 3+
species (denoted A+ and A3+) at specified times throughout the 150 ms pulse together
with the corresponding K+ concentrations at the same time shown below the A+ and
A3+ cases. Full details of the simulations and conditions are given in the text.
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2.7.9 Effect of Adsorption
The effect of possible dopamine adsorption was also briefly assessed by considering
an uncharged surface with a flux condition applied on boundary B2 such that Dop+
was adsorbed at a diffusion-controlled rate with no limitation from finite adsorption
sites, i.e. the rate of adsorption was the maximum possible. This was compared to a
case of no adsorption. Example transients are shown in Figure 2.17a, at a tip-substrate
separation of 55 nm. It was seen that adsorption could affect the normalized ionic
current by between 1% and 2% (smaller current magnitude with adsorption).
Concentration profiles for Dop+, without and with surface adsorption are shown in
Figures 2.17b and 2.17c, respectively. It can be seen that with a high rate of
adsorption the concentration profile of Dop+ is significantly perturbed. The reason for
the low influence of adsorption on the ionic current, under the conditions considered
herein, is that K+ ions move from outside the nanopipette to inside as shown in Figure
2.17d. Consequently, there is no significant change in the overall ionic conductivity
and no change in the ionic current either in the presence or absence of adsorption.
Were the species that is being adsorbed to be present outside the nanopipette as well,
adsorption effects could well be significant and SICM could be a powerful tool for
probing such adsorption kinetics through tuning the concentrations inside and outside
the nanopipette.
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Figure 2.17. (a) Simulated tip current-time transients with diffusion-limited
adsorption of Dop+ at the substrate and with no adsorption. Concentration profiles of
Dop+ without (b) and with (c) adsorption boundary condition on B2 (boundary
condition defined in the main text and described in Supporting Information). (d)
Concentration profile of K+ in the case where there is Dop+ adsorption. The initial
concentration inside the nanopipette domain was 8 mM Dop+ and 8 mM Cl- with 20
mM K+ and 20 mM Cl- outside. Simulations were performed at a tip-substrate
separation of 55 nm. The pulse bias was 250 mV applied at B1 relative to B3 (see
Figure 2.10) from an initial holding potential at B1 of -80 mV.
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3.1 Abstract
Amperometry with a carbon fiber (CF) ultramicroelectrode (UME) in close proximity
to a neuronal cell is widely used for the detection and quantification of
neurotransmitters released from single synaptic vesicles during exocytosis. However,
little is known about spatiotemporal heterogeneities in the electrochemical behavior
of CF UMEs, which is important consideration for analysis of exocytotic release
mechanisms. In this work, a scanning ion conductance microscopy (SICM) protocol
has been developed to mimic the exocytotic release of neurotransmitters. Through
careful control of the SICM tip potential, dopamine, as an exemplar neurotransmitter,
is delivered from a nanopipette to a CF UME surface on demand, as a pulse, with a
high degree of spatial and temporal resolution. Variations in the UME current with
time for dopamine electro-oxidation reveal heterogeneous electrode activity.
Through complementary surface charge mapping and finite element method (FEM)
simulations, these previously unseen variations in electrochemical activity are related
to heterogeneities in the surface chemistry of the CF UME. The implications of these
observations for the exocytotic release at CF UMEs are considered.

3.2 Introduction
Vesicular exocytosis is a fundamental process of interneuronal communication,
whereby packets of neurotransmitters are released to propagate signals from an
emitting cell to a target cell.1 A vesicular event is considered to involve (part) fusion
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of a vesicle inside the cell with the cell membrane to create a fusion pore from which
the vesicle contents are released.2-3 Amperometric (current-time) detection of
electroactive

neurotransmitters

via

electro-oxidation

at

a

carbon

fiber

ultramicroelectrode (CF UME), positioned in extremely close vicinity to a target cell
to create an artificial synaptic gap, has been used widely to monitor exocytotic
events.4-9 This configuration results in highly localized electrochemical detection,
because the vesicular sources are tens to hundreds of nanometers in size,7 depending
on the neuron-type. Consequently, the local electrode properties may have an
important role in determining the electrochemical response, especially at fast (short)
timescales. Herein, a scanning ion conductance microscopy (SICM) system is
employed to create an artificial synapse, i.e. to deliver a rapid pulse of dopamine
transiently and locally at thousands of defined locations at a CF UME. The
electrochemical signature is analyzed and related to the local electrode surface
properties.

3.3 Experimental Section
3.3.1 Chemicals and Materials
All chemicals, of analytical grade, were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as
received. HEPES physiological saline was used as the bulk electrolyte, which
contained 10 mM HEPES and 150 mM NaCl. The solution pH was adjusted to 7.4
with concentrated NaOH. All solutions were prepared with Milli-Q reagent grade
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water (resistivity ca. 18.2 MΩ cm at 25 oC) and filtered through a 20 nm filter (Anotop
25 syringe filter, Sigma-Aldrich) prior to use.

3.3.2 Nanopipettes and Electrodes
~100 nm diameter nanopipettes were pulled from borosilicate glass capillaries (o.d.
1.2 mm, i.d. 0.69 mm, Harvard Apparatus) using a laser puller (P-2000, Sutter
Instruments). The pulling parameters were: Line 1: Heat 385, Fil 3, Vel 30, Del 210,
Pul –; Line 2: Heat 385, Fil 3, Vel 40, Del 170, Pul 120. Geometric characterization
of the nanopipettes was performed using a JEOL ARM 200F scanning transmission
electron microscope (STEM). A representative STEM image of the nanopipettes is
shown in Figure 3.4. Two chloridized silver wires (Ag/AgCl) were used as the
QRCEs, one in the nanopipette and the other in the bulk electrolyte. The equilibrium
potential of the QRCE vs a saturated calomel electrode was 45 mV in 50 mM KCl,
37 mV in 100 mM Dop+ solution (as the chloride salt), and 22 mV in HEPES
physiological saline. All potentials quoted in this work were with respect to the bulk
QRCE unless noted otherwise.

3.3.3 Preparation of CF UMEs
CF UMEs were fabricated according to an established procedure.18 Briefly, a ~7 µm
diameter CF (XAS grade, Goodfellow) was connected to a thin copper wire using
conductive silver paint and inserted to the end of a borosilicate glass capillary. A seal
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between the glass and the CF was made using a temperature at approximately 85 oC
under vacuum. To make an electrical contact, a larger copper wire was inserted into
the capillary and connected to the thin copper wire with solder. Prior to use, the UME
was polished with a micropipette polishing wheel with a diamond pad (diameter 0.1
µm, Buehler) and then an alumina slurry (diameter 0.05 µm, Buehler) on a soft
microfiber polishing pad, followed by sonication in water to produce the finished
surface.

3.3.4 Instrumentation
A picomotor (Newport, 8303 Picomotor Actuator) and a 15-µm-range single-axis
piezoelectric positioner (Physik Instruments, P-753.3CD) were used for coarse and
precise movement of the SICM nanopipette normal to the UME surface, respectively,
while fine lateral movement of the UME was achieved by using a highly precise XY
piezoelectric stage (Physik Instrumente, P-733.2DD) with a range of 30 µm on each
axis. The SICM system was installed on an optical table (Newport, RS2000) equipped
with automatic leveling isolators (Newport, S-2000A-423.5). The current was
measured using home-built current–voltage converters. Instrumentation control and
data collection were conducted using custom-written LabVIEW (2017, National
Instruments) code through an FPGA card (7852R, National Instruments). Data were
acquired at a rate of 130 µs per point for the SICM electrochemical mapping (2 µs
sampling time and averaging of 65 sample points).
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3.3.5 Nanopipette Positioning Details
The nanopipette, filled with 100 mM Dop+, was mounted on a custom-designed
holder and positioned in the vicinity of the CF surface with a mechanical
micropositioner (Newport, M-461-XYZ-M) by using a 3MP digital camera
(PixelLink, PL-B776U) with a 6× magnification lens. The surrounding
electrochemical cell was then filled with HEPES physiological saline. To initially
find the CF, an SICM hopping scan mode17 was used to map the topography with a
large scanning area of 30 µm × 30 µm and hopping steps of 1 µm. As a result of the
polishing process, the CF surface was seen to be hundreds of nanometers higher than
the surrounding glass sheath (see Figure 3.6 later). During the topographical mapping,
Vtip was biased at -80 mV, with respect to QRCEbulk, to induce an ionic current for
nanopipette vertical positioning and hold Dop+ inside the nanopipette.

3.4 Results and Discussion
3.4.1 Electrode Mapping
SICM is a non-contact scanning probe microscopy technique that employs a
nanopipette tip, and enables multifunctional mapping of a wide range of surface
properties.10-13 For this work, we used single-barrel nanopipette tips (~100 nm
diameter), filled with an aqueous solution of 100 mM dopamine hydrochloride (pH
5.8) of the same order of concentration as in a vesicle,14-15 whose contents could be
released and collected on demand at a CF UME (~7 µm diameter) surface to create
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an artificial synapse,16 that mimics the timescale and spatial dimension of an in vivo
synaptic release measurement (Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.5). HEPES physiological
saline, containing 150 mM NaCl and 10 mM HEPES (pH 7.4), was used as the bulk
electrolyte, which bathed the CF UME. Two Ag/AgCl electrodes were used as the
quasi-reference counter electrodes (QRCEs), one in the bulk (QRCEbulk), and the
other inside the tip (QRCEtip). With the CF UME (working electrode) at ground,
adjustment of the QRCEbulk potential vs ground served to control the CF UME
potential with respect to QRCEbulk. More details about the experiments, including
equilibrium potentials of the two QRCEs and the electrochemical setup, are provided
in Section 3.3 and Section 3.6.2.
Electrode mapping utilized a hopping-potential pulse mode of SICM, with the
protocol for a single pixel illustrated in Figure 3.1. (I) The tip was translated towards
UME substrate with QRCEtip biased at -80 mV (Vtip = -80 mV, relative to QRCEbulk),
to produce an ionic current that was sensitive to the vertical position of the tip near
the UME surface,17 and also to hold the protonated dopamine (Dop+) in the tip.18 At
this small potential bias, the SICM response is primarily sensitive to tip-substrate
distance.19 (II) When the tip reached the near surface, Dop+ was released by stepping
Vtip to 200 mV vs QRCEbulk for 20 ms. (III) Dop+ release terminated by stepping Vtip
back to -80 mV, as the tip was simultaneously retracted to the bulk. (IV) After 200
ms to allow re-establishment of initial conditions,20 the UME was moved laterally to
allow the same procedure at the next pixel. The UME was biased at 0.7 V throughout
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(Vsub = 0.7 V, relative to QRCEbulk), which was sufficient to drive the electrooxidation of Dop+ released from the tip at the electrode surface, as judged by bulk
voltammetry of a typical CF UME in 1 mM dopamine hydrochloride with HEPES
physiological saline (see Section 3.6.3), similar to the usually applied potential in
amperometric monitoring of exocytosis.7 Both the tip and substrate currents were
measured continuously throughout.

Figure 3.1. Schematic of the main features of the hopping-potential pulse protocol,
illustrating the translation of the tip and change in the applied potential to enable the
controlled release of Dop+ at single pixel. At the end of process (IV), the CF UME
was translated a small amount to allow the hopping-release procedure to be repeated
at a fresh part of the surface. This process was repeated several thousand times across
a predefined grid. The inset schematic illustrates the dopamine electro-oxidation
pathway. See main text for full details.
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SICM mapping was implemented with a tip of ~100 nm diameter that was
approached to a working distance of ca. 37 nm, as estimated from finite element
method (FEM) simulations (see Section 3.6.6), for a decrease in the tip current
magnitude by 2% from the bulk value at each approach. Typical data of the tip and
substrate current-time behavior, and substrate topography, over the UME and
surrounding glass are shown in Figure 3.6 for reference. We are interested in the
situation where the tip is directly over CF surface to mimic the detection of exocytotic
release, and exemplar data within the central ca. 6 µm of the CF (to avoid
complications from diffusional edge effects) are shown in Figure 3.2 in several
different forms. Figure 3.2a shows three example substrate current-time (Isub-t)
transients, recorded at different locations of the CF UME (marked in Figure 3.2b). It
can be seen that the Isub-t curve has the same general shape at these three locations.
Isub rises to a quasi-steady value after a short delay, but there are differences in the
magnitude of Isub and subtle differences in the shapes of the Isub-t curves. Note that
the delay is due to the RC time constant of the setup (t = 0 defines the time at which
0.2 V potential pulse was applied to the tip), details of which are presented in Section
3.6.7.
The extent to which the current is heterogeneous across the UME substrate is
evident from Figure 3.2b, which shows a map of the final Isub for each pulse release;
the current can vary by almost 35% (minimum to maximum value). Figure 3.2c
further highlights the extent to which the surface is heterogeneously active in the time
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dimension, showing variations in the time for Isub to reach half the final value, while
Figure 3.2d maps the rate of increase of Isub at a time of 2.5 ms after the pulse, again
highlighting spatial variations in electrode activity. It should be noted that the
oxidation process is highly localized in the dimensions of the nanopipette, as is
evident in a typical simulated concentration profile for Dop+ in Figure 3.2e (see
Section 3.6.6 for details about FEM simulations). Note that although the Dop+
detection potential at the CF UME was set in the diffusion-limited region based on
the bulk voltammogram in Section 3.6.3, Figure 3.7, for nanoscale delivery the mass
transport rate is much higher and the reaction is evidently not diffusion-limited as the
near interface concentration of Dop+ is finite, ~20 mM in the region of the CF UME
directly under the center of the nanopipette. This is an important observation for
exocytosis measurements, in general, which operate with detection potentials of a
similar value.
By contrast, the tip current (Itip) at the end of the pulse potential period is seen to
be fairly consistent at each pixel, varying by just ~2% from minimum to maximum
across ~1200 measurements (Figure 3.2f), confirming the stability and
reproducibility of the SICM delivery process, which is also evidenced by the narrow
distribution of half time (1.245±0.025 ms) for the tip release process in Figure 3.6c,
defined as the time for Itip to attain 50% of the final magnitude change. These results
prove that the observed variations in electrochemical response result from the
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heterogeneous electrode activity rather than any variation in SICM delivery, which
is very consistent.

Figure 3.2. (a) Three typical Isub-t transients at pixels marked in (b). Images across
the central 6 µm diameter of a CF UME of (b) final value of Isub for each release pulse,
(c) time for Isub to reach half the final value, (d) rate of increase of Isub at a time of 2.5
ms after the pulse, and (f) Itip at the end of potential pulse. (e) A typical simulated
concentration profile for Dop+ at the end of pulse release. Step size between pixels:
150 nm. Scale bar: 1.2 µm.

The extent to which the heterogeneities in electrochemical activity of the CF
UME would affect the analysis of vesicle fusion, and neurotransmitter release by
amperometry would depend on the timescale of such measurements. Analysis often
involves the measurement of peak rise time (related to the opening kinetics of the
fusion pore) and the peak (spike) half-width, which is indicative of the length of the
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duration event, and a precision of 100 µs has reported.21 In such a measurement, the
released neurotransmitter can diffuse to the most active sites, in contrast to the SICM
measurements, which are confined to the tip region. In order for heterogeneity not to
affect these measurements, the separation between active sites at the electrode should
be of the order, 𝑠 <

𝐷𝑡A*() , where 𝑡A*() is the sought measurement precision and

D is the diffusion coefficient of Dop+. The results herein suggest that spacing between
the most active sites can be several hundred nanometers, and so the fastest exocytosis
measurements maybe convoluted to some extent by electrode heterogeneity. On the
other hand, measurements on a longer timescale and vesicle coulometry, whose
detection is close to 100%, will not be affected by variations in electrode activity.22

3.4.2 Effect of Surface Charge on Electrode Heterogeneity
We now consider the origin of the heterogeneities in activity and the likely associated
electrode sites. Correlative electrochemical imaging–Raman microscopy has recently
been used to explain variations in dopamine electro-oxidation at complex carbon
electrode surfaces,23 but the spatial variations in electrochemical activity observed in
Figure 3.2 are beyond the diffraction limit. However, variations in contrast associated
with different degrees of conductivity are evident from the contrast in field emissionscanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) image of a typical CF UME surface (Figure
3.8), with darker regions indicating more conductive regions, because there is less
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associated charging during imaging, and vice versa.24 These spatial heterogeneities
are on several hundred nanometer scale, similar to the electrochemical measurement.
Polished CF surfaces contain a significant amount of oxides (oxygen-containing
functional groups),25 which would give rise to a negatively charged surface at the pH
of the detection measurements.26 To understand how electrode surface chemistry
could influence the current signal, we used SICM to map the surface charge of the
CF UME (see Section 3.6.5 for details).19 Figure 3.10c shows a quantified surface
charge map of the same UME and surrounding glass sheath, as used to obtain the
electrochemical data in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.6, with the same bias of Vsub at 0.7 V,
relative to QRCEbulk, obtained in a separate scan just before the electrochemical
activity mapping without any treatment of the UME between the two experiments.
Based on the two topographical images extracted from the two respective SICM
mapping, the charge and electrochemical maps (Figure 3.6) were aligned, as
illustrated in Figure 3.10a. A charge map of the CF UME surface, correlated with the
maps in Figure 3.2, was extracted from Figure 3.10c and is shown in Figure 3.3a. It
can be seen that there are significant surface charge heterogeneities across the CF
surface, with the more negative charges likely associated with oxygen-containing
moieties, e.g., surface carboxylates.27-28
The correlation of Isub with CF UME local surface charge is shown in Figure 3.3b,
which indicates higher electrochemical activity in regions with more negative surface
charge, e.g., oxygen functionalities, whereas areas with low to zero charge densities
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have lower kinetics. This could arise because the negatively charged areas are
favorable for adsorption of cationic species, thus leading to a higher near-electrode
concentration of Dop+ accumulated.

Figure 3.3. (a) Images of quantified surface charge, with pixel-perfect correlation
with the maps in Figure 3.2, obtained through FEM simulations. (b) Correlation
between Isub and local surface charge across the CF UME surface. Scale bar: 1.2 µm.

3.5 Conclusions
In conclusion, this study highlights previously unseen spatiotemporal variations in
the rate of electro-oxidation of dopamine across a CF UME surface under pulserelease conditions mimicking those in synaptic exocytosis measurements. The
spatially-dependent temporal heterogeneity is on the sub-ms timescale and so
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measurements reporting 1 ms or longer time resolution will not be greatly affected,
but faster measurements would need to consider variations in activity or set a much
higher oxidation potential to avoid kinetic effects. This is a further important outcome
of our studies: the mass transport rate for a bulk UME measurement is much lower
than that experienced in a local nanoscale exocytosis event and so electrode kinetics
are more important in exocytosis. For a real exocytosis measurement, where
dopamine can diffuse to neighboring sites on the UME, this restriction will be relaxed,
but will broaden the detection time to some extent, with consequences for the time
resolution of these types of experiments.

3.6 Supporting Information
3.6.1 Nanopipette Characterization

Figure 3.4. A representative STEM image of a ~100 nm diameter nanopipette.

3.6.2 SICM Electrochemical Mapping
The experimental setup has been described previously.18 As shown in Figure 3.5a,
the QRCE in bulk, denoted QRCEbulk, was biased at -Vsub relative to ground to control
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the electrochemical reaction at the UME surface (at ground). The resulting current
through the UME is denoted Isub. An ionic current, Itip, between the two QRCEs was
generated by a bias of Vtip, relative to QRCEbulk. Isub and Itip were measured throughout
the entire imaging process. The mapping protocol ultilized hopping mode SICM.
Traces of the tip z-position and Vtip at each pixel are shown in Figure 3.5b, with the
different time periods (I, II, III, IV) corresponding to the features in Figure 3.1 in the
main manuscript.

Figure 3.5. (a) Schematic of the experimental setup. (b) A trace of tip z-position and
Vtip at each pixel in the mapping protocol.
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Figure 3.6. Images of (a) topography, (b) Itip at the end of the Dop+ pulse release, (c)
time of Itip to reach half the final magnitude change, (d) final value of Isub for each
Dop+ release, (e) time for Isub to reach half the final value, and (f) rate of increase of
Isub at a time of 2.5 ms after initiation of the pulse. (g) A typical Itip-t transient, and
(h) Isub-t transients at a series of pixels when the tip was over the CF UME surface,
with a representative current spike depicted. All the figures were extracted within the
same 10 µm × 10 µm area scan. Step size between pixels: 150 nm. Further
explanations are given in the main manuscript.
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3.6.3 Voltammetric Electro-oxidation of Dopamine at a CF UME

Figure 3.7. Voltammetry of a typical CF UME obtained in a bulk solution containing
1 mM dopamine hydrochloride with 150 mM NaCl and 10 mM HEPES (pH 7.4). The
scan rate was 100 mV s-1.

3.6.4 Surface Characterization of a Typical CF UME

Figure 3.8. A representative field emission-scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM)
image of a typical CF UME surface.

3.6.5 SICM Surface Charge Mapping
An established SICM hopping scan mode19 was used to elucidate information about
the surface charge of CF UME with the same experimental setup as shown in Figure
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3.5a. In the experiment, a ~100 nm diameter nanopipette was used as the tip. 50 mM
KCl was used as both the tip and bulk electrolyte. Two Ag/AgCl electrodes were used
as the QRCEs, one in the tip (QRCEtip) and the other in the bulk solution (QRCEbulk).
The regime for each pixel was as follows (Figure 3.9): (I) The tip was translated
towards the UME surface with Vtip biased at 40 mV with respect to QRCEbulk. When
the ionic current (Itip) between the two QRCEs reduced by a chosen percentage
threshold of 2.5%, the tip stopped approaching. (II) A 20 ms pulse of Vtip to -400 mV
was then applied. (III) Vtip was returned to 40 mV as the tip was retracted by 2 µm to
the bulk. (IV) A second 20 ms pulse of Vtip to -400 mV was performed in the bulk
solution. (V) Vtip was returned to 40 mV and the UME was then moved to the next
pixel.
During SICM surface charge mapping, the UME was held at a constant potential
value of 0.7 V (Vsub = 0.7 V, relative to QRCEbulk), and Itip was continuously measured
throughout. A normalized Itip map produced by taking an average of the final few

Figure 3.9. A trace of z-position and Vtip at each pixel in the SICM surface charge
mapping protocol.
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Figure 3.10. The quantified surface charge image (c) was aligned with the
electrochemical activity maps in Figure 3.6 based on the topographical images
extracted from the two separate SICM mapping experiments, as illustrated in (a). (b)
A normalized Itip (surface current divided by bulk current) image collected
concurrently with the topography in Figure 3.10a(ii) at Vsub = 0.7 V, relative to
QRCEbulk. (c) Quantified surface charge image generated through FEM simulations
(see Section 3.6.6). Step size between pixels: 150 nm.

points of the Itip-t curve with the tip near the surface divided by an average of the final
few points of bulk Itip-t curve at each pixel was recorded and is shown in Figure 3.10b.
By using FEM simulations (see Section 3.6.6), the experimental current map was
converted to approximate values of the surface charge, as shown in Figure 3.10c.
Heterogeneous surface charge can be observed on both glass and CF electrode. As
self-referencing hopping mode was implemented and the electrolytes in both tip and
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bulk solutions were the same, the variations in the surface charge should be real and
the effect of long-time scan on the experimental results can be ignored. It can also be
seen that although the applied potential was quite positive, the electrode surface was
negatively charged. The negative surface charge density of the carbon electrode was
dominated by the surface chemistry, particularly surface oxygen-containing moieties,
e.g. surface oxides25 which are prevalent on CF electrodes and surface carboxylates,
making the zero charge potential of the electrode more positive.27,28

3.6.6 FEM Simulations
FEM simulations were constructed in COMSOL Multiphysics (v5.4), which followed
the previous work.18,19 A schematic of the FEM simulation domain is shown in Figure
3.11.

Figure 3.11. Schematic of the FEM simulation domain with significant boundaries
labelled (not to scale).
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Typical dimensions of the nanopipettes used were extracted from STEM images
and used to construct the geometry of the nanopipette simulation domain. All tip
potentials were applied to the upper nanopipette boundary, labelled B1. B3 was held
at ground in all simulations. B4 had a surface charge density of -30 mC/m2 applied
in all simulations, estimated from previous work.30 For the simulations corresponding
to the surface charge mapping experiment, the concentration at both B1 and B3 (and
the corresponding bulk phase) was maintained at 50 mM K+ and 50 mM Cl-. Variable
surface charge densities were applied to boundary B2. For the simulations
corresponding to the electrochemical mapping experiment, the concentration at B1
was maintained at 100 mM Dop+ and 100 mM Cl-, representing bulk solution in the
nanopipette, whilst a concentration of 150 mM Na+ and 150 mM Cl- at B3 was
maintained, considered to be the bulk in the bath. All conditions relating to dopamine
oxidation were applied to B2.
The electrostatics, transport of diluted species and laminar flow modules of
COMSOL Multiphysics were used to model the experimental system. In all
simulations, ion transport was assumed to follow the Nernst-Planck equation, where
the flux Ji of species i is given as:

where Di, zi, and ci are the diffusion coefficients, charge number and concentrations
of species i, respectively. u is the solution velocity described below (eq. 3.1). Ion
diffusion coefficients were taken from the CRC handbook.31 The infinite dilution
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values of K+ (1.96 × 10-5 cm2 s-1), Na+ (1.2 × 10-5 cm2 s-1), and Cl- (2.05 × 10-5 cm2
s-1) were used, which is considered reasonable, as we employed a self-referencing
method for surface charge mapping and for electrochemical mapping the diffusion
coefficient and mobility of Dop+ is most important. The diffusion coefficient for Dop+
was taken from the literature value to be 0.6 × 10-5 cm2 s-1.32 F, R and T are the
Faraday constant, gas constant and absolute temperature, respectively. f is the
electric potential described by the Poisson equation (eq. 3.2):

where e is the dielectric constant of the solution and e0 is the vacuum permittivity.
The coupling of eq. 3.1 and eq. 3.2 results in the formation of a diffuse double layer
at charged surfaces. The solution velocity was described by the incompressible
Navier-Stokes equation with electroosmotic flow (EOF) incorporated (eq. 3.3):

where ρ is the solution density, u is the solution velocity and p is the pressure.
FEM simulations were first employed to estimate the experimental working
distances for the surface charge mapping experiment and the electrochemical
mapping experiment, by performing steady-state simulations at the respective
holding potential at different tip-substrate separations. The obtained simulated
approach curves were shown in Figure 3.12. These yielded a working distance of ca.
25 nm corresponding to the experimental feedback threshold of 2.5% for the surface
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charge mapping experiment and ca. 37 nm corresponding to the experimental
feedback threshold of 2% for the electrochemical mapping experiment.

Figure 3.12. FEM simulations of the change in tip current as the tip approached the
substrate surface in the surface charge mapping, generating a tip-substrate separation
of ca. 25 nm corresponding to the experimental feedback threshold of 2.5% (a), and
in the SICM electrochemical mapping, generating a tip-substrate separation of ca. 37
nm corresponding to the experimental feedback threshold of 2% (b).

FEM simulations were then employed to quantify the surface charge density of
the CF UME. Time-dependent simulations were performed with different values of
surface charge density applied to boundary B2. The initial condition for each timedependent simulation was a steady-state simulation which had been performed at the
holding potential (40 mV). For the time-dependent simulations, the potential applied
to B1 was jumped to -400 mV. Simulations were performed at a separation of 25 nm
and 2 µm to represent bulk solution. Figure 3.13 shows a working curve of
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normalized Itip against surface charge density and these data were used to convert the
experimental current data (Figure 3.10b) to surface charge densities (Figure 3.10c).

Figure 3.13. Working curve of normalized Itip against surface charge density used to
convert experimental current data to surface charge densities shown in Figure 3.10c.

Simulated Itip-t and Isub-t transients upon the release of Dop+ for the
electrochemical mapping experiment could be produced (as shown in Figure 3.14
later), by performing time-dependent simulations at the working distance of 37 nm,
assuming a first-order process in the near-interface concentration of Dop+, as shown
in eq. 3.4.

where k' is the reaction rate constant, and 𝑐B#AC pertains to the near-interface
concentration of Dop+. Conditions relating to dopamine oxidation were applied to
boundary B2. The initial condition for the time-dependent simulation was a steadystate simulation which had been performed at the holding potential (-80 mV).
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3.6.7 Time Response of the CF UME-Artificial Synapse Cell
It should be noted that when a potential pulse is applied to the tip, there is a response
time due to the resistance and capacitance of the two electrode cell, dominated by the
tip resistance. The effect of this retards the application of the pulse potential for the
delivery of Dop+ from the tip to the CF UME surface in the electrochemical mapping
experiment, and thus leading to a short delay at the start of each Isub-t curve, as
observed in Figure 3.2a. This can be estimated using FEM simulations and the
familiar RC circuit diagram, where the behavior of the tip current-time (i-t) transient
when applying a potential step of magnitude E (280 mV used, from -80 mV to 200
mV) is described as:33

where R and C are the resistance and capacitance of the system, respectively. Figure
3.14a shows simulated Itip-t transients with (and without) this treatment (eq. 3.5). It
is clear that by varying R and C in eq. 3.5, the simulated tip current response is able
to resemble the experimental current transient at a measured value of R = 108 MΩ
and an estimated but reasonable value of C = 20 pF.34
The corresponding simulated Isub-t transient could be produced, by performing
time-dependent simulations at a working distance of 37 nm using varying k' in eq.
3.4 representing the oxidation of Dop+ at electrode surface (boundary B2) until the
simulated current transient resembled the experimental response. It is observed from
Figure 3.14b that the simulated Isub-t curve, taking account of the RC time constant
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of the setup, has the same general shape as the experimentally recorded data, both
with a delay after the potential pulse before the current starts to increase in magnitude,
without assuming Dop+ adsorption. The effect of large resistance of the tip is
negligible at the end of pulse release, where a steady-state delivery is obtained as
observed from the experimental Itip-t transient in Figure 3.14a.

Figure 3.14. (a) Comparison of the simulated Itip-t transients (with/without the
treatment using eq. 3.5) along the experimental data. (b) The corresponding simulated
(treated with eq. 3.5) and experimental Isub-t transients.
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4.1 Abstract
Scanning ion conductance microscopy-scanning electrochemical microscopy
(SICM-SECM) is further developed by implementing pixel-by-pixel local delivery
protocols in the SICM channel. It is shown that the SICM delivery is quantitatively
controlled by the SICM potential for ionic redox molecules of interest, by which their
concentrations can be regulated in situ within a localized region beneath the SICM
opening at each pixel. The SICM-SECM probes with pixel-by-pixel local delivery
protocol demonstrate simultaneous topography and electrochemical reaction
mapping on a portion of carbon fiber ultramicroelectrode (CF UME), as an exemplar
system, in three SECM modes including tip generation/substrate collection, substrate
generation/tip collection, and competition. Three-dimensional finite element method
(FEM) simulations are performed for in-depth understanding of the experimental
results. As a proof of concept, it is demonstrated that closed bipolar cell can be used
as an SECM electrode in SICM-SECM. This work expands the versatility of SICMSECM for probing a wide range of electrochemical and interfacial processes.

4.2 Introduction
Scanning electrochemical probe microscopy (SEPM), employing a fine scanning
electrochemical probe to gather holistic views of the surface structure–
(electrochemical) reaction, has become a powerful technique for many applications
from fuel cells, batteries, and related catalytic systems1-7 to biological systems.8-10
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Among various SPEM techniques, recent development in scanning electrochemical
microscopy (SECM) opened up possibilities for nanoscale electrochemical mapping
through utilizing a nanoelectrode as a probe.1 A typical SECM operation, however,
has a lack of reliable distance control as a result of the utilization of electrochemical
current for probe positioning, leading to the convolution of topography and
electrochemical response.11 There have been various attempts to introduce accurate
distance controls into SECM by developing distance sensitive feedbacks12-14 or
integrating different scanning probe microscopy in SECM, such as atomic force
microscopy15-16 and scanning ion conductance microscopy (SICM).17-26 SICM
integrated SECM (termed SICM-SECM), especially, offers relatively simple probe
fabrication processes at the nanoscale and provides both an independent distance
feedback control without physical contact with the surface of interest and direct
electrochemical detection simultaneously, arising as one of the promising SEPM
techniques for nanoelectrochemistry.17-27
One of the common SICM-SECM probe configurations is utilizing dual-barreled
nanopipettes, introduced by Korchev and Matsue.22-26 In this configuration, one of
the barrels is filled with carbon via pyrolytic deposition to be an SECM probe and
the other barrel remains void to be SICM probe. The SICM-SECM probe is initially
used for imaging biological systems,22-24 which has been recently extended further to
study a wide range of electrochemical processes at the nanoscale by
electrochemically functionalizing carbon SECM probe with electrocatalytic materials
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(e.g., IrOx, Au and Pt).17,20-21 Closed bipolar electrodes have been recently introduced
as a new configuration for quantitative electrochemical measurements, which also
allow a wide range of choices in electrode materials (e.g., C, Au, and Pt).28-30
Compared with traditional SECM probes, electrochemical current–voltage
controls/recordings can be achieved without direct electric/physical contact at the
back of the electrode, significantly simplifying experimental procedures.31 As a result,
the closed bipolar electrode holds a great potential to be utilized as an alternative
SECM probe for various applications (e.g., SICM-SECM).
It has been reported that SICM is a powerful technique not only for precise
distance control (non-contact imaging of surface topography) but for controllably
delivering ionic redox molecules of interest to a confined area on an underlying
substrate surface.32-35 Careful control over electric fields in the pipette, induced by
applied potential, allows the molecules to be held in the nanopipette or released
locally on demand.32,36 Implementing the local delivery protocol, SICM has
significant advantages on developing SICM-SECM as follows. First, only a localized
area of the substrate surface can be targeted with the redox molecules for a short
pulse-potential period (~ ms), as the molecules contained in the SICM barrel are
released near the surface, and thus the obtained signal is free from the influence of
neighboring areas. Second, local concentration of the redox molecules can be
regulated in situ through a potential control in the SICM channel, extending the
versatility of SICM-SECM in the studies of electrochemical and interfacial processes.
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In this work, we build on previous attempts to demonstrate how pixel-by-pixel
SICM (pulse) delivery can be used in SICM-SECM with a high degree of spatial and
temporal resolution. We first used SICM-carbon probes to evaluate the feasibility of
SICM delivery-SECM measurements by cyclic voltammograms (CVs) and approach
curves. Electrochemical mapping in three commonly used SECM scanning modes,
including tip generation/substrate collection (TG/SC), substrate generation/tip
collection (SG/TC), and competition, was then employed for further validation. As
exemplar systems, Ru(NH3)63+ was used as the redox molecules and a ~7 µm diameter
carbon fiber ultramicroelectrode (CF UME) was used as the substrate electrode. Rich
data sets in a single scan allow to produce electrochemical reaction maps collected
from the current signal at the carbon SECM probe, apart from the substrate UME, as
well as correlated surface topography obtained synchronously. Finite element method
(FEM) modeling was performed to help understand the experimental results. We
finally demonstrated the concept of a closed bipolar cell used as an SECM electrode
in the SICM (delivery)-SECM measurements. This work provides an indication of
the future versatility of SICM-SECM for nanoscale electrochemical measurements
and mapping.

4.3 Experimental Section
4.3.1 Reagents and Chemicals
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Chloroauric acid trihydrate (HAuCl4·3H2O), potassium chloride (KCl), sodium
borohydride (NaBH4), ethanol absolute (EtOH), ferrocene (Fc), tetra-nbutylammonium hexafluorophosphate (TBAPF6), reagent grade acetonitrile (MeCN),
and hexaammineruthenium(III) chloride [Ru(NH3)6Cl3] were all purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich and used as received. All aqueous solutions were prepared with MilliQ reagent grade water (resistivity ca. 18.2 MΩ cm at 25 foC) and filtered through a
0.2 µm filter prior to use.

4.3.2 Probe Fabrication
SICM-carbon probes were fabricated according to the established procedures in
previous studies and full details can be found in Section 4.6.1.23,25 In order to ensure
consistent probe geometry, precise milling process utilizing focused ion beam (FIB)
was added at the last step of the probe fabrication, resulting in tip diameter of ca. 400
nm. A typical scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM, JEOL ARM 200F)
image of the SICM-carbon probes is presented in Figure 4.7. An electric connection
to the carbon electrode was established by inserting a copper wire through the top
end of the barrel to make a back contact with the carbon layer.
Fabrication of the SICM-bipolar probes involved a simple two-step process
based on the procedures introduced by Gao et al.29 First, a dual-barreled nanopipette
with the sharp point with diameter of 200 nm was prepared with a laser puller (P2000, Sutter instruments). Second, 10 mM HAuCl4 in 10 mM KCl solution was
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injected into one of the barrels, denoted bipolar barrel. The probe was then inserted
into a bulk solution, which was 10 mM NaBH4 in EtOH. A potential bias of 0.3 V
was applied to the Ag/AgCl quasi-reference counter electrode (QRCE) in the bipolar
barrel for 10 min, with respect to another Ag/AgCl QRCE in the bulk solution, as
demonstrated in Figure 4.12a. The electrochemical reactions for the gold deposition
inside and outside the barrel have been shown in Figure 1.17a.29 At the beginning,
BH4- chemically reduced AuCl4- to Au at the orifice of the bipolar barrel.29 Once the
filled gold physically blocked the reaction between AuCl4- and BH4-, further growth
of the gold in the pipette orifice was promoted by the bipolar electrochemical
reaction.29 A typical STEM image of the fabricated SICM-bipolar probe is shown in
Figure 4.12b. Finally, the probes were freshly polished by FIB milling prior to their
usages, resulting in tip diameter of ca. 600 nm (Figure 4.5a). After fabrication of a
SICM-bipolar probe, solution inside of the bipolar barrel was replaced with 50 mM
Fc with 1 M TBAPF6 in MeCN for all the experiments.

4.3.3 Electrochemical Configurations
Electrochemical measurements with SICM-carbon probes used two Ag/AgCl QRCEs,
one in the bulk solution (QRCE1) and the other in the electrolyte-filled SICM barrel
(QRCE2), as seen in Figure 4.1a, whereas a third Ag/AgCl wire was additionally
placed in the bipolar barrel (QRCE3) when measured with SICM-bipolar probes
(Figure 4.5b). A potential bias of ESICM applied to QRCE2, relative to QRCE1,
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produced an ionic current, ISICM, passing through the orifice of the SICM barrel.
Delivery of redox molecules from the SICM barrel was controlled by the ESICM
applied (vide infra). A potential bias of ESECM applied to the Cu wire or QRCE3, with
respect to QRCE1, was used to control the electrochemical reactions at the carbon
SECM probe or bipolar SECM probe, respectively. Electrochemical control of the
substrate (with respect to a common ground), as seen in Figure 4.2a, was achieved by
a potential bias of -Esub applied to QRCE1 with respect to the ground. Details of the
instrumentations and substrate electrode preparations are given in Section 4.6.4 and
Section 4.6.5, respectively.

4.3.4 FEM Simulations
Three-dimensional (3D) finite element method (FEM) simulations were performed
in COMSOL Multiphysics (v5.4) using the transport of diluted species and
electrostatics modules. Probe geometries used for the simulations were obtained from
STEM characterization. Further details of the simulations can be found in Section
4.6.6.

4.4 Results and Discussion
4.4.1 Quantitative SICM Delivery-SECM Measurements
To explore the feasibility of SICM local delivery for SICM-SECM measurements,
cyclic voltammetry of the SECM probe was first conducted with a series of ESICM
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applied, from -0.05 V to 0.5 V, to control the delivery of redox species from SICM
(Figure 4.1). The experimental setup is illustrated in Figure 4.1a. A SICM-carbon
probe was used as the exemplar of SICM-SECM, which was immersed in a bulk
solution of 100 mM KCl, while the SICM barrel was filled with 10 mM Ru(NH3)6Cl3.
It needs to be noted that the potentials applied to both SICM and SECM were with
respect to the bulk QRCE1, while individual potential controls and current
measurements were achieved by utilizing two home-built voltage-controlled current
followers.
Figure 4.1b shows absence in electrochemical signal (ISECM) from Ru(NH3)63+
reduction in a CV at ESICM of -0.05 V (e.g., negatively biased), as positively charged
Ru(NH3)63+ was held in the SICM barrel by the electrophoresis flow. With positive
biases at ESICM, whereas, there was Ru(NH3)63+ migrating out of SICM barrel and
thus concentration gradients established near the orifice of the SICM opening. As
expected, Ru(NH3)63+ transporting from SICM barrel to the surface of the parallel
carbon SECM probe produced sigmoidal shape CVs, as shown in Figure 4.1b. It
needs to be highlighted that the independence of potential controls and current
measurements at carbon SECM probe and SICM was confirmed by simultaneously
observing ISECM and ISICM at a series of fixed ESICM with varying ESECM (Figure 4.1b
and Figure 4.8).
For a planar nanoelectrode, the steady-state limiting current, Ilim,SECM, is linearly
proportional to the concentration of electrochemical redox molecules.20 Notably, with
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the probe size and high electrolyte concentrations used herein, the rectified SICM
response due to diffusion double layer on probe surface can be eliminated.37 It is clear
that different limiting currents obtained in Figure 4.1b were determined by different
concentrations of Ru(NH3)63+, delivered in the vicinity of carbon SECM probe, due
to the applied ESICM. Resulting from the repulsive electrophoresis on positively
charged Ru(NH3)63+ in the SICM barrel, higher (positive) ESICM induced greater
Ru(NH3)63+ concentrations delivered near the carbon SECM probe, directly
correlated to the increment in Ilim,SECM. A linear correlation between ESICM and
Ilim,SECM was observed in Figure 4.1c, indicating that quantitatively controlled SICM
delivery can be accomplished by a control of ESICM for SICM-SECM measurements.
To understand the transport of Ru(NH3)63+ in depth, steady-state FEM
simulations were performed with mass transport-limited conditions at the carbon
SECM probe for the reduction of Ru(NH3)63+, details of which are given in Section
4.6.6. Figure 4.1d, e and f illustrate the simulated concentration profiles of
Ru(NH3)63+ near the orifice of the SICM barrel with ESICM biased at -0.05 V, +0.15
V and +0.4 V, respectively. When ESICM was biased at -0.05 V, Ru(NH3)63+ was
retained in the SICM barrel and the concentration of delivered Ru(NH3)63+ was
negligible (Figure 4.1d), whereas concentration of the delivered Ru(NH3)63+ near the
orifice of SICM channel with ESICM biased at +0.15 V was approximately 6 mM
(Figure 4.1e). Greater Ru(NH3)63+ concentration was observed when ESICM was
increased to +0.4 V (Figure 4.1f). It is worthy to note that the transport of Ru(NH3)63+
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was confined to the region in the vicinity of the SICM opening with a high degree of
spatial precision, producing a hemispherical concentration profile with a depletion of
Ru(NH3)63+ at the carbon SECM probe surface.

Figure 4.1. (a) Experimental setup for the SICM delivery-SECM measurements. (b)
CVs of Ru(NH3)63+ reduction at carbon SECM probe with a series of ESICM applied
from -0.05 V to +0.5 V. Scan rate: 0.1 V/s. (c) The limiting currents of Ru(NH3)63+
reduction vs ESICM from the data shown in panel b. Simulated concentration profiles
of Ru(NH3)63+ at ESICM of (d) -0.05 V, (e) +0.15 V and (f) +0.4 V.
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4.4.2 Approach Curve Measurements
Approach curves were also obtained to evaluate SICM-SECM measurements with
local delivery. As illustrated in Figure 4.2a, a CF UME of ~7 µm diameter was used
as the substrate electrode, which was immersed in a bulk electrolyte of 100 mM KCl.
The SICM barrel, again, was filled with 10 mM Ru(NH3)6Cl3. During each
measurement, a bias of 0.15 V was applied to QRCE2, with respect to QRCE1, to
induce a constant flux of Ru(NH3)63+ delivered from SICM barrel during each
measurement, and in the meantime, ESECM was biased at -0.4 V to drive a mass
transport-limited electrochemical reduction of Ru(NH3)63+ to Ru(NH3)62+ at the
carbon SECM probe. At individual approach curves, Esub was varied from 0 V to -0.4
V to control the electrochemical reactions at the substrate surface, as demonstrated
by the CV obtained at the CF UME in 1 mM Ru(NH3)6Cl3 with 100 mM KCl (Figure
4.9). The vertical positioning of SICM-SECM probe was controlled by monitoring
ISICM with self-referencing feedback calibration during each approach.38 A
representative approach curve is shown in Figure 4.10 in the Supporting Information
with a feedback threshold of 1.5 % relative to the ISICM in bulk.
Figure 4.2a illustrates a schematic of the measurement in a carbon SECM probe
generation and substrate electrode collection mode when Esub biased at 0 V (mass
transport-limited electrochemical oxidation of Ru(NH3)62+). Current at the carbon
SECM probe was normalized with respect to that measured in bulk solution (10 µm
away from the substrate surface herein, Figure 4.2b). If the probe was sufficiently far
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Figure 4.2. (a) Schematic of the approach curve measurement in TG/SC mode. (b)
Normalized ISECM, and (c) Isub obtained in the measurements with a fixed ESECM of 0.4 V to drive a mass transport-limited electrochemical reduction of Ru(NH3)63+ at
carbon SECM probe and a series of Esub applied, ranging from 0 V to -0.4 V, to
control substrate electrode reactions. ESICM of +0.15 V was constantly applied to
deliver Ru(NH3)63+ from SICM barrel while the probe was approaching to the
substrate. Feedback threshold was 1.5% and approach rate was 1 µm/s. It needs to be
noted that all currents including ISICM, ISECM and Isub were measured concurrently and
independently. FEM simulations for the approach curves were also performed, with
normalized ISECM, and Isub shown in (d), and (e), respectively.

from the surface, ISECM was observed as a constant current with negligible
electrochemical impact from the substrate, producing a constant flux of Ru(NH3)62+
(Figure 4.2b, blue line), which was collected with electrochemical oxidation current
at the substrate surface (Figure 4.2c, blue line). Once the probe moved close to
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substrate, a significant increase in ISECM was measured. This is mainly because the
substrate confined the Ru(NH3)63+ delivered from SICM barrel when the probe was
near the substrate, limiting the diffusional loss, thus leading to enhanced redox
cycling between the probe and the substrate, and consequently, a noticeable increase
in the substrate oxidation current was observed when the probe moved in proximity
to the substrate.
As more negative potentials were applied to the CF UME, ranging from -0.2V to
-0.4 V, faster electrochemical reduction rates of Ru(NH3)63+ were driven at substrate
surface, leading to the substrate electrode in competition with the carbon SECM
probe. This is shown from Figure 4.2c that there were increase in reduction currents
measured at the substrate surface, whereas the normalized ISECM decreased
correspondingly when the probe approached to the vicinity of the substrate, due to
the competition in electrochemical reduction of Ru(NH3)63+, locally transported with
SICM. The competition between the substrate and the probe, as expected, was
enhanced by applying more negative potential at the substrate (i.e. higher
overpotentials for electrochemical reduction of Ru(NH3)63+). Steady-state FEM
simulations were performed with the conditions from the experiments to assess the
approach curve measurements, by positioning the probe at different heights above the
substrate (details in Section 4.6.6). The normalized ISECM and Isub from the
simulations are shown in Figure 4.2d and e, respectively. Similar trends to
experimental results are observed in FEM simulations. It needs to be noted that the
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simulations were executed with average probe dimensions from multiple SICMSECM probes, which can explain slight difference between the simulations and the
experimental data.
The results from both Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 indicate that SICM-SECM
measurements with local delivery are hugely sensitive to the interfacial phenomena.
Apart from precise and independent control on the probe-substrate separation, it is
demonstrated that the SICM-SECM, introduced herein, is able to offer in-situ
concentration regulations of ionic redox molecules in the electrochemical reactions
by the control of ESICM, which is impossible in conventional SICM-SECM, providing
a new methodology to address electrochemical and interfacial processes (e.g., local
kinetic studies of electrode reactions).

4.4.3 Electrochemical Mapping
SICM-SECM with local delivery was further validated for electrochemical mapping,
as shown in Figure 4.11a, by utilizing a SICM-carbon probe to map a portion of ~7
µm diameter CF UME (substrate electrode), as an exemplar system, with three
commonly used SECM modes, including TG/SC, SG/TC, and the competition mode.
Similar to the measurements above, SICM barrel was filled with 10 mM Ru(NH3)6Cl3,
and the bulk system only contains 100 mM KCl as the electrolyte.
During the approach at each pixel, in hopping mode utilized herein, ESICM was
biased at -0.05 V in order to hold Ru(NH3)63+ in the SICM barrel. The probe stopped
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approaching and was held at a vertical position once the ISICM satisfied a threshold of
1.5% compared to the bulk ISICM, resulting in an estimated probe-substrate separation
of ca. 64 nm (see Figure 4.15). When the probe was positioned near the substrate,
ESICM was promptly switched to 0.4 V to deliver Ru(NH3)63+ to a localized region on
the substrate for 250 ms. The probe was then retracted to the bulk and ESICM was
returned to -0.05 V at the same time. Prior to moving the probe to the next pixel,
ESICM was held at -0.05 V for a short period of time in order to stabilize ISICM. Traces
of z-position and ESICM at a single hop are presented in Figure 4.11b for the
understanding of the scan hopping regime with the pixel-by-pixel local delivery.
ESECM and Esub were remained constant throughout each scan, but they were varied
depending on the scanning modes (vide infra).
Based on the SICM current response and concurrently recorded z-position at
each pixel, topography maps were constructed, as shown in Figure 4.3(i). The CF
surface was observed to protrude from the surrounding glass sheath by several
hundred nanometers, as a result of the polishing process.32 The topography tracking
at the nanoscale allows the surface structure-electrochemical features to be studied
simultaneously. As shown in Figure 4.3(ii) and (iii), the spatially resolved Isub and
ISECM images were plotted from the respective change of the absolute value of the
currents at a delivery time of t = 0 ms and t = 250 ms at each pixel in each scan. FEM
simulations, assumed at steady-state delivery, were additionally performed to aid
understanding of the experiments, details of which are provided in Section 4.6.6, with
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the simulated concentration profiles of Ru(NH3)63+ and Ru(NH3)62+ shown in Figure
4.4.

Figure 4.3. Simultaneously recorded maps of (i) topography, (ii) Isub and (iii) ISECM
of part of ~7 µm diameter CF UME in (a) TG/SC mode at Esub = 0 V and ESECM = 0.4 V, (b) SG/TC mode at Esub = -0.4 V and ESECM = 0 V, and (c) competition mode
at Esub = ESECM = -0.4 V. Step size between pixels: 250 nm. Scale bar: 1 µm. More
details are given in the main text.

In TG/SC mode, ESECM was biased at -0.4 V to drive mass transport-limited
reduction of Ru(NH3)63+ at carbon SECM probe and Esub was biased at 0 V to drive
mass transport-limited oxidation of Ru(NH3)62+ at substrate. During the delivery of
Ru(NH3)63+ once the probe positioned near the substrate surface, Ru(NH3)62+ was
produced locally at the carbon SECM probe, which were only exposed to a defined
region of the substrate surface. As a result, the oxidation current measured at the
substrate demonstrated a clear contrast between the CF and glass surface (Figure
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4.3a(ii)), in good agreement with the obtained topography map (Figure 4.3a(i)). As
the SECM and substrate reactions were coupled by the efficient mass transport of
Ru(NH3)63+/2+ in the narrow probe-substrate gap, an enhanced current was measured
at carbon SECM probe when the probe scanned from glass to CF surface (Figure
4.3a(iii)). The experimental collection efficiency, given by Isub/ISECM, is calculated to
be ca. 96% at a delivery time of t = 250 ms, which is close to an expected collection
efficiency at such small probe-substrate separation.39 The concentration profiles of
Ru(NH3)63+ and Ru(NH3)62+ from the simulations are shown in Figure 4.4a. It can be
seen from Figure 4.4a(i) that the delivery of Ru(NH3)63+ was confined with a high
degree of precision beneath the SICM opening. Mass transport gradients of
Ru(NH3)63+ during the delivery produced distinctive concentration profile of
Ru(NH3)62+ with a horizontal orientation at carbon SECM probe surface (Figure
4.4a(ii)).
In SG/TC mode, Esub was biased at -0.4 V to drive mass transport-limited
electrochemical reduction of Ru(NH3)63+ at CF substrate and ESECM was biased at 0
V to drive mass transport-limited oxidation of Ru(NH3)63+ at carbon SECM probe.
Sharp contrasts in electrochemical responses between the CF and glass sheath are
shown in both Isub and ISECM maps (Figure 4.3b(ii) and 4.3b(iii)), consistent with the
topographic map in Figure 4.3b(i). This is because Ru(NH3)63+ delivered from SICM
barrel was reduced to Ru(NH3)62+ at substrate surface when the probe scanned over
CF surface, and the locally produced Ru(NH3)62+ could be collected at carbon SECM
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probe subsequently at such small working distance. The experimental collection
efficiency is ca. 36% at a delivery time of t = 250 ms, given by ISECM/Isub. From the
simulated concentration profiles of Ru(NH3)63+ in Figure 4.4b(i), it is clear that a
mass transport-limited reduction of Ru(NH3)63+ to Ru(NH3)62+ was driven at the
substrate. Due to the oxidation of Ru(NH3)62+ which diffused from the substrate, a
small amount of Ru(NH3)63+ was produced at the carbon SECM probe (Figure
4.4b(i)), correlated with the depletion of Ru(NH3)62+ at the carbon SECM probe in
Figure 4.4b(ii). It is observed that the diffusion layer of Ru(NH3)62+ produced at the
substrate was larger than the size of the carbon SECM probe, leading to a low
collection efficiency usually obtained in SG/TC mode, compared with TG/SC mode.
In competition mode, both ESECM and Esub were biased at -0.4 V to drive the mass
transport-limited electrochemical reduction of Ru(NH3)63+ at carbon SECM probe
and substrate. It is evident, from Figure 4.3c, that there was a decrease in ISECM when
the probe was positioned over CF surface, compared to when the probe was over
glass, resulting from the competition between the carbon SECM probe and the
substrate during the efflux of Ru(NH3)63+ from SICM barrel (Figure 4.2). From the
simulated concentration profiles of Ru(NH3)63+ and Ru(NH3)62+, it is evident that
mass transport-limited reduction of Ru(NH3)63+ was driven at both carbon SECM
probe and substrate surface (Figure 4.4c(i)). The reduction of Ru(NH3)63+ took place
mainly at a small region of the carbon SECM probe close to the SICM barrel, while
the electrochemical process at substrate was in the dimension of the SICM orifice
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(Figure 4.4c(ii)), and consequently, a large portion of the delivered Ru(NH3)63+ was
consumed at the substrate, in competition with the carbon SECM probe.

Figure 4.4. Steady-state simulated concentration profiles of (i) Ru(NH3)63+ and (ii)
Ru(NH3)62+ in (a) TG/SC, (b) SG/TC, and (c) competition mode. Scale bar: 200 nm.

4.4.4 Bipolar Electrode for SICM (Delivery)-SECM Measurements
In previous studies, multiple methods have been proposed in order to fabricate closed
bipolar electrodes with well-established characterization procedures.29-30 The work,
herein, expands this configuration to SICM-SECM probes (see the Experimental
Section), which is additionally capable of local delivery. In Figure 4.5a, a typical
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STEM image of the SICM-bipolar probes is shown, which consists of an open SICM
barrel and a planar bipolar electrode separated by a quartz septum in the middle. The
bipolar SECM probe is fabricated with (electro-)chemically generated gold on the
microscale in length at the orifice of the SICM barrel, which completely separates the
electrochemical cell in two different compartments. A range of probe sizes, from
microscale to nanoscale, can be produced by changing the parameters in the laser
puller and FIB milling processes for further tailoring. Herein, probes with total
diameter of ca. 600 nm were used.
Firstly, a freshly prepared SICM-bipolar probe was electrochemically
characterized in a bulk solution, containing 1 mM Ru(NH3)6Cl3 with 100 mM KCl,
with a set up illustrated in Figure 4.5b. To ensure that the overall electrochemical
response was determined by the external bipolar surface, 50 mM Fc with 1 M
TBAPF6 in MeCN was used as the internal solution inside of the bipolar SECM
probe.31 The SICM barrel was filled with 10 mM KCl as a standard inert electrolyte.
Redox reactions at both sides of the bipolar SECM probe were controlled by the
potential applied to the QRCE3 in the internal solution, with respect to QRCE1 in the
bulk. As seen in Figure 4.5c, a sigmoidal response was obtained in the CV, where the
reduction of Ru(NH3)63+ at the external bipolar surface was balanced through the
oxidation of Fc at the internal surface due to electroneutrality.28 It is also observed
that the half-wave potential, E1/2, is around -0.495 V, a noticeable negative shift
compared to that of carbon electrode (Figure 4.1b), due to the difference of the formal
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potentials of the redox species on both poles of the bipolar electrode and the effect of
the limiting currents ratio.31

Figure 4.5. (a) STEM image of a typical SICM-bipolar probe. (b) Schematic of the
experimental setup for the voltammetric investigation of a SICM-bipolar probe. (c)
CV of a typical bipolar SECM probe at a scan rate of 0.05 V/s. (d) ISICM and ISECM
responses as a function of ESECM when ESICM fixed at -0.1 V, 0 V, and +0.1 V at a
scan rate of 0.05 V/s. For the experiments in (c) and (d), SICM barrel was filled with
10 mM KCl, and 50 mM Fc with 1 M TBAPF6 in MeCN was used as the internal
solution inside of the bipolar SECM probe, and 1 mM Ru(NH3)6Cl3 with 100 mM
KCl was used as the bulk (external) solution.
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In order to confirm the currents generated at adjacent SICM and bipolar SECM
probes are independent, a series of I-E responses of the bipolar SECM probe were
collected with ESICM biased at -0.1 V, 0 V, and +0.1 V, as shown in Figure 4.5d.
Although the ionic currents were driven by different values of ESICM applied, the three
CVs of bipolar SECM probe were identical. This verifies that the two probes perform
independently without interference with each other, providing important basis for the
closed bipolar concept used in a hybrid system of SICM-SECM.
Similar to the measurements with SICM-carbon probes, approach curves were
conducted to investigate the behavior of bipolar electrode deployed in SICM
delivery-SECM measurements. A CF UME with diameter of ~7 µm, immersed in
100 mM KCl bulk solution, was used as the substrate electrode. The SICM barrel was
filled with an aqueous solution containing 10 mM Ru(NH3)6Cl3. During the approach,
ESICM of +0.15 V was applied to produce a local delivery of Ru(NH3)63+, and ESECM
of -0.65 V was applied to drive a mass transport-limited electrochemical reduction of
Ru(NH3)63+ at the external surface of bipolar SECM probe. Esub from 0 V to -0.4 V
was held at the CF UME to control the substrate reactions during individual
approaches. From Figure 4.6, it can be seen that the response of bipolar SECM probe
is sensitive to the substrate reactions, consistent with the measurements using the
SICM-carbon probes, as discussed above. The preliminary research, herein, indicates
that closed bipolar electrode holds promise to be used as an SECM probe in SICM
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(delivery)-SECM measurements, but more investigation is still needed to have a
deeper understanding of such a technique.

Figure 4.6. (a) Normalized ISECM, and (b) Isub obtained in approach curve
measurements with a fixed ESICM of +0.15 V to produce a constant local delivery of
Ru(NH3)63+ from SICM barrel and a fixed ESECM of -0.65 V to drive a transportlimited electrochemical reduction of Ru(NH3)63+ at external bipolar SECM probe
surface. A series of Esub were applied, from 0 V to -0.4 V, to control the substrate
electrode reactions for different measurements. Feedback threshold: 1.5%. Approach
rate: 1 µm/s.
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4.5 Conclusions
This work provides a thorough understanding of the delivery of ionic redox molecules
from SICM barrel in SICM-SECM techniques through the experimental studies and
FEM simulations. We have demonstrated that quantitative SICM delivery for SECM
measurements is achievable through a control of the SICM potential, and the SECM
responses are hugely sensitive to the substrate reactions. We have also considered the
electrochemical mapping in the three commonly used SECM modes, where the
concentration of redox molecules can be regulated in situ with a high degree of spatial
and temporal precision. Electrochemical reactions can be mapped out from the
current signal at SECM probe, apart from the substrate UME, together with the
substrate topography obtained from the same scan.
Taken together, SICM-SECM with pixel-by-pixel local delivery provides a new
route for probing the interfacial (electrochemical) processes. The concept of closed
bipolar cell used in SICM-SECM measurements allows more choices of electrode
materials (e.g. Au, Pt) to be used, extending the range of electrochemical systems that
can be investigated, especially in electrocatalysis. The procedures for making bipolar
electrodes are much simpler, compared to the one that has a wire contact (normally
making SICM-carbon tips first and then depositing Au or Pt on carbon). Notably, it
is hard for the wire to make contact with the electrode material in the bipolar cell, as
the material is at the microscale at the end of the conical probe. This work opens up
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a myriad of versatilities of the SICM-SECM techniques, from the applications in
electrocatalysis to cell biology.

4.6 Supporting Information
4.6.1 Electrochemical Measurements with SICM-Carbon Probes

Figure 4.7. Schematic of the carbon deposition step of SICM-carbon probes
fabrication. The inset STEM image shows a typical SICM-carbon probe after FIB
milling.

SICM-carbon probes were fabricated according to the established procedures,2325

as illustrated in Figure 4.7. In Brief, a dual-barrel nanopipette with the end point of

ca. 100 nm total diameter was fabricated from a dual-barrel quartz theta capillary (o.d.
1.2 mm, i.d. 0.9 mm, Friedrich and Dimmock) with a laser puller (P-2000, Sutter
instruments). One of the barrels was blocked by using ‘‘Blu-Tack’’ (Bostic, UK)
before butane was passed through the other barrel while the sharp probe end was held
in an argon atmosphere. Pyrolytic carbon was deposited in the barrel without the Blu-
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Tack plug, by heating with a butane blowtorch moved along the probe body for ca.
35 s, starting from beyond the end of the probe.

Figure 4.8. ISICM responses during the cyclic voltammetry measurements of carbon
SECM probe, obtained currently with Figure 4.1b in the main manuscript.

Figure 4.9. Voltammetry of the CF UME in 1 mM Ru(NH3)6Cl3 with 100 mM KCl.
Scan rate: 0.1 V/s.
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Figure 4.10. A typical ISICM response during the approach when Esub biased at 0 V,
obtained currently with Figure 4.2b and c (blue curves) in the main manuscript.

Figure 4.11. (a) Experimental setup for the electrochemical mapping. (b) Traces of
z-position and ESICM at each pixel of the electrochemical mapping. Full details are
given in the main manuscript.
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4.6.2 Electrochemical Measurements with SICM-Bipolar Probes

Figure 4.12. (a) Schematic of the SICM-bipolar probes fabrication. 10 mM HAuCl4
with 10 mM KCl was inside one of the pipette barrels. 10 mM NaBH4 in EtOH was
used as the bulk solution. (b) A typical STEM image of the SICM-bipolar probes
before FIB milling.

A low success rate of 20%–30% were typical achieved to fabricate SICM-bipolar
probes with diameter of 600 nm. It is mainly due to the blocking of SICM barrel near
the orifice, resulting from the external growth of gold or drying of electrolyte upon
its removal from solution, as shown in Figure 4.13a. Another reason is the recessed
gold surface normally obtained, as seen in Figure 4.13b. As the problem normally
occurs at the end of the probe, if using FIB for further tailoring to make microscale
probes, the success rate can be increased to > 70%.
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Figure 4.13. Typical problems in the probe fabrication. (a) Blocking of SICM barrel.
(b) A recessed gold surface.

4.6.3 Determination of Equilibrium Potential
As the QRCEs were used in solutions of different ionic strength and composition,
they each have different equilibrium potentials. The equilibrium potential of the
QRCEs in all of the experimental media were measured against SCE and are shown
in Table 4.1. It is worthy to note that ESICM throughout the paper is the potential that
we applied in the experiments without any calibration for convenience, but calibrated
potentials were used in all FEM simulations.

Table 4.1. Electrode potentials in the experimental media
Solution

EQRCE / mV vs SCE

10 mM Ru(NH3)6Cl3

60

100 mM KCl

31

10 mM KCl

72
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4.6.4 Instrumentation
The instrumentation used herein has been described previously.40 In brief, the probe
was mounted on a custom-designed probe holder, attached on precise positioning
system. The positioning of the probe in the vicinity of the substrate surface was aided
by optical visualization using a 3MP digital camera (PixelLink, PL-B776U) with a
6× magnification lens. A picomotor (Newport, 8303 picomotor actuator) and a 15µm-range single-axis piezoelectric positioner (Physik Instruments, P-753.3CD) were
used for coarse and fine probe movement normal to the substrate surface, respectively,
while precise lateral movement was achieved by using a two-axis piezoelectric
positioner system (Physik Instrumente, P-733.2DD) with a range of 30 µm on each
axis. The whole system was installed on an optical table (Newport, RS2000) equipped
with automatic leveling isolators (Newport, S-2000A-423.5) in order to eliminate
vibrational noise. The current was measured using home-built current–voltage
converters and electrometers. Instruments control and data collection were conducted
using custom-written LabVIEW (2017, National Instruments) code through a FPGA
card (7852R, National Instruments).

4.6.5 Substrate Electrode Preparation
The CF UME was fabricated as previously established procedures.32 Briefly, a ~7 µm
diameter CF (XAS grade, Goodfellow) was connected to a thin copper wire using
conductive silver paint and inserted to the end of a borosilicate glass capillary. A seal
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between the glass and the CF was made using a temperature at approximately 85 oC
under vacuum. To make an electrical contact, a larger copper wire was inserted into
the capillary and connected to the thin copper wire with solder. Prior to use, the UME
was polished using a micropipette polishing wheel with a diamond pad (diameter 0.1
µm, Buehler) and then an alumina slurry (diameter 0.05 µm, Buehler) on a soft
microfiber polishing pad, followed by sonication in water to produce the finished
surface.

4.6.6 FEM Simulations
FEM simulations were performed in COMSOL Multiphysics (v5.4). A 3D domain of
the probe with dimensions extracted from STEM images was constructed, a
schematic 2D slice of which is shown in Figure 4.14.

Figure 4.14. Schematic (not to scale) of a 2D slice from the 3D FEM simulation
domain with the main boundaries labelled.
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The SICM potential was applied to boundary B1, while boundary B4 was held
at ground in all simulations. Conditions relating to electrochemical fluxes were
applied to boundary B2 (SECM electrode surface) and boundary B3 (substrate
electrode surface). The concentration at boundary B1 was maintained at 10 mM
Ru(NH3)63+ and 30 mM Cl-, representing bulk solution in the SICM barrel for the
experiments discussed in the main manuscript. At boundary B4, a concentration of
100 mM K+ and 100 mM Cl- was maintained and considered as the bulk in all
simulations.
The transport of diluted species and electrostatics modules were used to model
the experimental system. The ion transport is assumed to follow the classical NernstPlank relationship, where the flux Ji of species i is given as:

where Di, zi, and ci are the diffusion coefficients, charge number, and concentrations
of species of i, respectively. The diffusion coefficients for K+ (1.96 × 10-5 cm2/s) and
Cl- (2.05 × 10-5 cm2/s) were taken from the CRC handbook.41 The diffusion
coefficients for Ru(NH3)63+, and Ru(NH3)62+ were taken from literature values to be
0.85 × 10-5 cm2/s and 1.2 × 10-5 cm2/s, respectively.42 F, R and T are the Faraday
constant, gas constant and absolute temperature (298.15 K used). ɸ is the electric
potential described by the Poisson equation:
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where εr is the relative dielectric constant of the solution (78) and ε0 is the vacuum
permittivity (8.85 × 10-12 F/m).
Butler-Volmer flux conditions were applied to boundary B2 and Boundary B3 to
model the electrochemical reactions at SECM and substrate electrode surface,
respectively, as in equations eq. 4.3a and eq. 4.3b:
𝐽8/EC = 𝑘3 𝑐8/GC exp – α

𝐽8/GC = 𝑘3 𝑐8/EC exp 1– α

𝐹
𝐸– 𝐸(P
𝑅𝑇
𝐹
𝐸– 𝐸(P
𝑅𝑇

– 𝑘3 𝑐8/EC exp 1– α

𝐹
𝐸– 𝐸(P
𝑅𝑇

(eq. 4.3a)

– 𝑘3 𝑐8/GC exp – α

𝐹
𝐸– 𝐸(P
𝑅𝑇

(eq. 4.3b)

where k0 is the rate constant, taken to be 100 cm/s for both reactions at carbon SECM
and substrate surface in all simulations. cRu3+ and cRu2+ are the local concentrations of
Ru(NH3)63+ and Ru(NH3)62+, respectively. E is the applied electrochemical potential,
and Eeq is the equilibrium potential of Ru(NH3)63+ and Ru(NH3)62+. α is the charge
transfer coefficient, taken to be 0.5. Values of k0 and Eeq for the reactions at substrate
surface were estimated by varying k0 and Eeq in eq 4.3 until the simulated CV of the
CF UME in bulk (1 mM Ru(NH3)63+ with 100 mM KCl) resembled the experimental
results in Figure 4.9. Mass transport-limited electrochemical reduction of Ru(NH3)63+
at carbon SECM probe were ensured by setting k0 in eq 4.3 to be sufficiently large
(100 cm/s) with E–Eeq taken to be -0.2 V that all Ru(NH3)63+ at the surface was
instantly reduced. k0 = 100 cm/s and E–Eeq = 0.2 V in eq 4.3 were chosen to ensure
the transport-limited oxidation of Ru(NH3)62+ at carbon SECM probe.
It is reasonable to perform steady-state simulations for the approach curve
measurements with SICM-carbon probes, as the approach rate used was 1 µm/s in the
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experiments, much smaller than the previously reported value (up to 10 µm/s). 23 To
estimate the experimental working distance that corresponds to a 1.5% set point in
the electrochemical mapping, steady-state simulations were performed with the probe
positioned at varying height above the substrate at the SICM holding potential. The
simulated approach curve is shown in Figure 4.15 and reveals an estimated working
distance of 64 nm. It is worthy to note that the working distance was the same in the
three scans in the main manuscript, as the ionic current was driven by the same SICM
bias during the approach with Ru(NH3)63+ held in the SICM barrel, without any redox
reactions occurring at both SECM and substrate surface to affect the local ionic
conductivity.

Figure 4.15. Simulated approach curve in the electrochemical mapping, yielding an
estimated probe-substrate separation of 64 nm corresponding to a 1.5 % threshold.
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Surface charge was not included in the simulations herein. This is because the
effect of surface charge has been shown to be manifest with significantly smaller
probes and at closer probe-substrate separations than those used herein.43 The small
SICM approach bias used during the electrochemical mapping also ensures that the
measurements are relatively immune to surface charge.37,38 The simulations were
carried out in the absence of electroosmotic flow (EOF), as such effects are negligible
under the conditions of the experiments herein.23
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5.1 Abstract
Scanning ion conductance microscopy (SICM) is a nanopipette-based scanning probe
microscopy technique that utilizes the ionic current flowing between an electrode
inserted inside a nanopipette probe containing electrolyte solution, and a second
electrode placed in a bulk electrolyte bath, to provide information on a substrate of
interest. For most applications to date, the composition and concentration of the
electrolyte inside and outside the nanopipette is identical, but it is shown herein that
it can be very beneficial to lift this restriction. In particular, an ionic concentration
gradient at the end of the nanopipette generates an ionic current with a greatly reduced
electric field strength, with particular benefits for live cell imaging. This differential
concentration mode of SICM (ΔC-SICM) also enhances surface charge
measurements and provides a new way to carry out reaction mapping measurements
using the tip for simultaneous delivery and sensing of the reaction rate.
Comprehensive finite element method (FEM) modeling has been undertaken to
enhance understanding of SICM as an electrochemical cell and to enable the
interpretation and optimization of experiments. It is shown that electroosmotic flow
(EOF) has much more influence on the nanopipette response in the ΔC-SICM
configuration compared to standard SICM modes. The general mode presented
advances previous treatments, and it provides a framework for quantitative SICM
studies.
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5.2 Introduction
Scanning ion conductance microscopy (SICM) is a powerful non-contact imaging
technique capable of high-resolution topographical measurements.1,2 In particular,
SICM has found wide application in visualizing living cells,3-6 at probe distances
(separations) of tens to hundreds of nanometers from the cell surface.7,8 SICM
experiments utilize a glass or quartz nanopipette filled with electrolyte solution as the
scanning probe. A quasi-reference counter electrode (QRCE) is placed in the
nanopipette probe, and typically, a bias is applied between the probe electrode and
another electrode in bulk solution that bathes a sample, to drive an ionic current
through the end of the nanopipette between the two electrodes.2 As the probe
approaches an interface, the ionic current often decreases as the gap resistance
between the probe and surface increases.2 Thus, the ionic current can be used as
feedback to position the probe near a substrate, and obtain topographical information
by moving the nanopipette laterally across the substrate surface.2
Since its inception,1 there have been several key developments in both the
feedback types and scan regimes that can be used for SICM.2,9,10 These include the
introduction of modulated feedback types11-13 and hopping scan regimes5,14-16 which
have improved both the stability and versatility of the technique. There has been a
recent drive to develop SICM for multifunctional imaging,10 begetting more complex
scan regimes and probes to obtain a wealth of information on interfaces and
interfacial processes. These capabilities include the detection of electrochemical
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reactions,16 the surface charge of cellular membranes,7,8,17,18 and quantitative
monitoring of cellular uptake of electroactive molecules.19 Several of these studies
have demonstrated the importance of minimizing the applied bias in SICM
experiments.7,8,17 For example, it has been demonstrated that the larger the applied
bias between the tip electrode and that in bulk solution, the greater is the convolution
of topographical information with other surface properties, particularly surface
charge, with important implications for the precision of SICM topographical
measurements.17,20
The tip and bathing solutions usually have the same composition, but some SICM
studies and measurements with nanopipettes have used electrolyte solutions in the
nanopipette and the bulk solution that are different in composition and/or
concentration.19,21,22 There are several advantages of such conditions, including the
local delivery of molecules for printing and patterning22-25 or in studies of cellular
uptake.19 Hitherto, however, the effect of different electrolyte solutions on the
potential distribution between the tip and bulk electrodes, and mass transport in SICM,
has largely been ignored.
In this contribution, we analyze this differential concentration (ΔC)-SICM mode
and demonstrate practically how it can be used to map topography and improve the
sensitivity and versatility of functional measurements with SICM. In particular, ΔCSICM can be used to probe cellular surface charge using a dilute electrolyte solution
in the tip and physiological conditions in the bathing solution. The precision is better
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(wider dynamic range of the SICM current to surface charge) than previous SICM
methods. Further, ΔC-SICM can be used with a higher electrolyte in the tip compared
to the bathing solution, as a new approach to image electrochemical reactions at an
electrode surface purely via the SICM response, as exemplified with a study of
dopamine oxidation at a carbon fiber electrode.
The work herein develops a comprehensive understanding of the potential
distribution and mass transport in ΔC-SICM, highlighting the importance of the
liquid junction potential at the nanopipette end and electroosmotic flow (EOF),
compared to conventional SICM. Significant outcomes of this work are that
interfaces can be studied by SICM with minimal electric field effects and that
topography and other physiochemical phenomena can be separated in a robust
manner through the rational design of experiments.

5.3 Experimental Section
5.3.1 Solutions
Milli-Q reagent grade water (resistivity ca. 18.2 MΩ cm at 25°C) was used for all
solutions. PC12 cells were cultured and imaged in RPMI 1640 media, which
contained 15% horse serum, 2.5% fetal calf serum, 5 mM glutamine, 100 U/mL
penicillin, and 100 µg/mL streptomycin (all Sigma Aldrich). The nanopipette tip, for
topographical and surface charge measurements of living cells, contained a 100-fold
dilution of the full cell culture media. This environment allowed the cells to function
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normally, as the composition of the solution at the cellular interface was largely
maintained, with the local environment near the end of the nanopipette only
transiently perturbed while making an SICM measurement. For reaction mapping
experiments, a 10 mM KCl solution was used as the bulk electrolyte, whilst the
nanopipette contained either 80 mM KCl (for control experiments) or 50 mM KCl
and 30 mM dopamine hydrochloride (unbuffered, pH 6.7).

5.3.2 Nanopipettes and Electrodes
Nanopipettes were pulled from borosilicate glass capillaries (o.d. 1.2 mm, i.d. 0.69
mm, Harvard Apparatus) using a laser puller (P-2000, Sutter Instruments; pulling
parameters: Line 1: Heat 330, Fil 3, Vel 30, Del 220, Pul -; Line 2: Heat 330, Fil 3,
Vel 40, Del 180, Pul 120). The inner radius of probes was measured using a JEOL
2000FX transmission electron microscope (TEM) to be 90 ± 15 nm. Two Ag/AgCl
quasi-reference counter electrodes (QRCEs), one in the nanopipette and a second in
bulk solution, were used for both topographical and charge mapping. These were
AgCl-coated wires prepared as described previously.26 For reaction mapping
experiments, an individual carbon fiber (CF) was used as a substrate working
electrode and was electrically connected to allow a potential offset to be applied with
respect to the bulk QRCE (see ‘Substrate Preparation’). The potential of the Ag/AgCl
wires in each of the above solutions measured vs a saturated calomel electrode (SCE)
were determined as in Section 5.6.1, Table 5.1, to yield the potential of the
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nanopipette electrode with respect to the electrode in bulk, EElectrode. With this
knowledge, it was also possible to estimate the liquid junction potential, Ejunction, at
the end of the nanopipette, for a given set up, as reported in Table 5.2.

5.3.3 Cell Culturing Procedure
Adherent PC12 cells (ATCC-CRL-1721.1) were cultured in tissue culture flasks in
the above-specified media until confluent, before trypsinization and transfer to Petri
dishes. They were allowed 72 hours to adhere to the glass substrate before imaging
in fresh media.

5.3.4 Substrate Preparation
The PC12 cells used were adherent to glass-bottomed petri dishes (3512, WillcoWells)
and these were used as a support. Individual CFs (diameter 7 µm) were adhered to a
glass microscope slide using a piece of Kapton tape to mask most of the carbon fiber.
The bias applied to the carbon fiber was via a copper wire connected to one end of
the fiber with conductive silver paint.

5.3.5 Instrumentation
The lateral movement of the sample was controlled using a two-axis piezoelectric
positioning system with a range of 300 µm (Nano-BioS300, Mad City Labs, Inc.),
while movement of the probe normal to the substrate was controlled using a
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piezoelectric positioning stage of range 38 µm (P-753-3CD, Physik Instrumente), to
which the probe was mounted. The current–voltage converter used was made inhouse, while user control of probe position, voltage output, and data collection were
implemented via custom-made programs in LabVIEW (2013, National Instruments)
through an FPGA card (7852R, National Instruments).

5.3.6 ΔC-SICM Mapping
For approach curve measurements, the nanopipette was approached towards the glass
substrate (z direction) at a speed of 2 µm/s (with the position of the probe in the x-y
plane of the substrate fixed). Topographical scans were performed in a scan hopping
regime that generated pixel-by-pixel maps, with full details and example
topographical maps shown in Section 5.6.2, Figure 5.7. FEM simulations, which
demonstrate the insensitivity to surface charge under topographical mapping
conditions, are shown in Figure 5.8.
All functional measurements were made in a scan hopping regime. A full
description of the surface charge mapping experimental protocol can be found in
Section 5.6.3 (Figure 5.9) along with the data normalization procedure. Full details
of the reaction mapping experimental protocol can be found in Section 5.6.4, along
with a schematic (Figure 5.10).
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5.3.7 FEM Simulations
A 2D axisymmetric cylindrical model of the nanopipette at different distances from
a substrate was constructed in COMSOL Multiphysics (version 5.2a) with the
Transport of Diluted Species, Laminar Flow and Electrostatics modules. Full
simulation details, including a schematic of the simulation domain and boundary
conditions are presented in Section 5.6.5. The dimensions of nanopipettes used
experimentally were determined from TEM images to ensure that simulations
faithfully modeled experiments.

5.4 Results and Discussion
5.4.1 General Considerations
In ΔC-SICM, there is a potential difference between the two Ag/AgCl QRCEs
because of the different solution environments:

in which 𝐸'%()"*#+(,"1A is the potential of the QRCE in the environment pertinent to
the inside of the nanopipette, and 𝐸'%()"*#+(,[/%\ is the potential of the QRCE in the
bathing solution (values in Section 5.6.1, Table 5.1). The difference in concentration
internally and externally, near the end of the nanopipette, also gives rise to a junction,
or diffusion, potential. Further, an external potential, 𝐸(]"(*0$% , can be applied across
the two electrodes. Thus, the total potential between the two electrodes in the ΔCSICM configuration (Figure 5.1) is
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ΔC-SICM can be used flexibly, with the higher concentration electrolyte solution in
the probe or the bulk solution (vide infra), For each experimental configuration used,
the values of 𝐸'%()"*#+( and 𝐸./0)"1#0 are stated in Section 5.6.1, Table 5.2.

Figure 5.1. Schematic of the potential differences in a ΔC-SICM system. A
difference in electrolyte concentration (composition) inside and outside of the
nanopipette

leads

to

different

equilibrium

potentials,

𝐸'%()"*#+(,"1A

and

𝐸'%()"*#+(,[/%\ , of the two QRCEs, and a diffuse junction potential, 𝐸./0)"1#0 , at the
end of the nanopipette where the two solutions of potential fS2 (in the tip) and fS1 (in
the bathing solution) meet. An external bias, 𝐸(]"(*0$% , may also be applied.

FEM simulations allowed the electric field at the end of the nanopipette to be
readily calculated. It is informative to compare the case for ΔC-SICM live cell
imaging herein, where the ionic current is generated solely by 𝐸./0)"1#0 , i.e. where
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𝐸(]"(*0$% = −𝐸'%()"*#+( , so that 𝐸"#"$% ≈ 𝐸./0)"1#0 to conventional SICM imaging
parameters (e.g., a 100 mV tip bias), within the normal range of values applied,35,14,15,18,27

and the same concentration (physiological conditions) in the bath and tip.

These cases are presented and compared in Figure 5.2, with the tip in bulk solution.
Under the conventional SICM conditions (a), an electric field of up to 40 kV/m is
established at the end of the nanopipette. It can be seen that with only the liquid
junction potential (b), the only significant electric field arises from the double layer
due to the negative charge on the walls of the charged nanopipette (stip = -30 mC/m2,
considered as typical for these conditions28). In the region at the nanopipette opening,
the electric field is at least two orders of magnitude less than when a bias of 100 mV
is applied between the inside and outside of the nanopipette, with the effect of
𝐸./0)"1#0 spread over a long distance (Figure 5.2c). In cases where the applied SICM
bias is greater than 100 mV, the electric field strength would be significantly greater.
Consequently, for delicate substrates such as living cells, which can be
perturbed/stimulated by the presence of an electric field,29-31 ΔC-SICM will be much
less perturbing and less invasive. Example topographical maps of PC12 cells using
ΔC-SICM with an approach bias of 𝐸"#"$% ≈ 𝐸./0)"1#0 are shown in Section 5.6.2,
Figure 5.7, together with a simulated and experimental approach curve, which match
well.
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Figure 5.2. (a) Electric field magnitude at the end of a 90 nm radius nanopipette in
conventional SICM, with a 100 mV bias applied to the bulk electrode and the same
electrolyte (103 mM NaCl, 24 mM NaHCO3 and 5 mM KCl) throughout. (b) Electric
field magnitude at the end of a 90 nm radius nanopipette under ΔC-SICM conditions
(𝐸"#"$% ≈ 𝐸./0)"1#0 and the same bath solution as for (a) but with a 100-fold dilution
in the tip). (c) Line profiles of the electric field strength in the z-direction at the axis
of symmetry of the pipette with the peak (highlighted by the vertical green dashed
line marked P.O.) corresponding to the nanopipette opening. Profile for typical SICM
shown in black and ΔC-SICM in red, with the inset showing a zoom of the ΔC-SICM
profile.
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The different ionic conductivity between the inside and outside of the
nanopipette in ΔC-SICM influences the shape of approach curves. For the surface
charge and reaction mapping experiments that are discussed in the following sections,
simulated approach curves for sensing the surface are shown in Section 5.6.5, Figure
5.12. Where a lower electrolyte concentration is present in the bulk solution
compared to the nanopipette (as for reaction mapping/delivery), the gap resistance
accounts for a higher proportion of the total resistance, and a much shallower
approach curve of ionic current vs distance is seen, with the ionic current sensitive to
the substrate from much greater distances. Where the concentration difference is
reversed (as used for charge mapping of cells), a sharper approach curve is seen, as
the nanopipette resistance dominates, and the gap needs to be very small to have any
influence on the current.

5.4.2 Surface Charge Mapping with ΔC-SICM
We have previously shown that it is possible to use SICM to map charge
heterogeneities in cell membranes under physiological conditions (high ionic strength)
even though the electric double layer is compressed to a high degree.20,22 Our
approach is to use a self-referencing pulsed potential program, in which the tip current
response is measured near the surface and in bulk solution at each and every pixel,
so that subtle differences in the nanopipette electrochemical response can be
determined.8 Although under physiological conditions (ionic strength ~130 mM), the
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Debye length is less than 1 nm, the diffuse layer extends beyond this.32 Most
importantly, when the SICM tip is stationed beyond this nominal distance, e.g., herein
at an approximate separation of 20 nm or more, the double layer at the substrate is
perturbed (and sensed) by the electric field (and current) from the pipette orifice (vide
infra). It is for precisely this reason that we have advocated the use of either bias
modulation17 (with zero net bias) or a small DC current8 to minimize perturbation of
the double layer and obtain more faithful topographical information. In the same vain,
as shown in Section 5.6.2, Figure 5.8, the nanopipette current response of ΔC-SICM
with a small bias, such as 𝐸"#"$% ≈ 𝐸./0)"1#0 as used in Figure 5.7, is relatively
insensitive to surface charge and can be used for quantitative topographical mapping.
In order to assess the application of ΔC-SICM for charge mapping, FEM
simulations were performed with a nanopipette both in bulk solution and near a
charged interface (27 nm separation, within the typical range of approach distances
achieved). As part of these simulations, we also assess the importance of EOF in the
SICM response. Previous studies have considered EOF to not significantly influence
the response of nanopipettes and the SICM response, under a range of
conditions,20,33,34and it can be advantageous to ignore due to computational expense.
The data presented in Figure 5.3 compare the normalized current response of
typical conventional SICM to ΔC-SICM (𝐸"#"$% ≈ 𝐸./0)"1#0 ), with and without EOF,
for a range of negative surface charges (as typically predominant on cell membranes7);
see Section 5.6.3 for experimental protocol and current normalization procedure.
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Note that as well as the solution compositions being different for the two techniques,
the approach bias is different, but the applied potential for surface charge sensing in
both cases is -0.4 V applied to the nanopipette electrode. It is immediately apparent
that EOF is an important consideration for ΔC-SICM and cannot be ignored. In the
case of conventional SICM, at the lower surface charge densities applied to the
substrate, EOF has very little effect on calculated ionic currents, in line with
previously reported studies.10,20,33 However, as the surface charge increases beyond
about -30 mC/m2, EOF can be seen to be an important consideration.
It can be seen from Figure 5.3, that ΔC-SICM is more sensitive to surface charge
(wide dynamic range of normalized current to surface charge) than conventional
SICM, over a range of 80 mC/m2 (considering EOF, full model). The changes in the
normalized current signal with surface charge in Figure 5.3 may appear small, but are
easily detected because of the pixel-level self-referencing implemented in the
hopping mode protocol, as shown practically below.
Differences between ΔC-SICM (Figure 5.4a) and conventional SICM (Figure
5.4b), in terms of concentration profiles, electric field strength, and velocity profiles
(from EOF) at the end of a nanopipette, near the most extreme negatively charged
substrate (-80 mC/m2), 20 ms after applying a bias of -400 mV to the nanopipette
electrode, are evident in Figure 5.4. These data further highlight how it is possible to
sense the double layer, with conventional SICM, at large distances from the interface,
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compared to the double layer dimension, because the double layer at the interface
becomes perturbed by the applied electric field from the tip (Figure 5.4b(i)).

Figure 5.3. Normalized nanopipette current vs substrate surface charge density for a
nanopipette with identical geometric (90 nm radius) and glass surface charge (-30
mC/m2) for different modes and mass transport situations in SICM. Normalized
currents were calculated 20 ms into a current-time (I-t) curve after applying an
external bias of -400 mV to the nanopipette QRCE, jumped from the approach bias
(𝐸(]"(*0$% =−𝐸'%()"*#+( in the case of ΔC-SICM, and from100 mV for conventional
SICM). The red lines are for conventional SICM (103 mM NaCl, 24 mM NaHCO3
and 5 mM KCl in both the nanopipette and bath) and the blue lines are for ΔC-SICM
(100-fold dilution of the bath solution present in the nanopipette). The dashed lines
are simulations solving only the Nernst-Planck and Poisson equations, while the solid
lines also included EOF. The raw simulated ionic currents underlying these data are
shown in Section 5.6.6, Figure 5.13.
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For ΔC-SICM, the double layer region is not perturbed in the same way (Figure
5.4a(i)) due to the greatly diminished electric field at the end of the nanopipette
(Figure 5.4a(ii)). This diminished electric field can be explained by considering the
electrolyte concentrations present in the nanopipette and bulk domains. In ΔC-SICM,
where a lower electrolyte concentration is present in the nanopipette domain, the end
of the nanopipette becomes more concentrated as solution from the bath moves into
the nanopipette. Consequently, the region at the end of the nanopipette becomes less
resistive and the region of maximum electric field strength moves up into the
nanopipette where the ionic strength is still low. However, ΔC-SICM is sensitive to
surface charge, and the sensitivity is due to EOF.
Figure 5.4a(iii) shows a fluid velocity profile in ΔC-SICM with 𝐸(]"(*0$% =
−0.4 V. It can be seen that between the charged nanopipette wall and the substrate
there is a significant radial velocity bringing solution from outside the nanopipette
into the narrow gap and up into the nanopipette domain. Under ΔC-SICM conditions,
this movement of fluid is from an area of higher concentration (external to the
nanopipette) to lower (in the nanopipette), greatly changing the ionic composition in
the lower region of the nanopipette. For conventional SICM (Figure 5.4b(iii)), EOF
brings solution between two regions of similar concentration. Thus, although the
fluid velocity tends to be higher in conventional SICM, compared to ΔC-SICM,
(compare Fig 5.4a(iii) and Figure 5.4b(iii)), because of the higher electric field in the
case of conventional SICM, the overall effect on mass transport, compared to ion
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Figure 5.4. Cation concentration (i), electric field strength (ii), and velocity profiles
(iii) at the end of the nanopipette near a substrate with surface charge -80 mC/m2
shown for: (a) ΔC-SICM with a 100-fold dilution in the nanopipette domain; and (b)
conventional SICM case with identical (physiological) concentrations in the
nanopipette and bulk. All profiles are taken at t = 20 ms after jumping the potential
of the nanopipette electrode to -400 mV from either 𝐸(]"(*0$% = −𝐸'%()"*#+( for
ΔC-SICM (a), or from +100 mV for conventional SICM (b).

migration is less. The velocity profiles also give an indication as to the resolution of
ΔC-SICM for surface charge mapping. It can be seen that the region of greatest
velocity, driven by surface charge and EOF, is between the walls of the pipette and
the substrate, with the velocity dropping off to bulk by around 3/2 times the pipette
diameter. This is similar to conventional SICM.26 Future work could consider
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optimizing the nanopipette geometry, including the wall/lumen ratio, for enhancing
surface charge sensitivity and resolution.

5.4.3 ΔC-SICM Surface Charge Mapping
ΔC-SICM measurements of surface charge and topography considered PC12 cells as
the substrate. To minimize convolution between topography and other surface
properties, an external bias, 𝐸(]"(*0$% , of 109 mV was applied to counter 𝐸'%()"*#+(
so that 𝐸"#"$% ≈ 𝐸./0)"1#0 (≈ 20 mV) was used for topographical imaging.
Figure 5.5a shows an optical micrograph of a cluster of differentiated PC12 cells.
The area denoted by the white dashed rectangle indicates the SICM scan area mapped
with the pulsed potential regime described above. 𝐸"#"$% ≈ 𝐸./0)"1#0 was used to
map the topography of the cellular surface (Figure 5.5b). For comparison, Section
5.6.8, Figure S15b, presents the case where 𝐸"#"$% ≈ 𝐸./0)"1#0 + 𝐸'%()"*#+( was the
bias for topography imaging.
The simultaneously collected normalized current map (Section 5.6.7, Figure
5.14a), obtained during the chronoamperometric step, where the tip electrode
potential was pulsed to -0.4 V for 20 ms, reveals heterogeneities that can be attributed
to surface charge. A calibration curve of normalized current to surface charge density
was calculated by the FEM model (Section 5.6.7, Figure 5.14b) from which Figure
5.5c was generated. It can be seen that the PC12 cell exhibited surface charge values
of around -50 to -70 mC/m2 with the glass having surface charge of around -20 to -
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40 mC/m2, broadly in agreement with our previous measurements with conventional
SICM,8 that used the simplified model without EOF. The accuracy of the previous
work could be improved by applying the new model herein, but the deductions would
be similar.

Figure 5.5. Topography and surface charge mapping of PC12 cells using ΔC-SICM.
(a) Optical micrograph of PC12 cells on a glass substrate, with the SICM scan area
denoted by the white dashed rectangle. (b) Topographical map collected with a ~90
nm radius nanopipette using ΔC-SICM and a driving potential of 𝐸"#"$% ≈ 𝐸./0)"1#0 .
A decrease of 5% in the ionic current between the tip in bulk and near the surface
was used as the set point, corresponding to a distance of 22 nm. (c) Corresponding
surface charge map (see Section 5.6.3 for normalization procedure) using a FEMsimulated calibration curve. Normalized current maps underpinning these data and
the calibration curve are shown in Section 5.6.7, Figure 5.14.
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5.4.4 Reaction Mapping at a Carbon Fiber Electrode
Although previous studies have considered using nanopipettes for molecular
delivery,22 there have been few attempts to quantify the effect of concentration
gradients on electric potentials in SICM.35 We now describe the use of ΔC-SICM to
deliver reagent to a substrate electrode and map the resulting local electrochemical
reaction purely from the nanopipette response. As an exemplar system, we consider
dopamine oxidation (unbuffered, pH 6.7) on a CF electrode (see Section 5.6.4, Figure
5.10a for an optical micrograph of the substrate). CFs are widely used for studies of
single neurons,36 and other applications, but there is little information on the
electrochemical response of these electrodes at the local level.
During the scan hopping CV regime implemented, the SICM bias between the
two QRCEs was held constant at 𝐸"#"$% ≈ 𝐸'%()"*#+( + 𝐸./0)"1#0 ≈ 26 𝑚𝑉, a small
positive value suitable for topographical imaging which also drives the migration of
protonated dopamine (Dop+),36,37 out of the nanopipette, throughout the entire
imaging process. Thus, Dop+ is pushed out of the nanopipette by the applied bias but
the efflux rate depends on the local environment (e.g., substrate reactions) and this is
reflected in the nanopipette current (vide infra). During the approach of the
nanopipette to the CF surface, the CF was held at a potential of -0.1 V vs. the
Ag/AgCl QRCE in bulk so that no substrate electrode reaction occurred. When the
nanopipette reached the near-surface (ca. 35 nm based on a set point of 3%), its
position was fixed and the potential at the CF was swept from -0.1 V to 0.4 V and
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back again to -0.1 V in a CV at 1 V/s vs the Ag/AgCl QRCE in bulk. The CF was
then held at -0.1 V while the probe was retracted at a speed of 20 µm/s (retract
distance 10 µm), and the same CV at the substrate was run with the probe now
effectively in bulk solution. The tip ionic current response at the surface was
normalized by that in bulk and is a measure of the relative conductance of the probe
near the surface, with respect to the bulk during the substrate electrochemical reaction
(see Section 5.6.6 for full details of the experimental setup and scanning regime).
An important consideration of these measurements is the spatial resolution of
SICM for reaction mapping and delivery. This was explored using FEM simulations,
with example results presented in Figure 5.6. For the conditions outlined above,
Figure 5.6a shows a snapshot of the Dop+ concentration around the pipette opening
when the nanopipette was positioned 35 nm from the surface, before the reaction was
driven. From this profile, we can see that at these separation distances, the high Dop+
concentration is confined to the region directly beneath the pipette, suggesting the
resolution of the technique is similar to the pipette dimensions. A profile of the Dop+
concentration laterally along the substrate (z = 0) is shown in Figure 5.6b for the cases
where the nanopipette was both at this approach distance (35 nm), and at the retract
distance (~10 µm from the surface). It can be seen that the region of the substrate
underneath the pipette has the greatest Dop+ concentration and so this is where there
would be the greatest change in ionic concentration owing to the substrate
electrochemical reaction. By contrast, the profile with the tip at 10 µm from the
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substrate reveals a much smaller concentration of Dop+ (max concentration of 0.01
mM) at the substrate surface, and thus, 10 µm can be reasonably considered to be
bulk solution. These profiles of surface Dop+ concentration are beneficial for
determining the lateral hopping distance that should be used in ΔC-SICM delivery
experiments in order to ensure that each pixel has not been exposed to significant
amounts of dopamine from the prior approach that may lead to fouling of the substrate
during oxidation.38
This protocol was repeated at a series of pixels to create a spatial array of
nanopipette current-substrate potential data sets that were used to make movies of
normalized nanopipette current in x-y space as a function of applied substrate
potential. These map the progress of the substrate reaction both spatially and with
potential resolution. Scans were taken: with the probe containing only 80 mM KCl
(control case); and 50 mM KCl and 30 mM dopamine hydrochloride. In both cases,
the bulk solution contained 10 mM KCl (more dilute than the tip).
Snapshots from two movies at the most extreme potential of +0.4 V vs. Ag/AgCl
QRCE are shown in Figure 5.6, together with the simultaneously obtained
topographical maps. The topographical maps (Figure 5.6c,e) are closely similar,
clearly resolving the 7 µm diameter CF. When a potential of +0.4 V was applied to
the CF, dopamine oxidation occurred, and there is a clear difference between the
scan in which dopamine is absent (Figure 5.6d) and the scan in which it is present in
the nanopipette (Figure 5.6f). With dopamine present, the ionic current drops by a
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Figure 5.6. (a) Simulated dopamine (Dop+) concentration profile around the end of
the nanopipette, positioned 35 nm away from a CF substrate. (b) Near-surface
concentrations of Dop+ in the radial direction with the nanopipette 35 nm away from
the surface (black line) and 10 µm away (red line), with the inset showing a zoom of
data for the 10 µm distance case. Two sets of example maps from electrode reaction
mapping using DC-SICM with a nanopipette containing (c,d) 80 mM KCl (control
case) and (e,f) 50 mM KCl and 30 mM dopamine hydrochloride (pH 6.7). (c,e)
Topographical maps of two regions of the CF. (d,f) Individual frames taken from two
videos of normalized nanopipette ionic current (in x,y as a function of substrate
potential), at the substrate potential for dopamine oxidation (0.4 V).

consistent 7-8% at each pixel across the surface of the CF. This is because the
substrate acts as a sink for Dop+. While protons are released in Dop+ electrooxidation,38 which could enhance the conductivity of the gap, the majority of the
resistance in SICM experiments comes from the nanopipette itself, and Dop+
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consumption at the CF depletes the concentration in the end part of the tip, while
substrate-generated protons are excluded by the direction of the applied electric field
at the tip. This change in ionic current is also seen at the pixels surrounding the CF,
a “diffusional broadening”, caused by the sink-like nature of the CF. A small decrease
in the ionic current (1-2%) can also be seen over the surface of the CF for the control
(Figure 5.6d), suggesting that a small current is driven between the CF electrode and
the QRCE in the probe. This is an interesting observation that might have future
applications, but the effect is far less than with dopamine present (Figure 5.6f). Thus
ΔC-SICM can be used to map surface reactions at electrodes purely from the
nanopipette ion current response.

5.5 Conclusions
In this paper we have provided a full analysis of the electrochemical potentials and
mass transfer in SICM, particularly pertinent to the case where different
concentrations, or solution compositions, are employed in the nanopipette and bulk
solutions, but they are also of value for conventional SICM. Through this analysis,
we have demonstrated the versatility and advantages of using different ionic strength
media in the SICM tip and bulk solution, in a mode termed DC-SICM. Notably,
topographical imaging with much reduced electric field than in conventional (applied
SICM bias) becomes possible by driving the ionic current purely through the junction
(diffusion) potential, due to the concentration gradient at the end of the nanopipette.
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Functional applications, such as charge mapping with DC-SICM, are more sensitive
than conventional SICM, with the charge sensitivity arising from significant EOF
effects in this configuration. The model developed, which solves the Poisson, NernstPlanck, and Navier-Stokes equations with EOF, can also be applied to conventional
SICM charge mapping measurements and allows for a more accurate determination
of high surface charge densities than our previous approach.
This work has expanded on the use of SICM for the delivery of charged
molecules to a surface. One can envisage many applications, spanning cell biology,
electrochemistry, and catalysis, where a nanopipette can be used for delivery and to
measure spatial variations in efflux rate simply through the nanopipette current.

5.6 Supporting Information
5.6.1 Determination of Equilibrium Potentials
As the two QRCEs (AgCl-coated Ag wires as often employed in SICM)2,12,39 used in
DC-SICM were in solutions of different ionic strength and compositions, they each
have different equilibrium potentials. The equilibrium potential of the QRCEs in all
of the experimental imaging media were measured against a saturated calomel
electrode (SCE) and are shown in Table 5.1. We note that there will be a small (and
different) liquid junction potential between each bathing solution and the calomel
electrode, but reasonably assume the error introduced will be negligible.40
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Table 5.1. Electrode potentials in the experimental media.
Solution

EElectrode / mV (vs. SCE)

RPMI Media

22

100-fold dilution of RPMI Media

131

80 mM KCl

34

50 mM KCl, 30 mM Dopamine Hydrochloride

36

10 mM KCl

71

Knowledge of these potentials allowed us to control the driving force in SICM,
which operates as an electrochemical cell. The experimental setup also gives rise to
a junction potential at the end of the nanopipette (Figure 5.1) where the two solutions
of different concentration meet (and mix). In order to apply SICM essentially using
only the junction potential, the measured equilibrium potential difference between
the QRCEs was offset with an external bias that was equal in magnitude, but of
opposite polarity. The magnitude of the junction potential could be calculated by
measuring the interelectrode potential in the SICM set up with different
concentrations in the bath and tip. These values are presented in Table 5.2. Note that
any current flowing in SICM is relatively small (10s pA to nA) and the Ag/AgCl
electrodes are of relatively large area (5 cm length wires of 0.1 cm diameter) so that
the current density on the electrodes is very low and they maintain their potential.
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Table 5.2. Calculated difference in equilibrium potential and junction potential.
Experiment

EElectrode /

EElectrode + Ejunction

Ejunction /

mV

/ mV

mV

Surface Charge Mapping

-109

-89

20

Reaction Mapping (with dopamine)

35

26

-9

Reaction Mapping (control)

37

27

-10

5.6.2 Topographical Mapping with DC-SICM
Topographical scans were performed in a scan hopping regime that generated pixelby-pixel maps. A nanopipette approach and retract rate of 20 µm/s was used and a 2%
decrease in the ionic current was used to sense the surface, corresponding to a tipsurface distance of ca. 60 nm. After recording the distance of closest approach, the
probe was retracted and moved to the next pixel, so as to cover a pre-defined array of
x,y points.
Figure 5.7a presents an experimental approach curve of a nanopipette towards
the glass support on which PC12 cells were cultured. It can be observed that at
decreasing tip-substrate distances the ionic current decreases, in line with the
traditional SICM responses and hence this feedback type can be used for
topographical measurements.2 FEM simulations were performed for the same
condition, at a range of tip-substrate separations, to generate a theoretical approach
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curve (Figure 5.7a). This approach curve suggests the same behavior observed
experimentally with a diminished ionic current at small tip-substrate distances.

Figure 5.7. The use of DC-SICM as feedback for topographical imaging. (a)
Experimental approach curve (black) of a ~90 nm radius nanopipette containing 100fold diluted RPMI media, in a bulk solution of full strength media, with
𝐸"#"$% ≈ 𝐸./0)"1#0 . The nanopipette approach rate was 2 µm/s at each pixel.
Simulated approach curve (red) for the conditions used experimentally.
Topographical images of PC12 cells (b,c) collected in a scan hopping regime at an
approach rate of 20 µm/s with the same solutions and applied bias as (a). Note: there
is no interpolation of data with scans containing 6400 pixels, collected in 15 minutes.
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DC-SICM was used to generate topographical maps of PC12 cells exhibiting
different degrees of differentiation, as evidenced by the presence or absence of
protrusions known as neuritis from the cell body (Figure 5.7b,c).41 It can be seen that
DC-SICM provides a reliable feedback signal at an approach rate of 20 µm/s and
generates comparable maps to those seen previously with conventional feedback
types.8 It should be noted that the small change of junction potential with time had
negligible effects on the measurements, as the self-referencing program was utilized
herein.
Figure 5.8 shows simulated plots of normalized ionic current against surface
charge for a range of different conditions in SICM with the probe positioned 27 nm
away from the substrate. It can be seen that with the DC-SICM approach condition
applied, 𝐸"#"$% ≈ 𝐸./0)"1#0 , with a 100-fold dilution of cell media present in the
nanopipette domain, the DC-SICM response is relatively insensitive to surface charge
effects, making it a powerful tool for faithful topographical mapping. This can be
compared to conventional SICM with the same solution concentrations and
compositions. It can be seen that DC-SICM gives a similar level of sensitivity to that
achieved in conventional SICM when an approach bias of -50 mV is employed. It
can also be seen that in conventional SICM as the applied bias used becomes greater,
particularly -200 mV and more, the sensitivity to surface charge increases and this
could affect the accuracy of topographical measurements, particularly when small
tips and tip-substrate separations are employed, as we have pointed out previously.20
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It should be noted that the absolute currents were hundreds of picoampers, similar
magnitude to those reported in the DC-SICM and conventional SICM.

Figure 5.8. Simulated normalized nanopipette current vs substrate surface charge
density for a nanopipette with a 90 nm radius and glass surface charge of -30 mC/m2
for DC-SICM with 𝐸"#"$% ≈ 𝐸./0)"1#0 and conventional SICM (physiological
conditions, as defined in the main text) with a range of different approach biases.
Simulations were performed with a tip-substrate separation of 27 nm.

5.6.3 SICM Pulse Potential Charge Mapping Regime
In previous studies, several different scan regimes have been employed to elucidate
information about the surface charge of a substrate.7-8,17,20,39 In this work, a pulsepotential regime was used, as represented in Figure 5.9.8 The nanopipette was
approached (I) towards the substrate with a fixed small SICM bias (either 𝐸"#"$% ≈
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𝐸./0)"1#0 or 𝐸"#"$% ≈ 𝐸'%()"*#+( + 𝐸./0)"1#0 ). Upon detecting the near-surface
through a 5% decrease in the ionic current (corresponding to a tip-surface separations
of 22 nm), the SICM bias was pulsed to a potential (II), where the ionic current
became more sensitive to surface charge (-0.4 V to the bulk QRCE) for a short, fixed
time (typically 20 ms herein) before jumping the potential back to the approach bias.
The nanopipette was then retracted (III) away from the surface (typically 7 µm).
When the nanopipette was far away from the surface, an identical potential pulse was
performed (IV). This provided a bulk current-time (I-t) curve to which the surface It curve could be normalized by taking an average of the last millisecond of each I-t
curve. As outlined herein, this provided information about the surface charge
properties. The probe was then moved laterally to the next x,y coordinate (pixel),
holding the potential at the approach bias and keeping the z position constant (V).

Figure 5.9. Schematic representation of the SICM pulse potential method for
elucidating surface charge.
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5.6.4 SICM Reaction Mapping Experimental Details
For reaction mapping experiments, the bias between the nanopipette and bulk
electrode was held constant at 𝐸'%()"*#+( + 𝐸./0)"1#0 = 26 mV while the potential
applied to the substrate electrode was varied. During the approach of the nanopipette
to the surface, the potential of the CF was held at -0.1 V vs the Ag/AgCl electrode in
bulk to ensure that no oxidation of dopamine took place.37

Figure 5.10. (a) Optical micrograph of carbon fiber device used in SICM reaction
mapping experiments. (b) Schematic of experimental setup with biases applied.

Upon approach to the near-surface, detected by a decrease of 3% in the
magnitude of the ionic current, corresponding to a tip-surface distance of ca. 35 nm,
the potential of the CF working electrode was ramped linearly from -0.1 V to +0.4 V
and back again to -0.1 V in a cyclic voltammogram (CV) pattern at 1 V/s, and the
SICM current was recorded before repeating the same CV at the substrate with the
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probe in bulk solution (separation of 10 µm). This allowed for nanopipette currents
near the surface, as a function of substrate potential, to be normalized to the
nanopipette response when in bulk solution. An optical micrograph of the carbon
fiber electrode device on glass, used as a substrate for reaction mapping, is shown in
Figure 5.10a, with a schematic of the setup shown in Figure 5.10b.

5.6.5 Finite Element Method Simulation Details
Finite element method (FEM) simulations were constructed in COMSOL
Multiphysics (v5.2a). A schematic of the FEM simulation domain is shown in Figure
5.11. Typical dimensions of the nanopipettes used were extracted from transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) images and used to construct the nanopipette simulation
domain. For simulations corresponding to cell experiments, the species initially
present in the simulations in the bulk domain were Na+ (127 mM), K+ (5 mM), Cl(108 mM) and HCO3- (24 mM) with 100-fold dilution in the tip. For simulations
presented in Figure 5.6, K+ (50 mM), Cl- (80 mM), and Dop+ (30 mM) were present
in the nanopipette with K+ (10 mM) and Cl- (10 mM) initially present in the bulk
domain. The electrostatics, transport of diluted species and laminar flow modules
were used to model the experimental system.
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Figure 5.11. Schematic of FEM simulation domain with applied boundary conditions.

In all simulations the Nernst-Planck equation for ion transport (eq. 5.3) was
solved:

where Di, zi, and ci are the diffusion coefficients, charge number, and concentrations
of species i. Ion diffusion coefficients were taken from the CRC handbook42 and the
simulations accounted for the effect of locally varying ionic strength on these
parameters.28 F, R and T are the Faraday constant, gas constant and absolute
temperature. f is the electric potential described by the Poisson equation (eq. 5.4):
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where e is the dielectric constant of the solution and e0 is the vacuum permittivity.
The solution velocity was described by the incompressible Navier-Stokes equation
with electroosmotic flow incorporated (eq. 5.5)

where r is the solution density, µ is the solution viscosity and p is the pressure. The
molar volume was reasonable considered independent of ionic strength over the range
of interest.42 As the activity of water over the range of 1-100 mM NaCl electrolyte
differs by, at most 0.5%, uniform water activity was considered, but variations in
solvent activity could be incorporated into the model were they expected to play a
significant role.
Steady-state simulations were first performed for each of the experimental setups
(high concentration tip or low concentration tip compared to bulk) to estimate the
experimental working distance for functional measurements. These mimic the initial
nanopipette approach curves (tip current vs distance, as outlined above in Section
5.6.2). Simulations were performed at different nanopipette-surface separations and
the simulated approach curves were compared to those obtained experimentally; see
Figure 5.12 for typical examples for the surface charge mapping studies (a) and
reaction mapping (b). From these, a working distance of 22 nm was obtained for
surface charge mapping experiments, presented in Figure 5.5, and 35 nm for reaction
mapping experiments (Figure 5.6). Interestingly, in the reaction mapping
configuration where a higher concentration was present in the nanopipette domain,
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the approach curve was much shallower and the nanopipette sensed the surface from
a greater distance, (Figure 5.12b) whereas when the solution in the tip was more dilute
(Figure 5.12a), a sharper approach was seen, despite the geometries being identical.

Figure 5.12. Simulated approach curves used to approximate experimental working
distances for the case where surface charge measurements were performed (a) and
reaction mapping experiments (b).

5.6.6 Raw Current Data for Assessing EOF
Figure 5.3 in the manuscript shows the effect of EOF at a range of different surface
charges on the normalized ionic currents. Figure 5.13 shows the raw simulated
currents in the case of conventional SICM (Figure 5.13a) and ΔC-SICM (Figure
5.13b). These currents are taken from t =20 ms of the simulated time-dependent I-t
pulse.
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Figure 5.13. Raw currents corresponding to Figure 5.3 of the manuscript with the
conventional SICM case shown in (a) and the ΔC-SICM case in (b).

5.6.7 Quantifying Surface Charge
FEM simulations allowed normalized currents obtained experimentally in surface
charge mapping experiments (Figure 5.5, main text) to be converted to surface charge
densities. Steady-state simulations were first performed with only the liquid junction
potential, as used for the initial approach of tip to the surface (topographical imaging).
The results from these simulations were then used as initial conditions for timedependent simulations where a potential of 𝐸(]"(*0$% = -0.4 V was applied to the tip
electrode and the SICM regime is more sensitive to surface charge. These simulations
were repeated with different surface charge densities applied to the surface beneath
the pipette. Simulations were also performed in bulk solution, so that normalized
currents corresponding to each surface charge density could be obtained. This
allowed for a working curve (Figure 5.14b) to be generated that allowed the
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experimental normalized current map (Figure 5.14a) to be converted to surface
charge densities (main manuscript, Figure 5.5c).

Figure 5.14. (a) Experimental normalized currents obtained concurrently with
topography of Figure 5.5b of the main manuscript. (b) Simulated working curve to
allow conversion of normalized current to surface charge density.

5.6.8 Surface Charge Mapping for 𝑬𝒕𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍 ≈ 𝑬𝑬𝒍𝒆𝒄𝒕𝒓𝒐𝒅𝒆 + 𝑬𝒋𝒖𝒏𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏
Figure 5.15a shows an optical micrograph of several neuron-like PC12 cells that have
undergone spontaneous differentiation. These cells were imaged using ΔC-SICM
with 𝐸"#"$% ≈ 𝐸'%()"*#+( + 𝐸./0)"1#0 ≈ −89 mV for the nanopipette approach. The
region scanned by ΔC-SICM is denoted by the black square and the topography from
that scan is shown in Figure 5.15b. Several junctions can be identified between cells,
notably between the two larger cells on the left-hand side of the scan, and in the
bottom right of the image where two neurite-like protuberances are connected in what
could potentially be a synapse.
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Figure 5.15. Surface charge mapping of PC12 cells using ΔC-SICM. (a) Optical
micrograph of PC12 cells on a glass substrate, scan area denoted by the black dashed
rectangle. (b) Topographical map collected with a ~90 nm radius nanopipette using
ΔC-SICM feedback. (c) Normalized current (defined in the text) map collected
concurrently with the topography in (b).

The normalized current map (Figure 5.15c) was collected synchronously with
the topographical map in Figure 5.15b (see Section 5.6.3 for definition of normalized
current). The map in Figure 5.15c shows several heterogeneities in normalized
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current, an established proxy for surface charge density,7,8 notably at the cellular
junctions identified in the discussion of the topographical map above, with a clear
region of lower normalized current along the divide between the two large cells on
the left hand side of the image. This variation in localized charge could correspond
to a higher density of certain proteins or lipids at the point where the two cells meet.
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Chapter 6. Conclusions

This thesis demonstrates the multifunctional capabilities of SICM, in particular for
electrode mapping, with the ability of nanopipettes to deliver ionic redox species to
a substrate surface, with a high degree of spatial and temperal resolution. It is found
that the ionic species can be held in the tip or delivered to a region of the substrate
surface on demand by careful control of the tip potential. Nanopipette delivery can
also be driven by different concentrations in the tip and bath. FEM modelling allows
us to understand the experimental results quantitatively and theoretically. The studies
presented in this thesis provide improved insights on the use of SICM for controlled
delivery to interfaces generally, and offer new methodologies to study
electrochemical phenomenon at the nanoscale.
Chapter 2 outlines methodology for the pulsed-potential delivery of ionic redox
molecules from a nanopipette to a substrate electrode in a localized region beneath
the nanopipette opening, and provides an improved understanding of the nanopipette
delivery in SICM, through experimental studies and FEM simulations. By
considering the two cases of Ru(NH3)63+ and protonated dopamine (Dop+) delivery
to a CF UME, we have elucidated the key factors affecting both the tip and substrate
current, including the substrate redox reactions and substrate surface charge, the
extent to which these different effects can be separated and identified independently.
The studies outlined in this work allow us to synchronously probe topography,
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surface reactivity and surface charge in a single measurement. In particular, a new
platform for electrode mapping is demonstrated. This methodology should find wide
applications for studying a range of systems and the findings discussed help to give
and improved understanding SICM more generally.
Chapter 3 highlights previously unseen spatiotemporal variations in the rate of
electro-oxidation of dopamine across a CF UME surface under pulse-release
conditions mimicking those found in synaptic release measurements. The
electrochemical setup in Chapter 3 is the same as in Chapter 2. The importance of the
observed heterogeneity in electrochemistry on the analysis of exocytosis data will
depend on the time resolution of the measurements, but as such measurements
increasingly seek to measure the current-time response at shorter timescales (sub-ms),
electrode heterogeneity is an issue which will play an important role. For longer
timescale measurements (several ms and longer) and coulometry, CF UMEs can be
considered to be uniformly active.
In Chapter 4, we extend the methodology for quantitative nanopipette delivery,
introduced in Chapter 2, to the SICM-SECM technique. It is found that the SECM
current is hugely sensitive to the substrate reactions, and the information about local
electrochemical reactions can be mapped out from the current signals at both SECM
and substrate electrodes, together with the substrate topography obtained from the
same scan. In the process of electrochemical mapping, the concentration of ionic
redox species could be regulated in situ through control of the potential in SICM. We
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also demonstrate the concept of closed bipolar cell used in SICM-SECM, which
allows for more choices of electrode materials with simple probe fabrication, holding
the potential for a wider range of electrochemical systems that can be investigated.
Chapter 5 introduces a new methodology for nanopipette delivery driven by the
different concentrations in the tip and bath, termed ΔC-SICM, which provides a new
way for simultaneous delivery and sensing of the electrochemical reaction rate,
purely obtained from the nanopipette response. ΔC-SICM also enhances the surface
charge measurements, with the charge sensitivity arising from significant EOF effects
in this configuration. In particular, an ionic concentration gradient at the end of the
nanopipette generates an ionic current with a greatly reduced electric field strength,
with particular benefits for live cell imaging.
To summarize, multifunctional capabilities of SICM have been developed in this
thesis with the ability of nanopipette delivery, particularly for electrode mapping.
Information about the local electrochemical reaction could be obtained from the
substrate current, SICM current, or SECM current (in the SICM-SECM setup) signal.
When combined with FEM modelling, it is possible for us to understand the
experimental results quantitatively and extract the contributions of interfacial
phenomena, including surface charge density and surface reactivity, to the SICM
current signal. This work adds to a growing literature that highlights the versatility of
SICM, which has considerable potential to address a wide range of applications, from
electrocatalysis to cell biology.
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Future work could further develop the pulsed-potential SICM to investigate the
relationship between the structure and the electrocatalytic activity even at an
individual nanoparticle level, as the conventional electrochemical measurements are
typically performed at the macroscopic scale, which represents a statistical average
behavior and reveals no information about the spatial distribution of the activity.
Combined with FEM modelling, information about the quantitative kinetic and
mechanistic details could be extracted. Moreover, we could focus on increasing the
imaging resolution, by reducing either the size of the nanopipette (e.g., 30 nm
diameter) used or the pulse time (e.g., 10 ms) in order to shorten the diffusion distance
of the delivered molecules.
We could also develop the methodology for pulsed-potential SICM to deliver
biological molecules, such as proteins, peptides, DNAs, and drugs, into cells for the
basic research of cellular biology and application to therapeutics. A fine control of
dosage and timing could be accomplished via the high degree of potential control in
SICM. Furthermore, SICM distance feedback control allows for both non-contact and
intracellular injection, and the analysis could be actually performed at the single
living cell level or a portion of the cell by employing a nanoscale SICM tip. SICMSECM with local delivery could be employed to measure the local cellular uptake by
comparing the SECM current signal when tip near surface and in bulk, if the delivered
molecules of interest are electroactive.
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